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SUMMARY

The two majot extant groups of nlanrnals, maÌsupials and

eutherians, have evolved separately since they last shared a conmon

ancestor some 130 níllion yeaTs ago. Detailed genetic maps already

exist for several eutherian marnmals, especially man and mouse.

However, little gene mapping data are yet available for marsupials.

The existence of such naps would be of special significance as it

would enable comparisons to be made bettveen the genetic maps of,

for exanple, man and kangaroo, comparisons rvhich rr'ould be of

consj.clerable,evolutionary interest. Questions concerning the extent

to wirich gïoups of genes have remained synt-enic over very long

evolutionary tine spans could be answerecl, Gene niapping data to

date suggest ti-rat the genetic content of the manlnalian X chronosome

has been conservccl in a large number of narnmals including marsupj-als.

However, this chromosonte probably represents a rrspecial casel' as the

genes that resi¿e on it are subject to a dosage conpensation mechanism

which, it has becn argued, tends to conserve t}reir location on this

chromosonre. With respect to the autosomes, there is already erridence

that certain groups of genes which a.re syntenic in man a1e also

syntenic in ¡iousc and it would be of interest to see if the

honologous countcrparts to these genes are also syntenic in a

narsupial.

Marsupial x mouse sornatic ceIl hybrids containing subsets of

narsupiaì. chromosornes enable genes to be mapped to rnarsupial

chromosomes. A cytogenetic, biochenical and immunological study lias

been carried out an lúacropus rufogniseus (red necked wallaby) x nouse

somatic cell hybricls with the airn of mapping enzymic and cell srrrface

v1 .



antigenic rnarkers to 14. z'ufogriser¿s ch..omosomes.

Marsupial chronrosomes were identified in marsupial x mouse

somatic cell hybrids using various chromosome banding techniques '

fur interesting C-band variant tvas observed for a G-band identical

M. tufogriselus tlanslocation chromosome which was present in two

subclones of an lr1. t'ufogriseas x mouse cell hybrid. Chromosome

studies on these tlo clones using sequential C- and G-banding,

fluorescent banding techniques, effect of culture in the presence

of Hoeclrst 33258 and ltybridisation of M. rufogt'ise¿¿s satellite DNA,

indicated that the C-band r¡ari.ation was not due to an extensive loss

of IJNA but rather the non-C-band expression of DNA'sti1l present in

the chrornosotne.

A nunber of enzymes l\reIe studied in the narsupial x mouse cell

hybrids using electrophoretic techniclues. The genes for the enzyne-s

hypoxantl'rine phospholibosyltransferase (HPRT) and phosphoglycerate

kinase A (PGK-A) rvere shorvn to be syntenic ín M. rufogz'ise¿¿a x mouse

somatic cell hybrids. Family studies have shown PGK-A to be X-linked

in a ntrniber of marsupial species closely related to M. z'ufogniseus,

suggesting that PGK-A is also X-linked in I,I" r,ufogniseus. If so,

then HPRT would be, by association, X-linkecl in M. z'ufogrLseus. In

tlre present study I,/. nufogriseus Hpt and Pgk-.4 were prouísi-onaLLy

assigned to xp. some difficulty, howeven, was encountered in

cytologically distinguishing, rvith absolute certainty, some of the

smaller mou-se acrocentïic chromosomes from M. z'ufogríseus Xp.

Glucose-6-phosphate dehyclrogenase (G6PD), another enz)¡rne universally

X-Iinked i-n eutherians, and knoivn from family studies to be X-linked

in M. rufogyiseué, was not found in any of the hybrids, including one

v11



which appeared to have an intact marsupial X chro¡nosome.

Attempts were nade to irnmunologically i.clentify cell- surface

antigens present on the marsupial x mouse ce11 hybrids. Classical

methods involving the use of rnouse antiseta, as well as nore recently

developed procedures involving the production of monoclonal antibodies

were used in these studies. A monoclonal antibody (GA-t), of Ig Gro

subclass was made by fusing mouse nyeloma cells with spleen cells

from a mouse immunizecl with narsupial x mouse hybrid cel1s. GA-l

bound to an M. z'ufogtiseus ceLl surfac.e antigen present on particular

M, r'ufogriseas x mouse cell hybrids, M. t'ufogt'íseas fibroblasts an<l

approximately 30ea of M, rufogz,iserzs lymphocytes. A gene coding for

the GA-1, çcllnrsurface antigen ot at least controlling its expression,
Þlt'¡ul'.{ns+r¡¡O

rvasf ässigned t8 the long arm of the M. rufogrise¿¿s chrontosome nunber

3 using M. tufogz,íse7,¿s x mouse somatic cell hybrids. This is the

first gene determining a cell surface antigen to be assigned to a

nrarsupial chromosome and is the second autosomal assignnent to be

nade in a rnarsupial. GA-l reacted with a cell surface antigen present

on a nunb er of 14. tufus (red kangaroo) x mouse ce1l hybrids and was

mapped to the M. rufus chromosome 5, the G-band identical chromosome

to the 3q arn in 14. t"ufogniseus.

Fibroblasts fron a number of marsupiat and eutherian species

were tested for reaction with GA-l. Only nrarsupial species of the

family Macropodidae and the sole member of the family Tarsipedidae

reacted, indicating evolutionary homology between these two marsupial

fanilies.

vll- 1
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

' The number of genes that have been assigned to specific

mammalian chromosomes has grown drarnatically over the last decade,

due largely to the application of sonatic cel1 genetic techniques.

In fact, the total number of confirned gene assignments to human

autosomes alnost doubled in the period between the 1975 and i98l

ltuman Gene Mapping conferences (HGM-S, 1975 and HGM-6, 1981) and

about 2/3 of these assignments used nethods involving somatic cel1

hybridisation. More recently, interest ltas spread,to the mapping

of chromosomes of mammals other than man, in particular rnouse

(550 genes assigned as of HGM-6, 1981),rat (44), rabbjt (40) and

the primates (e.g. chimpanzee (37) and gorilla (38)). Smaller

numbers of genes have been mapped to chromosones in a large variety

of other eutherian mammals and for the first time chromosomes have

been mappecl in a marsupial using somatic cell genetics (HGM-6, 19Bl).

Genes which are located on the same chromosone al'e said to

be syntenic (Renwick, r971). It is becoming increasingly appalent

that groups of genes that are syntenic in one species may also be

sfntenic .in other species. The rapicl growth

of information on gene location has facilitated a rrnewrr way of

comparíng the phylogenetic relationship between specíes. The

closer the similarity between the distribution of genes amongst the

chromosomes of two species, pïesumably the closer they are related

phylogenetically. Considerable conservation of syntertic groups

involving homologous loci has been found between man and the
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primates (Garver et aL.,1980; Orkwiszewski et aL., 1976) and there

is increasing information suggesting such conservation between man

and rnore divergent species such as mouse, dog and cattle (FIGM-6,

I

1981). An example of such coltservation of synteny is provicled by

six enzymic loci on human chromosome lp which are also syntenic on

mouse chromosone 4. (HGIU-6, 1981) .

Man and the primates also show considerable honology in their

G-banded chromosome patterns (Finaz et aL., L977) suggesting i"hat

conservation of G-band pattern is accotnpanied by conservation of

gene distribution amongst the chromosomes. Conservation of

G-banding pattern has also been demonstrated for a'number of

different species in the narsupial family, lulacropodidae (Rof e, 1978).

However, to date, there is insufficient chrornosome mapping

information in marsupials to enable comparison of conservation of

G-band pattern with conservation of gene content.

l\Ihy sorne groups of genes have remained syntenic over nillions

of years of separate evolution, while ot-hers have become separated

onto different chromosomes has yet to be fully understood. The

conservation of synteny of two or more loci over a long evolutionary

tine span may be the result of natural selection. Alternatively,

such genes may have remained together on a chromosome because the

opportunity for the repositioning of these genes on different

chromosomes via chromosomal-'reartangements has not occurred, or

if it clid occur, by chance the rearraltgenent did not become

established. The earlier the divergence of two species the less

likelf is this second possibllity.

llost chromos'ome napping studies, 1-o date, have been

concentïated on eutherian nammals and particularly on man and mouse.
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Another mammalian infraclass, the marsupials, diverged fron

eutherian rnarnmals over 100 million years ago. (A,ît et aL., 1971)

There has been a much greater period of tine for chromosomal

I

reaïrangement to break up syntenic groups that occurred in a

conmon ancestor prior to marsupial-eutherian divergence' than has

passed between eutherian species. It is therefore of interest to

compare syntenic groups of genes in eutherian and marsupial mammals.

Any conservation of gene distribution over such an enormous period

of time would indicate that natural selection favoured such gene

arrangements. 0f particular interest is the mammalian X chromosome,

the gene content of which has been conserved in all mammals in

which the X chromosome has been mapped. So far, the fairly sparse

data on marsupials supports Ohnos' hypothesis of conservation of

the gene content of the X chrornosome throughout mammalian evolution

(Ohno, 7967). As yet, there are no published linkage groups for

any marsupial species. Family studies are hindered by problems

assocíated with breeding narsupials in captivity alld few useful

genetic markers have been found. Apart from the assignnent of

sone rnaïsupial X-linked genes using family studies only a handful

of genes (only one of which is autosomal) has been assigned to

narsupial chrornosomes using somatic ceil genetic techniques.

(Donald and Hope, 1981; Donald and Arlams, 1981)' There is,

therefore, a need to map rnarsupial chromosomes in more detail to

enable the study of honology of both X-linked and autosomal syntenys

rvith other marnmalian species.

Most genes that have been assigned to mammalian chromosomes

code for enzymic markeis. More recently, somatic cel1 hybrids have

been used in the assignment to specific chromosomes, of genes coding
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for cell surface antigenic markers (Kao et aL., 1976; Buck et aL.,

1976; I976a). The antigenic narkers have been detected using

botþ conventional po1yclona1, and rnonoclonal antibodies (I{il stein

and Lennox, 1980). Cel1 surface antigens are particularly valuable

genetic markers. They can be detected at the single ce1I level

using fluoresceinated antibodies whereas this is not possible for

most enzymes. Selection for or against somatic celI hybrids

expr:essing cel1 surface antigens (and hence for or agaínst the gene

coding for the ce11 surface antigen or controlling its expression)

carr be achieved using cytotoxic antibodies (Puck et, aL. , 1971) or

a fluorescerlce activated cell sorter (Parks et aL., 1979).

Apart from their value as genetic markers, cell surface antigens

are of interest in their own right as they appeal to be involved in

a number of important ce1l functions. They may a.ct as Teceptors in

cell-nediated immunity determined by histocompatability genes and

in the determination of tissue and organ species specificity (Eodmer

1975; Klein 1975). They also play an inportant role in cell

adhesion aud recognítíon (Merrell et aL., 1975; Roth and l{hi.te, 1972) ,

differentiation (Bennett, L975; lVilliams, L977J, tumour morphology

(Andrews and Goodfellow, 1980) and as cell surf,ace carrier proteins

(FÌoand Guidotti, 1975; Cabantchik and Rothstein, 1974). Cross-

reaction of antibodies with a variety of species indicates antigenic

hornology betrveen those species. There is considerable amino acid

hornology betrveen the histoconpatability antigens in man anC mouse

(Götze, 1977). In viel of the early evolutionary divergence of

eutherian and marsupial mammals it lvould be of interest to see if

such homology exists for histocompatibility antigens in narsupials.
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Genes determinir-rg the expression of X-linked cell surface

antigens have been found in man, for example Yg [Mann et aL., 1962)

and Í¡¿¡ (Buck and Bodmer, 1976 ; Dorrnan et al., 1978; Schwab and

Siniscalco, 1978). On the basis of Ohno's theory of conservation

of tìre marnmalian X chromosome, homologous loci coding for ce11

surface antigens would exist in other mammals. Apart from a

tentative assignment of an X-tinked gene determining a cell surface

antigen in Macropus twfus (Sykes and Hope, 1978), no genes

determining cel1 surface antigens have been assigned to any

chromosome in any narsupi"al species.

The principle objective of this thesis was to'use marsupial

x eutherian somatic cell hybrids to:

(a) detect narsupial ce11 surface antigens, in particul,ar X-linked

antigens;

(b) map the genes controlling the expression of such antigens to

specific chronosomal regions;

(c) investigate the possible honology of these genes, with genes

determining cell surface antigens in eutherian mammals. It was

also proposed to map enzymic genes (known to be determined by X-

línked genes in other species) to the marsupial X chromosome, to

see if the marsupial X chromosorne has remained conserved over 100

nillion years of evolution, i.e. since the divergence fron eutherian

rnammals.

Marsupials are well suited to somatic cel1 hybridisation studies,

since they possess low numbers of easily distinguishable and rvell

characterised chromosomes (Rofe, L979; Hayman and Martin, I974). The

species , Maez,opus t",tfogz,iseLLs, was chosen for the present study for

fusion rvi-th nouse cells because of the clearly distinguishable C-
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banding patterns expressed by its chromosomes, enabling ready

differentiation of these chronosomes from the mouse chromosomes.

The 14. z,ufogrLseus X chromosome is of particular value for gene

mapþing studies because of its three interstitial C-bands on the

long arm. Chromosone breaks between these three bands could be

identified and employed in regional napping studies.

In this project, three rnain approaches were taken in the

analysis of the marsupial x mouse hybrids. First, the cell hybrids

were analysed cytogenetically using various chromosome banding

techniques to identify marsupial chromosomes present in the hybrids.

Secondly, cell hybrid extracts were screened for enzymic markers

using electrophoretic techniques. Thirdly, both conventional and

nonoclonal antíbodies were induced against cell surface antigens

present on marsupial x nouse cell hybrids and the hybrids were

screened for the presence of antigen using an indirect immuno-

fluorescence assay. The data derived from these three approaches

were analysed to facilitate the mapping of genes, deternining enzymic

and antigenic markers, to marsupial chronosomes.
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CTNPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEIV

2.1 cENE IIAPPTNG

Genetj-c rnapping involves determining, for a given genome'

the positions of genes, either relative to one another, or relative

to the positions of cytologically identifiable features of the

chromosomes -such as centromeres or G-bands. There are basically

trr'o types of genetic maps which differ fundamentally in the unit

of measurement used in thei.r construction. In Linkage Tnaps, which

show the linear order and position of genes belonging to linkage

groups, measurements are based on recombination frequencies. Data

for the construction of linkage maps must be obtained from family

stuclj.es. In rvhat may be referred to as chv'omosome maps, the

linear order and positions of genes are measured in terns of their

physical positions on a chronosome. Obviously there is a

re.lationship between these two types of genetic map. Such a

relationship may be illustrated by referring to DnosophiLø where

sufficient detait is available on both linkage and chromosome naps

to enable meaningful comparisons to be lnade. While the order of a

given set of genes on both types of map is of course the same,

there is no direct or preclictable proportionality between the

distances measured on the two types of scale. This proportionality

rvill be influenced by the distribution of chiasmata along the

le¡gtlts of chromosomes. Renrvick (1971) has coined the term

rsyntenicr to refer to genes known to be located on the sanìe

chromosone. Genes that exhibit genet-ic linkage wilI be syntenic
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but syntenic genes nay not show genetÍc linkage.

In the classical genetic organisms in which fanily data

pertaining to linkage may be readily obtained, including DnosophiLa'

and Mus museuLus, detailed genetic maps (linkage maps) have existed

for rnany years. Up until lecently, little detail existed on genetic

maps in other species, including Homo sapiens. This lack of information

is due largely to problems encountered in the collection of linkage

data, e.g. long generation time, the need for large family size, three

generation data and matings showing detectable variation at the loci

concerned. These problens are overcome when collecting data for

chromosome naps by using DNA transfer method, ,r.í as somatic cel1

hybridisation, chromosome mecliated gene transfer, DNA transfer and

rnolecular liybridisation to metaphase ch.romosomes (reviewed in Goss,

1978; Ruddle and Creagan, 1975; Siniscalco, 1979; Shows and Sakaguchj,

1980). Using these methods generation tine is reduced to cel1

doubling tine of cultured cells, cells of the desired mating can be

fused without ethical problems and greater detectable variation

exists for genes of different species. Hence, most chromosomal

gene assignments have been made using these methods.

There is a large body of evidence demonstrating that

TearraÌtgement of the genetic material, without nutation or loss of

genetic naterial can result in a change in the phenotype of an

indívidual. Such effects are called ttposition effectsil and include

effects due to duplication of genetic material (I{uller et aL, J-936;

Bridges et aL, 1936), variegated position effects associated with

interchange of genetic materíal (Catcheside, 1959, L947; revietved

in Baker, 1968) and inactivation of genetic naterial due to the
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artificial relocation of euchromatic segments of DNA near

heterochromatic DNA segments (Cattanach ancl lsaacson, 1969). It

is,evident from these kinds of studies that ræighbouring genes can

influence one another and/or that their gene products can interact.

Hence an increased knowledge of the arrangement of genes is crucial

to the understandì-ng of gene regulation and differentiation.

A knowtedge of gene arrangement should also provide

information on the evolutionary processes involved in conservation

of syntenic groups of genes. In bacterial s)'stems genes coding for

enzymes involved in the same biochemical pattrway are often under

the control of.' an operon system. The main f,inding in eucaryotic

genomes, so far, is that furctionally related classes of genes need

not be syntenic. Synteny of genes with related functions indicates

that gene duplication has played an inportant role in evolution.

This can be observed fron amino acid data as Ë¡as been shown for

the globin genes (Ingran 1961; Dayhoff, I972'j and the immunoglobulin

genes (GaJ1y and Edelman, 1972) whì-ch evolved from a conmon ancestor

by a process of gene duplication and subsequent evolutionary

divergence. The najor histocompatability systems (MIIS) in a number

of species have also been well studied. The l'flS have been shotvn to

consist of a bipartíte structure in man, mouse, Rhesus monkey and

guinea pig as a result of gene duplication (reviewed in Götze , 1977).

The arrangement of genes can also give inforruotion on why some groups

of genes have been conserved and others have ¡lot. For example,

the group of genes controlling the same pathway for tryptophan

synthesis has a different arrangement of these genes in tlearly

every gïoup of o::ganisrn (Crawford, 1975). The corresponding enzymes
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show considerable sequence hornology and so, probably have the same

evolutionary origin but the gene cluster has been split up during

evolution. This is not the situation for the MHS genes which
I

are always observed in clusters even though there has been anple

time for these clusters to have been broken up by evolutionary

forces (Boclmer, 1972). There is some preliminary evidence that-re-

arrangements rvithin the rat MHS are possible (Gill and Kung, 1976).

Klein (1977) suggests that the lvfHS may need the same regulatory

loci whereas genes such as those involved in the trypto¡rhan pathway

nay not. It is evidence such as the above which has sparked interest

in the compi!ation of chromosome naps in many diffdrent specí.es in

attempts to correlate gene arrangenent with function, regulation

and evolution.

The nethod nost commonly used in the construction of chromosome

naps is interspecies somatic cel1 hybridisation, first demonstrated

by Barski et aL, (1960). Interspecies cell hybrids can occur

spontaneously in nixed cell culture but with very 1ow frequency.

They can also be made to occur with nuch higher frequency using cell

fusagens such as inactivated Sendai virus (Harris and lVatkins, 1965)

or polyethylene glycol (Pontecorvo, 1975). Selection systens may

be used to isolate the hybrid cells from the parent cells, the most

comrnonly used of these beíng the FIAT selection system (Szybalski

et aL, 196I; Littlefield, 1964). The most important aspect of

interspecies somatic ce11 hybrids for the purpose of gene mapping i-s

the preferential elimination of chromosomes of one of the parent

species. This preferential chromosome loss enables a series of

independently derived somatíc ce11 hybrids to be examined for
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correlatíon between the hulnan chromosome retained and the human

gene products expressed. The direction of chromosome loss can

be controlled to some extent by the use of different parental cell

typås. In human x mouse somatic cell hybrids, the human chromosomes

are usually preferentially eliminated (l{eiss and Green, L967). There

are exceptions to this 1ule, where depending on cell type mouse

chronosomes are eliminated, and hence the directj-on of chromosome

loss is not solely determined by the parental species origin. (Croce

and Koprowski, 1974; Minna and coon, 1974). The reason for such

chromosomal loss is not well unclerstood. Ephrussi and Weiss (1967)

have suggested that chromosome loss may arise throttgh failure of one

set of chromosomes to condense synchronously at mitosis. Flybrid

cells resulting from the fusions contain all or most of the chromosomes

of one species and only a few, one oI fragments of chromosomes of the

other species. The chromosomal constitution of the hybrids can be

predetermined to an extent using a variety of selection systems.

The gene for HPRT has been sholn to be X-linked in those mammals

where the gene has been assigned. Selection for thre HPRT gene in
+-

human (HPRT') x mouse (HPRT-) hybrids using the HAT selection system'

therefore, effectively results in simultaneous selection for the

human X chromosome. Different selective systems can be used to

select for hybrids containing other specific hl¡man chromosomes e.g.;

adenosine kinase and human chromosorne l0 (Chan et aL, 1978), serine

hydroxymethyltransferase and chromosome 12 (Jones et aL, L972),

adenosine phosphoribosyltransferase and chrornosome 16 (Tischfield

and Rudclle, Ig74): and thymidine kinase and chronosome 17 (Weiss

and Green, Lg67; MiJ.Ier et aL, 1971). More recently, antibodies

to cell surface antigens on somatic cell hybrids have been used to
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select for or against cel1 hybrids containing genes coding for

these antigens. (discussed in detail in Section 2-2) -

, chronosome napping is carried out by comparing the presence

of specific chromosomes with the presence of a genetic marker in

hybrid cel1s, for example, the presence of an enzyme or antigen,

clrug resistance or temperature sensitivity. The improved resolution

obtainecl using new chromosome banding techniques (for example,

Yunis, 1981 and Bobrow and Cross, 1974) alone,or in combination,ìras

made possible easier identification of chromosomes and chrornosomal

fragments in interspecies hybrids. Ce11 repositories have now been

establishecl in which cell lines are stored and reviie¿ on request.

Many of these cell lines contain specific translocations, deletions,

etc., useful for gene napping studies. Enzyme markers can be detected

using a variety of biochenical and electrophoretic methods and

antigenic gene markers can be detected using immunological techniques.

To assign a gene to a chromosome or chromosomal region,

indepenclent ce11 hybrids with knoln utrique chromosome constitutions

are screened for the presence of gene markers. Such a collection of

independent hybrid celt Iines constitutes what is termed a trclone

panel'r (Ruddle and Creagan, 1975). Different genes which segregate

together in a hybrid clone panel are said to be syntenic.

Although somatic ce11 hybridisation provides a unique and

convincing nethod of gene mapping, considerable caution must be

exercisecl when interpreting the mapping data from somatic ce11

hybrids. For example, chromosomal fragnents cannot always be

confidently identified, with chromosome breakage resulting in both

false positive and false negative results. An undetected chrornosome

translocation will result in non-random segregation of the translocated
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genes, and hence those genes will appear, misleadingly, to be

syntenic. Likewise an undetected chromosomal fragment or deletion

will shorv lack of synteny of genes normally on the same chromosone.

Alsò, without appropriate selection systems for each chromosome in

a somatic ce11 hybrid, the chromosome constitution may often be

determj,ned by selection pressuïes beyond the control of the

experimenter (Jonasson et aL, 1977). Hybrids, with the. required

chromosome constitution for a particular study are, therefore, not

always readily attainable or stable. Also, a structural locu-s may

be present in a ceIl hybrid but may require the presence of a

t.egulatory gene for its expression. llence, before ,assignnetrt can

be confinned independent studies are needed to verify assignment

and synteny of genes to chro¡nosomes.

2 2 CE,LL SLIRFACE ANTIGEN EXPRESSION IN SOMATIC CELL FIYBRIDS

The eucaryotic cell surface membrane is composed of a complex

mixture of lipids, carbohydrates and proteins which constitute

macromolecules with antígenic properties (Bretscher, I973). Cell

surface antigens ar'e known to pl ay an important role in certain

cellular functions, sone of which were nentioned in Chapter l.

Little is known about the genetic control of structural and regulatory

genes determining the expression of cell surface antigens.

Some antigens are ubiquitous in their cel1ular distribution,

whereas others are tissue oï organ specific, or are expressed only

at certain stages of the ce1l cycle or at certain stages during

differentiation. Sone cel1 surface antigens appear only in a

single species and are called species antigens, whereas others are

found in many species, for example, heterophil antigens. A knowledge
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of the chromosomal location and organisation of genes deternining

the nolecular composition and expression of ce11 surface antigens

nay provide insight into their intrinsic biological functions.

' Somatic cell genetic techniques have provided a valuable tool

for studying the genetics of cetl surface antigens. Surface antigens

can be detected on somatic cell hybrids by a wide variety of methods

including red-cell losetting (l{eiss ancl Green, 1967; Harris et aL,

1969); radio-immuno assay (Smith et aL, I976); enzymic-linked imnuno

assay (Gasser et aL, I979); direct and indirect immuno-fluorescence

(Shimizu et aL,1978) and cytotoxicity assays (Puck et aL, 1971).

The latter two methods have the advantage of revealing antigen

expression at the single ceIl level. As an aid to gene assignment,

it is possible to use these methods to contpare the frequency of

reacting cells with the frequency of identífied retained chromosomes

in sonatic cel1 hybrids. It is also possible to detect sinultaneously

the presence of more than one antigen on the surface of single hybrid

cells using antibodies conjugated to chromophores which fluoresce

wíth diffeïent colours (shimizu et aL, 1978).

When cells from different species are fused the resultant

heterokaryous usually exhibit codominant expression of the species

ce1l surface antigens. (ltiatkins and Grace, 1967; Frye and Edidin,

1970). Codominamt expression of ce1l surface antigens has also

been denonstrated in ínterspecific (e.g. human x nouse) somatic cell

hybrids (Kano et aL,1969; Fenyö et aL, I97I) and in intraspecific

hybrid cells (Barski,1960; Spencer et aL, 1964; Kno¡les and Swift,

I975), provided that chromosones carrying the relevant genes ar.e

present. tVeiss aird Green (1967) found that the number of human

species-specific ce11 surface antigens present was correlated with
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the number of hunan chromosomes plesent in human x nlouse somatic

cel1 hybrids. They concluded that the genes coding for surface

antigens are probably widely distributed amongst the hurnan chromosolnes

proløiding val,uable genetic markers for chromosone napping. As

chromosomes ar.e lost from the hybrids so also are the antigens

encoded by genes on those chrotnosomes. (Kano et aL, 1969;'Kano et

dL, L972). If the chromosomal locations of genes determining cell

surface antigens are knotvn, then the loss of antigens from the hybrid

cell surface can be used to indicate the loss of whole or parts of

the relevant chrornosolnes. In this way, it is possible to study the

pattern of chronrosome loss in hybrid cells (KennetL et aL, 1975).

The first use of interspecific somatic cel1 hybrids in the

chromosornal assignment of a gene determining a human cell surface

antigen was Teported by Puck et aL (1971) . They made trantihurnanrl

antibodíes by injecting rabbits with different human ce11 types.

Certain antiseïa were cytotoxic to humal x hamstet hybrids containing

human chromosome 11 on1y, indicating the presence of a gene(s) on

this chromosome determining a cell surface antigen(s). They cal1ed

this antigen \, although they presented no evidence that the

antigen rvas determined by a singZ¿ structural gene.

The anti-A" antiserum r^¡as used as a selective system to select

against hybrid cells containing the \ anti-gen and hence chromosome 11.

(puck et aL,1971). Puck et aL, (1973) adsorbed the A" antiserum

with various human cel1 lines to determine the tissue distribution

of the A" antigen. The resulting adsorbed serum still reacted with

some human tissues, hence the anti-4" antiserum was detecting nor.e

than one antigen. Assuning that otrly one other antigen was being

cletected by the adsorbed serum, they called this antigen BL. B"

did not segregate concordantly with \ in the hybrids and was therefore

presurnably determined by a gene ìlot plesent on human chromosome 11'
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The \ and B" cytotoxic antibodies were used, either alone or in

combination, as selective agents against hybrids expressing the A"

and/or Br.

\8"

antigens, resulting in three cel1 types; and

The \ system was further dissected into three antigens, ALu,

(= sr), Ar^, (= sr) (Jones et aL, 1975) and \a, (= sr) (Jones and

Puck, 1977) using adsorbed sera. Kao et aL (1977) regionally

assigned the structural genes for Al"r, A"u, and LDH-A to the short

arm of chromosome 11 (11 p 13 + 11 p ter) and A"a, to the long arm

(fI q 13 -> 11 q ter). These assignments were subsequently confirmed

by Jones and Kao (f978). Using anti-a, , anti-a" and anti-a, sera,

six of the possible hybrid ce11 types containing various combinations

of these genes and of LDH-A were selected. Killing by anti-al serum

was cornpletely inhibited by adsorption with the major glycoprotein

component of the human erythrocyte menbrane, glycophorin. Hence the

ã, antigen had at least one cell surface antigen component in common

with glycophorin (Moore et aL, 1976). Further genetic and biochemical

analysis of the a, ce1l surface antigen has been carried out by

Jones et aL (1979) . Ljke a, , but unlike ar, ^, is present on human

erythrocytes. Kao et aL (1977) suggested that the contiguity of the

red bl-ood cel1 antigenic loci (ar and a.) may reflect participation

in common regulatory processes.

Itlaldren et aL (1979) utilized a cytotoxic selective system on

these three cel1 surface antigens to measure mutagenesis in mammalian

cel1s. Hybrid cel1s containing only human chromosome 1l were treated

wíth a series of mutagenic agents. Cnly ce1ls having lost the

expression of one or more of the antigens, survi-ved in the selective

nedium used, and these cells were assumed to be nutants at the

+--+A" 8", A"B"
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relevant genetic 1oci. Single ce11 survival curves were extrapolated

from the results enabling estimates to be made of the forward

mutation rate to loss of antigen expression caused by suspected
I

mutagens. Because the presence of hunan chromosome 11 in the hybrids

was not necessary for ce11 survival, large deletions could be detected

that may not have been detected in other test Systems. However, loss

of antigen explession may possibly have been caused by changes at

regulatory rather than structural loci. Regulatory genes could, for

exanple, code for molecules necessary for transport to, and insertion

of, the antigen into the cel1 surface menbrane. The rnutation estimates

derived from,the method of Waldren et aL (1979) may', therefore, be

suspect. If cyt-otoxic antibodies could be nade against ce11 surface

antigens cocled by genes on each human chromosome, then the above

approach could be extended to the conparative study of nutagenic

effects on al1 the huntan chromosomes.

By using human x rodent somatic cell hybrids as immunogens in

.ethe syngerfc rodent host, the number of different antibodies produced

is reduced to those directed against antigens coded for by chromosones

of the non-syngeneic species in the original target cel1s. Buck and

Boclmer (i975) developed such an approach for mapping human cell

surface antigens. They ínjected human x mouse hybrids into the

syngeneic murine host. The resulting antiserum was directed against

cell surface antigens coded for only by the few human chromosomes in

the hybrid cel1s. The antiserum was adsorbed with mouse parental

cells and human x mollse hybrid subclones containing selected human

chronosomes to give a nore specific antiserum which detected antigens

determined by a gene(s) on human chromosome number 11. Although

assuming that the antigen was the same as \ (see above), they gave
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it the nore systematic nomenclature of sA-1 (species antigen 1,

since renanied 54; Shows, 1979). SA-1 was found to be present on a

wide variety of tissues including sperm and red blood cells (Buck

and'Bodm"r, 1975). Using a balanced reciprical translocation a

gene for expression of SA-l was subsequently localised to the short

arm of human chromosome 11 (Buck et aL, 1976). SA-1 tvas the first

gene(s) codi-ng for a ce1l surface antigen(s) to be assigned to a

chromosome using interspecific hybrid ce1ls.

Klinger and Ruoslahti (1980) have presented evidence suggesting

that a structural locrrs for human fibronectin ce11 surface antigen

(FN) is also.on chlonìosome 11. It wilt be of intefest to see if

genes homologous to .4" and FN are found to be syntenic in other

species, as chromosome 11 seems to have remained relatively conserved

with respect. to its gene map in other species (HGM-6, 1981), and, in

the primates, conservation of the gene content of chromosorne 1l has

also been accompanieci by conservation of G-band pattern (Finaz et aL,

rs77)

Using sornatic cell hybrids and conventional antisera a number

of genes coding for cell surface antigens have now been assigned to

different human chromosomes including chronosome 7 (Aden and Knowles,

1976); chronosome 6 (Van Sornaten et aL, 1974);chromosorne 12 (SeravalIi

et aL,1978); chromosome 21 (Slate and Ruddle, 1978) and chromosones

10 and 14 (Owerback e-f, aL, 1979). If each hunan chromosome codes

for at least one antigen and a cytotoxic assay is feasible, selection

against any one or conbination of chromosomes will be possible

resulting in a method for the manipulation of the chromosomal content

of somatic ce11 hybrids. Such a selective system could also be used

to indirectly select agaínst genes syntenic to particular antigeni-c
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loci. For example, there is at present no known nethod to select

directly against the LDH-A gene on chrornosone 11. .4" is syntenic

wítin LDH-A (Puck et aL, I97I) and therefore by selecting against
I

\ using a cytotoxic anti-4" antibody there would also be indirect

selection against LDH-L.

Buck et aL (I976a) assigned a cell surface antigen, SAX-I

(sínce renaned S10 (Shows, 1979)), to the human X chromosome by

injecting human x nouse hybrid ce1ls (1M-5) into mice and testing

the resulting sera for reaction with the hybrids. Subsequently,

using radiation induced segregation, they regionally assigned the

SA-X gene (SAX-L) to a region between Hpt and Gpd'on the long arm

of the X (Buck et aL, 1976). Although these authors inply that SA-X

is a síngle antigen coded for by a single gene, it is possible that

more than one antigen is being detected by the SAX-I antisera and

that these antigens are determined by nultiple loci. Further

adsorptions of anti-SAX with human tissues may result in the detection

of a series of antigens, as t{as found for the \ system. Dorman et aL

(1978a) also described a cell surface antigen (SAX-2 = S11) determined

by a gene on the human X chromosome. Unlike SAX-I, SAX-2 was found

on human diploid fibroblasts (Dorman et aL, 1978b). Neither SAX-1

nor SAX-2 appear to be associated with Xg, another X-linked human

cell surface antigen present rnainly on red blood cel1s (Mann et aL,

L962). Schwab and Siniscalco (1978) also detected an antigen

determineð by a locus on the human X chrornosome, SAX-3, and confirmed

the regional mapping of the SAX-I antigen(s) made by Buck et aL (1976).

Other human X-linked antigens t l'287 and Rl have been defined by

rnonoclonal antiboäies and are discussed in Section 2.3.
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It rvould be of interest to see if X-linked genes determining

cell surface antigens have been conserved to the X chromosome to

the same exLent as X-linked genes deternining enzynic narkers.

¡dditional evidence in favour of Ohno's hypothesis of conservation

of the genetic content of the mammalian X chromosome would come from

the observation that mamlnalian species other than man possess an

antigen rvl-rich shows cr.oss-reaction with the hunan X-linked species

antigen SA-X.

So far, only human X-linked antigens have been mapped using the

above methods. There have been no comparative napping studies in

other mammals in search of homology for X-linked aftigens apaTt

fron that of Sykes and Hope (1978) who shotved that this method could

be extended to a study of M. zwfus (red kangaroo) x mouse somatic

ce11 hybrids.

There have, howevet, been a number of reports illustrating

antigenic conservation of the major histocompatability complexes

(MHC) and H-Y in different species. Vitetta et aL (1977) dernonstrated

that the homologous MHC genes of chicken, mouse, guinea pig and man

share several amino acid residues in c.ommon.

cross reaction of anti-nouse H-Y antisera with rats, guinea pigs,

rabbits, humans, chickens, leopard frog and African clawed frog

indicates antigenic sinilarity of H-Y in these different species.

(Wachtel et aL, 1974; l\rachtel et aL, 1975). The reason for

conservation of the H-Y antigen is not obvious but presumably it has

a sex-related function.

Lopo and Vacquier (1980) made a sperm speeific antisera (SSA)

against the plasma membrane of sperm of the sea-urchin, Strongylocentrotus

putpuz,at;us. SSA cross reacted with the surfaces of spermatozoa of
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28 species representing 7 phyla of the animal kingdon. Reaction with

SSA was not affected by adsorption rvith H-Y and hence SSA was not

detecting H-Y.

2.3 MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES

In the above experinents with polyclonal antisera, adsorption

of sera with mouse cells and other cell types \¡/as required to

restrict antibody reaction to only one human antigen. One of the

problens with using conventional antisera is that regardless of the

number of adsorptions carried out one can never be absolutely certain

that the antisera contain only a single antigenic specificity.

Extensive adsorption has been shown to be necessary to detect anti-

boclies to polymorphic deterninants, reducing considerably the titre

of limited amounts of serum. (Staines et aL, L973; Greaves and

Brown , Ig73). Even if only one antigen is being detected nany

different antibodies can be nade against a single antigen, each

antibody reacting with an antigenic determinant or overlapping

determinants of that antigen. Even though nrost antigenic determinants

consist of no more than five or six amino acids (Van Vunakís et aL,

1966), and can involve as small a difference as one arnino acid

substitution (Appel1a and Ein, 1967), the same antigenic deterninant

can be recognised by several different antibodies.

T¡ese problems were alleviated when Köh1er and Milstein (1976)

revolutionised classical imnunology by employing hybridonas for the

production of monoclonal antibodies. As their name suggests, mono-

clonal antibodies are antibodies secreted from a colony of cel1s

derived from a single antibodl' secreting cel1 ' Instead of isolating

anti-body from the blood serum of imnunized mice, the spleen is
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removed fron an immunized mouse and the spleenic lymphocytes fused

with a mouse nyeloma cell line. Myeloma cells are tumours originating

from a white blood cell of myeloid orígin e.g.a plasna cel1, which

nakès and secretes specific imrnunoglobulin against unknown antigens

in an uncontrolled way. Myeloma cells continue to carly out their

differentiated phenotype ín uítro. Most rnyeloruas produce irununoglobulin

chains of their own but non-secTeting nyelomas have been isolated

(Köhler and Ivfílstein, 7976; Schulman et aL, 1978). Non-secreting

myelomas are nore useful than secr"iir",g myelomas in fusions because

they do not contaminate the monoclonal antibody with nyeloma immuno-

globulin species. According to Burnetrs (1959) clonal selection theory

any one spleenic lymphocyte secretes antibocly of only one antigenic

specifícity, and a proportion of the Iymphocytes in the spleen will

be naking anti.body against the innunogen. If a lymphocyte secreting

an antibody to the target cel1s fuses with a myeloma cell then the

resulting hybridoma will produce and secrete that one antibody, thus,

inmortalísing the antibody-secreting properties of the spleenic

lyrnphocyte which would otherwise have undergone extinction if fused

with other non-specialisecl cel1 types. Colonies of hybrid ce1ls can

be seen 7-L4 days after the fusion. The antibody ís secreted directly

into the culture nedium. The supernatants ar'e then screened for

antibody procluction against target cells. Although intraspecies

hybrids are relatively stable with respect to chromosome retention,

some chromosome elimination takes place in the hybridomas soon after

fusion and can result in failure to secrete the required antibody due

to overgrowth by non-secleting hybrids. For this leason, hybridomas

are cloned at an early stage and positively secreting subcloues

selected for furthel use. Hence, the result is an unlimited supply
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of monoclonal antíbody which can be used as a pure and reliable

diagnostic tool with the virtual elimination of non-speci.fic binding

0f particular interest are human-human hybridomas such as that nade

by Qlsson and Kaplan [f980). Human monoclonal antibodies could

possibty be used as highly specific inmunotherapeutic agents in the

treatntent of disease ancl cancer.

Monoclonal antibodies do, horvever, have some disadvantages.

Often monoclonal antibodies are not cytotoxic because Ig G rnonoclonal

antibodies react with only one site on an antigen and being typicalty

bivalent can only form pairs of antibody/antigen complexes. Complement

binding and actívation necessary for a cytotoxic reaction usually

depend on the availabil ity of closely spaced clusters of four to

five antigen/antibody complexes (Hyslop et aL, 1970) and is hence

dependent on the density and mobility of antigen on the cell surface

(Howard et aL, 1979). This problen can sometimes be overcorne by

using two or nore monoclonal antibodies which bind non-competitively

to different determinants on the same molecule resulting in a

synergistic effect rendering the ce11 easier for complement binding

(lJoward and Coralen, 1978; Howard et aL, 1979).

Monoclonal antibodies have been made against a vast variety of

antigens over the last few yeal's. Some of the types of nonoclonal

antibodies made and their applications are reviewed in Yelton and

scharff (1981); Milstein et aL, (1979) . The use of monoclonal

antibodies for analysis of the HLA-systern is reviewed in Brodskey

et aL (f979) and Charron and McDevitt (1979).

Goodfellow et aL (1980), using human thymocyte x mouse thymoma

somatic ce11 hybrids showed that the reaction of a monoclonal antibody,

1287, raised against T-ALL cel1s frorn a hunan leukaernic patient tvas

controlled by a human X-linked gene. The authols suggest that the
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I2E7 antigenic determinant is probably distinct from the previously

described Xga, S10 and St2 X-linked determinants on the basis of

different tissue and ceI1 distribution. Although L2E7 monoclonal
I

antibody reacteC with red blood cells from both Xga-positi-ve and

Xga-negative cel1s, Goodfellow and Tippett (1981) were able to

demonstrate a quantitative polymorphism which showed association

wirh the xg locus - I2E7 did not bind to lw1-5 (the hybrid cel1s

used as immunogen in the production of S10 ser.um - see Section 2.2)

suggesting that L2E7 and S10 are not detecting the same antigenic

deterninant. Hope et aL (1982) rnade a monoclonal antibody (R1)

using ll{1-5 4s immunogen in the search for a monocl'onal antibody to

the S10 antigen. Rl identified yet another antigenic determinant

specified by an X-linked gene (MIC-í). Hope et aL (1982) were unable

to compare critically the specificities of the monoclonal antibody

Rl and the antiserum s10 although they showed that Rl and 12E7

recognise different antigenic specificities. The question still

remains as to whether Rtr, S10, S11 and S12 are detecting the same

antigen. If each antibody is detecting a different antigen, this

would suggest that the X chromosome may contain a large number of

antigen determining genes. Andrews et aL (1981) assigned to

clrromosome 12, a gene controlling a human cell surface anti.gen defined

by a monoclo;ral antibody. Again, comparison between nonoclonal and

polyclonal antisera has proved difficult and it is not known whether

the antibody is a component of the xenogeneic antiserum identifying

the chromosone 12 - coded human cell surface antigen reported by

Seravalli et aL (1978).

Monoclonal antibodies enable the evolutionary study of single

antígenic determinants by their cross-reacti.on with different species.

The advantage of using monoclonal antibodies in evolutionary studies
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is in their inherent extremely defined specificity. Any cross-

reaction between different species should indicate conservation of

the antigenic determj-nant detected. However, if the particular
I

antigenic determinant detected by a monoclonal antibody has not been

conserved in another species on an otherwise conserved antigen, the

presence of the homologous antigen will go undetected. IVith a

polyclonal antisera the non-conserved antigenic determinant would

not be recognised but the conserved antigenic determinants would

still be detected. Nevertheless monoclonal antibodies have been

successfully used in comparison of the histoconpatibility antigens

in man ancl primates (reviewed in Brodsky et aL, I97E) and in the

demonstration of cross-reaction of a rnonoclonal antibody in rats and

mice and humans (Gasser et a|,1979). In this latter study the

antigen detected was shown to be determined by a gene syntenic to

the major histocompatability complex in mice and rats, and the gene

deternining the antigen maps on human chrornosome 6, the sane chromosome

that contains IILA. lt seems unJ.ikely that the same antigenic

specificity rvould occuT in the above species by chance alone and

hence it is possible that a genetic segment has been conserved among

these species. The antigen is not present in all rats and mice and

hence is not necessary for survival. The reason for such conservation

is unknown.

2.4 COMPARATIVE GENE MAPPING

ohno (1967) postulated that the mammalian x chromosome has

remained conserved throughout. mammalian evolution. His theory was

based on a nr-rmber of observations. Genes which had been shown to be

X-tínked in one species rvere also found to be X-linked in all otlier
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species r,/here the gene mapping infornation r{as available. Although

the size of the X chromosome varies greatly in different mammalian

species, Ohno et aL (1964) have suggested that the functional X

chromosome of all mammals is sinilar in size relative to the entire

complement (5-6% of the haploid fenale genome). It is postulated

that the difference in overall size of the X chromosome in different

mammalian species is probably due to the addition of genetically

inert constitutive heterochromatin oT a less common mechanism of

X-autosome translocation. Pathak and Stock (1974) studied the G-

banding pattern of the basic X chromosone in a larg,e nurnber of species

and found twó major bands persistently present in all X's irrespective

of the gross morphology of the X chromosones. Until the DNA

composition of each band is identified it cannot be assumed that

the genetic content of rrhomologous G-bands" in different species is

the same. However, when such banding honology is sholn in a large

number of species the value of the data ís increased. In female

mammals, one X chromosome is ranclomly inactivated in each somatic

cel1. Once inactivated, it remains inactivated in all descendents

of that ce1l. Ohno (L973) suggested that conservation of the

¡na¡nrnalian X chromosome is due to the dosage compensation requirement

of X-linkecl genes. It is possible that some X-linked genes have

regulatory ftinctions and hence an excess of X-linked products could

result in a rnetabolic malfunction in the organism.

So far no exception has been found to Ohnors theory of

conservation of the genetic content of the mamrnalian X chromosome.

The four most widely studied X-linked genes are those coding for

the enzymes, hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT),

phyophoglycerate kinase-A (PGK-A), glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase

(G6PD) and cr-galactosidase (GLA) . 'll-rese genes have been mapped to
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the X chrornosome in a large number of rnammalian speci.es (6th

Gene Mapping Conference, Norway, 1981)

As nore gene mapping information has becone available, it is

appArent that there has also been sone conservation of autosomal

syntenic groups of genes duri.ng mammalian evolution. So far, however,

there are also many examples of autosomal groups of genes which

have not remained syntenic in different species. It is not yet

apparent rvhy some, but not other, syntenic groups of genes have

been conserved in different species. Information fr'om future

conparative gene mapping studies should help to ansr{rer this question.

Most gene mapping work using sonatic cel1 hyblids has been

carried out in man and mouse, and hence conselvation of syntenic

groups of genes is more obvious in these species to date. For

example, a large region of mouse chromosome 4 and the short arm of the

human chromosome I has remained conserved throughout evolution

(Lal1ey et aL, 1978a). These chromosomes shor'¡ hornology for EIl0-1'

PGD, PGM-\, and AK-Z. DfP-7 is on the mouse chrornosome 1 and the

homologous PEP-C is on lq in humans. Perhaps the human lq is

honologous to chromosome I in mouse. This hourology of synteny is

evidence for conservation of syntenic groups of genes over a period

of 80 million yeals, the estimated time of divergence of man and

mous e

Lalley et aL (f978b) list nine cases where trvo or more autosomal

loci are knorvn to be either linked or syntenic in man and Mus.

There is evidence that genes which are tightly linked in man seem

to have rernained, syntenic throughout nanunalian evolution (Minna et aL,

1976). Thymidine kinase and galactokinase have been shown to be

syntenic in nouse (Kozak and Ruddle, 1977), man (Elsevier et aL, )'974),
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chinpanzee and African green nonkey (orkrviszewski et aL, 1976;

chen et aL, 1976) . Evidence for other conserved syntenies in

dívergent species have been reported. (See Gene Mapping Conference,
I

Norway, f9B1).

The syntenic relationships of the major histocompatibility

systems (IflS) have been studied closely in nan, mouse and chinpanzee.

IIL-A,B,C,Ir, MLRand Cr genes are syntenic in man and their homologous

equivalents are also syntenic in mouse. (Bodner, 1972; Klein, 1979).

These two systerns also exhibit some functional homology as well as

genetic and structural homology. MttC systems have been found in

¡nany other specics (Götze, Lg77) and clusters of génes controlling

graft rejection, mi-xed lymphocyte leaction, imnune responsiveness

and conplement activity exist in species as different from rnammals

as chicken (HâLa, 1977) and Xenopus (Du Pasquier et aL, 1975).

Homologous genes in different prinate species have been shown

to resicle on clìronosomes also known to be homologous with respect to

chromosome banding pattern (ltlarburton and Pearson, L976; Finaz et aL,

1977). The HLA genes are located on human chromosone 6. The

equivalent trfHC in the chimpanzee is found on the G-band equivalent

chimpanzee chromosome nurnber 5. The MHC systerns in these two species

show synteny with SOD-2,M8-1-, PGM-7 anð GL0-1. The l'4HC of the gorilla,

orangutan, and rhesus monkey are alsc located on the chromosomes

honologous to the human 6, and, in the gorilla and orangutan syntenic

wíth PGÌ,1-3, S0D-2 and ME-l,, 'and in the rhesus nonkey wíth PGM-S and

S0D-2. (Garver et aL, 1980). This is another exanple of

conservation of linkage groups during mammalian evolution.

Information on the conservation of synterric groups of genes,

both X-linked and autosomal, in a wide variety of different species
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reveals constïaints on karyotypic evolution and hence organisation

of the genome. Therefore, conparative ntapping is of irnportance in

the study of the evolution of the marnmalian genome and gene

regul at ion.

Syntenic groups of genes in one species can act as a starting

point when looking for syntenic gloups in other species. Howevel,

difficulties can arise in the recognition of homologous gene

products in different species without comparing their molecular

structure.

Most gene napping studj,es using somatic ce11 hybrids have been

aimed at assigning genes to specific chromosomes ráther than determining

the arrangement of genes on those chromosomes. If, along with gene

synteny, gene arrangement has also been conserved for groups of

genes in different species, this should give some insight into the

importance of the arrangement of genes in evolution and differentiation.

It seems possible that genes that are closely linked in one

species should remain so in other species if selection favours that

gene c.ombination (Fisher, 1958). Boclrner and Bodmer (1978) have

suggested that the main selective force involved in the conservation

of the najor histocompatibility syntenic relationships is that of

retention of genes involved in disease control. 0n the other hand,

Qhno (1970) suggests that with the exception of the special case of

the X chronosome, conservation of gene arrangement throughout

evolution is due to chance. He argues that the most common mechanisrns

of chrornosom al ïearrangement in ¡nammalian evolution are Robertsonian

fusions, Robertsonian fissions and inversions. These changes do not

tend to break up syntenic groups to a large extent and hence the

conservation of autosomal regions might be expected due to chance.

Any reciprocal translocations that might occur wou1d, of course,
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cause the breakage of linkage groups. The earlier the evoluti-onary

divergence of species exhibiting conservation of gene synteny the

less likely is the conservation due to chance as suggested by
I

Ohno (1970).

2.5 GENETIC STUDIES IN MARSUPIALS

Marsupials ar.e an extant branch of nammals estimated to have

diverged from the eutherian mamrnals approxinately 130 x 105 years

ago (Ãit et aL, I97L; Romero-Herrera et aL,1973). Because of this

large evolutionary separation, it is of interest to see if groups

of genes which are synteníc in eutherian mammals aÍe also syntenic

in marsupials; any such conservation of gene synteny presurnably

having existed over an enormous period of time.

The structural genes for the enzymes G6PD and PGK-A have been

shorvn to be X-linked in kangaroos using family studies (Cooper, i975),

as is the case for all other mammals in which these genes have been

napped. Apart fron these enzymes, there have been few gene mapping

studies on maïsupials, compared to the vast gene mapping literature

on eutherian mammals especially on man and mouse (HGM-6). Satellite

DNA|s have been studied in the macropod marsupials Ma,cropus

mtfogtiseus (Dunsmuir, 1976) and Macz,opus tobustus fobustus (Venolia and

Pea.cock, 1981) . Tine M. z,obustus tobustus satellite cross hybridised

to the long arm of the M. zwfogrise¿¿s X chromosome, indicating that

this sequence has been conserved in the two species. Some aspects

of the genetics of Australian marsupials are outlined in Cooper (1974).

Marsupierls lend themselr¿es well to gene mapping studies because

of their low numbers of large easily distinguished chromosones.

Marsupial chromosornes have been well characteTised cytogenetically
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(Iìaynan and N{artin, 1974; ltayman, 1977; Sharman, 1973 and Sharman,

L974). Rofe (1979) examined G-banded chromosome preparations from

a large nunber of macropod marsupials and was able to show gross

homology of G-banding pattern amongst the different species. She

postulated a series of simple inversions and Robertsonian translocations

to explain the evolutionary changes or variation and she was able to

construct a phylogenetic pathway of tlie Macropodidae based on the

snallest possible number of rearrangements required to transform the

karyotype of one mernber of the Macropodidae to that of another.

Studies on the genetic content of these G-band honologous narsupial

chromosomes would help to determine if the genetic åontent of thern

has been conserved along with their gross G-banding pattern.

By studying the comparative serology of the Marsupialia, Kirsch

(1968; 1977) constructed sinilar phylogenetic pathways to that of

Rofe (1979). Serological data has also been used in classification

and has provicied evidence of speciation in the grey kangaroo (Kirsch

and Poole , 1967; 1972)

Apart from their interest from an evolutionary viewpoint,

another inportant leason for studying the genetic nap of marsupials

follows fron their unique mechanism of X inactivation. X-inactivation

occurs in each somatic ceIl of the rnamrnalian female at an early stage

of embryogenesis. In eutherian marnmals the choice as to which

chromosome is inactivated appears to be randon, but once nade is

naintained in those cells and progeny cel1s (Lyon, 1961). In

narsupial manmals, the paternal X chlonosome seems to be preferentially

inactivated (Sharnran, 1971). Cooper (1975) suggests that niarsupial

paternal X-inactivation may be the ancestral rnechanism of the

random X inactivation found in eutherians. It is of interest to
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see if the theory of conservation of the narnmalian X holds as

strongly for marsupial nammals as it does for eutherian mammals.

It will be of particular interest to find homologous genes for

the'human Xg and microsomal steroid sulphatase genes in narsupials

to see if they escape X-inactivation as is thought to occur in

eutherian rnammals (Race, I97L; Fialkow, 1970; Shapiro et aL, f979).

So far, no gene linkage groups have been published for marsupials

due largely to the problems associated with breeding marsupials in

captivity for fanily studies. An alternative approach for mapping

marsupial genes is to use somatic ce11 hybridisation techniques to

assign marsupial genes to chromosomes and to investigate their

syntenic relationships. Due to the evolutionary distance bet$/een

narsupial and eutherian mammals the existence of a large number of

potential isozyme differences between these two classes of mammals

should be very useful for gene mapping using narsupial x eutherian

sonatic cell hybrids (Cooper, I974; Graves and Hope, 1977a; Liope

and Graves, I977b)

lrfany difficulties were encountered in attenpts to hybriciise

rnarsupial and eutherian ce11s, but after a series of detailed studies

on the co-cultivation of rnarsupial and mouse ce1ls (Graves and liope,

L977a), fusion (Graves and Hope, I977b), heterokaryon formation and

activity (Graves et aL, L977; Graves and liope, 1978) and the

development of appropriate selective systens (Hope and Graves, 1978a),

successfut hybridisation of marsupial and mouse cells was achieved

(Hope and Graves, f97Bb). Irlarsupial chronosomes were preferentially

elininated in the narsupial x nìouse cell hybrids and hence these

hybrids have the potential to facilitate the mapping of niarsupial

genes. Flowever, in order to map genes to narsupial chromosomes it

is necessary to produce series of somatic ce11 hybrids containing

a variety of different marsupial chromosones. Problenrs have been
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encountered in obtaining marsupial x rodent cel1 hybrids containing

normal narsupial chromosones (Wainwright p.c., Hope, p.c. and

Graves, p.c.). Hope and Graves (1978b) observed extensive fragmentation

of the marsupial genome soon after fusion with mouse cells. It is

possibly as a ïesult of such fragmentation that difficulties have

been encountered in obtaining nornal marsupial chromosomes in the

hybrids.

0n1y two autosomal genes have been assigned to narsupial

chromosomes. The first autosornal gene to be assigned in a marsupial

was the gene for LDIi-A to the M. tafus 5 in M. t-f": x mouse cel1

hybrids (Donald and Adams, 1981). The second autosomal assignrnent,

which is also the first gene coding for an antigen assigned in a

narsupial, has been provisionally assigned to the long arm of the

Iu[. z,ufogriseus 3, as detected by a monoclonal antibody (Sykes and

liope, in preparation) .
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CHAPTER 3

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3. I CELLS

3.1. I Fusion Partners

Two mouse tumour cell lines, PG19 and 1R, were u^sed

as fusion partners in the marsupial x mouse hybridisation

experiments. PG19 is an hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl-

transferase deficient (HPRT ), 6-thioguanine resistant (6TG )

cel1 line derived from a csTBL/6J nouse melanoma (Jonasson

et aL, Ig77). lR is an HPRT- , B-azaguanine resistant (SAG')

L celI derivative of CSH origi-n. (Nabholz et aL, 1969).

Both narsupial lynphocytes and fibroblasts were employed

in fusions. A primary fibroblast line (henceforth referred

to as RNW 9) was set up fron ear tissue of a ltlacnopus rufogriseus

female . M. rufog?iseus) Mq,cTopus paTr¿Ai and Macropus eugenii

lymphocytes were separated fron whole blood using Ficoll/

Hypaque density gradients.

P3/NSL/IAg4/L (referred to as NSl), an HPRT- (Snd ) non-

secreting myeloma cel1 line derived from a BALB/c mouse (föhler

et aL, L976) was used as the myelona parent in the fornation

of hybridoma cell línes. NSl synthesises its own K light

chains but is a non-secreting plasmacytoma.

Myelona cel1s were fused with spleenic lymphocytes

isolated from rnice which had been pre-imnunised with target

cells
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3.I.2 Nomenclature of lr{arsupial x lr4ouse Somatic Cell Hybrids

The nomenclature and parental cell types of the

nardupial x mouse prirnary hybrids are sunmarised in Table 3.1.

The nomenclature of the REP hybrids requires further

explana-tion. M. tufogrísetts (red-necked wallaby) lymphocytes x

PGtg hybrid cel1s have been designated REP hybrids. The

first two letters in REP, are derived from rrTedrr in red-necked

wallaby, and, P,. from PGtg. Alt the REP fusion culture plates

contained a number of colonies. One i.ndependently isolated

primary REP hybrid was obtained from each fusion culture

plate with a cloning ring. These primary hybrids were

distinguished by a number e.g. REPl, REP2 etc. The renaining

cel1s frorn each fusion plate, consisting of a mixture of

cells from other independent colonies and possibly also cells

from the prinary colony independently isolated from the plate,

were harvested together and refemed to as bulk (B) hybrids,

e.g. REPB1, REPB2, etc. Hence these hybrid celIs were not

derived fron single clones. REPB1 consists of all the remaining

cel1s in the fusion plate from which the prinary hybrid REPI

was originally isolated.

FIAT selected subclones of REP hybrids are designated as

subclasses of the primary or bulk hybrids, e.9. REPS-I, REP3-2,

REPBS-1, REPBS-2 etc. REPS-7-l is a subclone of REPS-7 which

is itseLf a subclone of REPS.

6TG selected subclones of REP hybrids were referred to

as revertant ce11 lines, clesignated by an R and clistinguished

by a number, e.g. REP3Rl, REP3R2 etc. REP3R1 is a 6TG selected
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TABLE 3.1 Sunmary of nonenclature of narsupial x use pTlmary

hybrids

TIYBRID

PARENTAL CELLS

PRIMARY HYBRID

NOMENCLATURE

Ì,1. rufogrísa'ts x PG19

(lynphocytes)

M. rufogz"isøus x PG19

(fibroblasts)

M. rufogri,selts x lR
(fibroblasts)

REPl

REP2

REPS'

PGP4

WTlR-1M. panrgi x LR

(lymphocytes)
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subclone of the primary hybrid REP3.

All the REP hybrids used in the present study are listed

in Table 3.2.

3.2 CELL CULTURE

3.2.L Culture lvled unt

3.2.I.I Standard medium

PGlg and lR were grown in tiAMS F10 (GIBCO) nediurn

supplemented with IOvo foetal calf serum (FCS) (Conmonwealth

Serum Laboratories or FLOW) , Leo wfv glutamine, 50 pg/m1

streptornycin 
,sulphate 

and 60 Ug/ml penicillin (Appendix l).

The medium was supplenented with additional glutamine every

7 days after storage at 4oC. 6TG (5 Ug/ml) was periodically

added to the nedium of lR and PG19 to select against the

possible occuïrence and grorvth of HPRt' ce11s in these celI

cultures. Cel1s were incubated in a 5% C02 hunid atnosphere

at 36-370C.

Marsupial primary fibroblast cultures l^Iere groln in

standard medium rvith 15% FCS.

3.2 .I .2 ltlarsup ia1 x mouse cel1 hybrids

Standard nedium was supplemented with FIAT ¡tO-4 tut

hypoxanthine, 10-6 tul aminopterin, 1.6x10-s M thymidine)

(Littlefield, 1964). When marsupial fibroblasts were used

as parent cells, 1xI0 6 M ouabain was also added to the

medium for selection of hybrid cells, in order to slow down

the grorvth of the more ouabaj-n sensitive marsupial parental

cells (Hope and Graves, 1978a).
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PRIMARY TryBRIDS BULK HYBRIDS SUBCLONES

38.

REVERTANTS

REPl

REP2

REP3

REP4

REP3-1

REPS-2 REPS-2-I

REP3-2-2

REPS-3

REPS-4

REPS-5

REPS-6

REPS-7 REPS-7-1

REPS-7-2

REPS-7-3

REPS-7-4

REPS-7-5

REPBS- 1

REP83-2

REPBS- 3

REPBS-4

REPBS-5

REP3Rl

REP5R2

REP3R3

REP5R4

REP3R5

REP3R6

REP3R7

REP3R8

REPBl

REPB2

REPBS

REP84

REPBS
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3.2.I.3 Myeloma cells

NS1 cells rvere grohrn in standard nedium with 15-20% FCS.

Periodically 5 yg/nl 6TG was added to prevent the possible

occrlrrence and grotvth of HPRt' cells in the culture.

3.2 .I .4 Hybridona ce11s

After fusion of myeloma and spleenic lynphocytes, the

cells were placed in standard nediun supplemented with

l5-20e" FCS and BALB/c spleen feeder ce1ls (2x106 viable cells/

nl). Spleen cel1s were also used when subcloning hybridoma

cells by limiting dilution. (1 or 2 hybtid ce1ls/rn1 with

2x106 viable spleen cells/ml). About two weeks after fusion,

cells rvere grown in standard nedium with 15-20eo FCS, 10-4 M

hypoxanthine and I .6x10- s 
lut thymidine.

3.2.2 Cold Storage and Revival of Cell Cultures

3.2.2.I Monolayer cultures

CelIs were harvested wi-th trypsin-versene (Appendix 1),

washed once in PBS (Appendix 1), resuspended in 5% DMSO in

FCS and aliquoted into polypropylene freezing ampoules.

Anpoules were either (1) placed in a liquid nitrogen prograruned

cooler to -100oc (0 to -25oc at 1oc/min, -?.5 to 100oc at soc

/min) and then placed directly into liquid nitrogen or

(2) placed directly into a -8OoC freezer overnight in a poly-

styrene container and then placed in 1ì-quid nitrogen.

To thaw an ampottle, cells h¡ere removed fron liquid

nitrogen thawed quickly in a water bath at 37oC and placed

directly into the appropriate culture medium.
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3.2.2.2 Myeloma cells

NSl ce1ls were washed once in PBS and adjusted to 6x106/rn1

in standard medium with 50% FCS. One nillilitre aliquots were

placed in freezing ampoules and 1 nl of standard medium with

30% DMSO was slowly added to each anpoule. These were then

frozen in the manner used for monolayer cultures.

Frozen arnpoules were thawed rapidly in a 37oC water

bath. The contents of each ampoule was diluted slowly with

an equal volume of F10 medium over 5 mins, left to equilibrate

for 15 mins at R.T. and the procedure repeated. th: cells

were then spun at 1109 for 10 nins and resuspended in standard

nediun with 20% FCS.

3.2 .2 .3 Hybridornas

Considerable difficulty was encountered in attenpting to

revive frozen GA-l stocks.l A nr¡tber of different cornbinations

of freezing/thawing proceclures h¡ere tried, including various

DMSO concentrations, the use of conditional mediurn, and the

above nethod for NSl, all without success.

Finally, GA-l was successfully thawed using the above

freezing method for NSl and thawing into standard nedium,

supplemented with 20eo FCS, BALB/c feeder layer and FM stock

(Appendix 1). Cells were distributed ínto 24 and 96 well

plates directly after thawing. Cell growth occurred in rnost

wel1s using this method.

3.2.3 Selection of Subclones

3.2.3.I Marsup ial x mouse cell hybríds

FIAT selected hybrid ce1ls were harvested with trypsin-

versene, counted, and plated out at a density of 2xIO2 cells/

-l'thi, 
hybridoma secretes the GA-l antibody described in Section

4 .4 .2.I (page II2 ) .
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60x15rnm culture plate in HAT nediun. Approximately 2-3 weeks

later colonies were picked wj-th cloning rings. Si¡bclones

were maintained in FIAT nedium.

3.2.3.2 Hybridomas

GA-l was subcloned by limiting dilution, with or without

a spleen feeder layer, and the subclone supernatants screened

for binding of antibody to target cells using an indirect

inmunofluorfescence as say.

3.2.4 Selection of Revertants

HAT selected hybrid ce1ls were harvested rvith trypsin-

versene, counied and plated out at 2x10s ce11s/60x15mm culture

plate in standard medium with hypoxanthine, thymidine and

5 pg/ml 6TG. Hypoxanthine and thymidine were added at this

stage to dilute out, by cel1 growth, any residual aminopterin.

After one week cells tvere cultured in standard nedium with

only 5 pg/n1 6TG. Colonies appeared 7-10 days later and

were picked using cloning rings. Revertants were naintained

in medium with 6TG.

3.2.5 M. nufoqriseus and M, vufus Primary Fibroblast CelI

Lines

A snall sterile piece of shaved ear v/as removed using

a punch and placed into a few millilitres of F10 mediun

without serum. The tissue h¡as then cut into sna1l pieces

and placed in a culture plate containing just enough standard

nedium wíth 20% FCS to wet the bottorn of the plate. When

the pieces of tissue had attachecl, additional medium was added

to the plate. In setting up the 1/. r'ufus (red kangaroo)

prinary, tissue attachment was aided by placing a sterile
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coverslip over the pieces of ear to prevent the¡n from floating

in the medium. After about 5 days cel1s with an appearance

rese¡nbling epithelial ce11s followed by fi.broblast-1ike ce1ls

were observed.

3.3 MARSUPIAL x lvfOUSE CELL FUSIONS

3.3. 1 Suspension Fusions

The rnarsupial was bled fron the caudal-vein and the

whole blood diluted to twice its volume with citrated saline.

The tynphocytes urere separated by layering the diluted blood

onto a 4 Ficoll/Hypaque stock:l H20 (Appendix 1) density

gradient and spun for 20 nins at 4009. 'lhe lynphocyte layer

was renoved from the gradient and washed 3x in PBS. Lymphocytes

were incubated with FDA (fluorescein diacetate) and viable

cells counted on a haemocytometer viewed under UV light

(Miggiano et aL, 1970).

The rnouse cel1s, lR or PG19, were harvested with trypsin-

versene and washed three tines in PBS. Parental cells were

nixed in the ratio 3 marsupial :1 mouse and spun at 1509 for

10 mins. The cel1 mixture was resuspended slowly in 1 m1 50eo

polyethylene glycol 1500 (PEG 1500, BDH) in FlO without serum

(F10-S), over a period of I ninute and then diluted slowly

with 20 mls F10-S over 7 nins with gentle mixing. The cells

v{ere spun at 1309 for 10 mins and then aliquoted into 50 ml

rFalconr flasks in standard nedium with 20% FCS. The next

day, tlAT rvas added to the nediun.

3,3.2 lvfonolayer Fusions

M. t'ufogz'iselzs fibroblasts and PG19 or lR cells were

harvested rvith trypsin-versene, mixed in a 1:1 ratio and
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allowed to attach overnight in standard mediun with 20% FCS

in'Falcontflasks. The monolayers were washecl twice with PBS

and,then 1 nl 502o PEG 1500 (BDH) in F10-S tvas placed over

the monolayer for 55 secs. The PEG 1500 v{as removed by washing

the nonolayer three times with PBS. Standard mediun wíth 20%

FCS was then added to the culture vessels. Next day the

nedium was supplemented with FIAT

3.4 I'lYELOlvlA x SPLEEN CELL FUSIONS

A number of fusion nethods were used throughout the

project. The, rnost successful procedure (described below) is

an adaptation of 0i and Herzenbergs (1979) nethod and the

method enployed by ruorkers at the hnperial Cancer Research

Fund, London (Personal communication, R.M. Hope).

The mouse spleen was renoved aseptically and teased

into F10-S medium using 2 x 25 gauge needles. Large clumps

of tissue were removed and the cells spun at 2809 for 10 mins.

The cells were washed 2 x in Fl-0-S. In sorne fusions the red

blood cells were lysed using Geys nedium (Appendix 1) or with

1 part cell suspension: 9 parts 0.4eo acetic acid. Viable cells

were stained with FDA or dead cells with trypan blue and counted

with a haemocytometer.

NSI ce1ls were harvested, and washed 2 x ín F10-S. Cells

were treated with trypan blue and viable cells counted on a

haemocytometer. NS1 and spleen cel1s were mixed in the ratio

of approximately 10 spleen : 1 NSl and centrifuged at 2809 for

L0 nins. The petlet was resuspended in 0.8 m1 50% w/v PEG

1500 (BDIi) in F10-S (prewarned to 37oC) rvith gentle shaking

over 1r,rin, and then held at 37oC for 1min. The fusion

mixture was diluted by slow addition of FIO-S; I ml over 1 min
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and then 20 nt over 5 min. Cells hrere centrifuged for 20 mins

at 1800 rpn and resuspended ueny gently in standard nediun

with 20% FCS. One drop/well of the fusion suspension was

I

plated into wells of Linbro 96 well (0.35 ml) flat bottomed

plates. (cat. No. 76-003-05) .

Next day I drop of 2 x concentrated FIAT mediun was added

to each well. For some of the fusions FM stock was also added

to the mediun (Appendix 1). Five to ten days later colonies

appeared in a proportion of wells. The supernatants in these

wells were screened for production of antibody to target cel1s

using an indirect immunofluorescence assay.

3. 5 CHP-OMOSOME PREPARATIONS

3.5.1 Standard Preparations

3.5.1.1 l{onolayer cultures

Rapidly dividing cell cultures were incubated in the

presence of 0.5 ¡rg/rnl colcemid for tines ranging fron 50-60 nins.

Cells were washed once with PBS and harvested with trypsin-

versene. After one wash in PBS the cells were resuspended in

a solution o¡ 7!2 ll20 : 1 PBS for a few seconds and then

centrifuged at 1109 for l0 mins. Originally 0.075 M KCI for

20 nins was used as hypotonic treatment but the former method

was faster and gave sinilar results. Preparations were fixed

3 x in 3:1 nethanol:acetic acid, spotted onto slides and air-

dried.

3.5 .7 .2 Lynphocyte cultures

The animal was bled with a syringe containing 0.02 ml of

preservative free heparin (1000 units/m1), and the blood diluted
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to twice its volume with citrated saline or PBS. Sometimes

glass beads were used to defibrinate the blood. The diluted

blood was layered onto a 4 Ficoll/Hypaque : 1 Fi20 density
I

gradient and centrifuged at 2709 for 20 mins. The lytnphocyte

layer was isolated, washed 3 x with PBS and placed into 3 x

5 nl cultures of standard medium containing 0.05 nl PHA-M

(difco-Phytohaemagglutinin forrn M) for two days. Colcenrid

was added to the cultures t hr prior to harvesting and

chrornosome preparations were nade as described in Section

3.6.1.1.

3.5.2 Thymidine Pre-treatment

A final concentration of 5 mNf thymidine was added to

rapidly dividing cultures for 16 hours to synchronise cells

in the S phase of the cell cycle. The thynidine was then

rernoved by washing the rnonolayer once with PBS and the cells

allowed to divide. Twelve hours later a final concentration

of 0.05 ¡lg/rnl colcenid was added to the culture for 12 hours.

Cells rvere harvested and the chromosome preparation made using

the procedure already described.

3.5.3 Hoechst 33258 Pre-treatnent

0.04 ng/m1 Hoechst 33258 was added to cultures for from

5-12 hours prior to harvesting. During this period the

culture vessel u/as wrapped in foil to prevent tight degradation

of Hoechst 33258.

3.5 .4 Synchronisation of Cultures with Arnethopterin

Synchronisation of M. r,ufogt'isezzs l¡.nrphocytes in late

prophase and prometaphase was achieved using the amethopterin
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block method of Yunis (1978). Best results were obtained by

adding 0.05 Ug/nl colcemid for 4 hours 45 nins after release

fron the anethopterin block.

3.6 CHROMOSOIUE STAINING METHODS

3.6.1 General Stain

Slides were stained for 2 mins in 10% Giernsa v/v (Gurrs

R66) in Sorensons phosphate buffer pH6.8, air-dried and

mounted in Depex.

3.6.2 C-Bandins

Chromosomes were C-banded using a rnodification'of the

nethod of Sunner (1972). Slides were treated with:

1. 0.02 M HCl for 30 mins at RT.

2. Rinsed 2 x in distilled HzO.

5. Saturated Ba(0tì)2 at 56oC for Lz - 2 nins.

4. Rinsed 2 x in distilled H20.

5. 2 x SSC (Appendix 1) at 65oC for 30 nins.

6. Rinsed 2 x in distilled H20.

7. Stained rvith 10% v/v Gurrs R66 giensa in Sorensons

phosphate buffer, pH6.8 for 12 mins, air-dried and

mounted rvith Depex.

5.O.J tr-öan0].

Chromosomes were G-banded according to a modification of

the method of Seabright (1971). Slides were immersed in a

0.01 - 0.05% w/v solution of trypsin for 20 - 200 secs, washed

3 x in PBS at 4oC, stained for 6 - 8 mins in 2eo v/v Gienrsa

(Gurrs R66) in Sorensons phosphate buffer pH6.B, air-dried

and rnounted in Depex.
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3.6.4 Sequential G and C-Bandine

Kozak et aL (1977) carried out sequential G and tloechst

33258 banding in the analysis of interspecific hybrids.

This method was modified for sequential G and C banding as

fo1 lows .

Slides were G-banded as above, rnounted in Depex and

G-banded metaphase spreads photographed. Coverslips were

removed using xylene and slides destained in 3:1 nethanol:

acetic acid. These sl,ides were then C-banded as described

above and the same metaphase spreads rephotographed.

3.6.5 N-Banding

Slides were incubated in clistilled H20 at 37oC for t hour

and then allowed to dry. Cells were stained with filtered

50eo silver nitrate and aa coverslips placed sequentially along

the slide to allow contact with air. Slides were incubated

in a lrumid chanber for 24 hours at 37oC. Coverslips were

washed off with distilled H20 and slides counter-stained with

5% v/v Giemsa (Gurrs R66) in Sorensons phosphate buffer pH6.8

for 30 secs, dried and mounted (Bloom and Goodpasture, 1976).

3.6 . 6 In Situ Hvbridisation

The in situ hybtidisations of the M. rwfogriseus majot

satellite (density I.7}Bg/cc) to REP 3-2 and REP 3-2-1 were

kindly carried out by Ms. Abigail Elizir (Division of Plant

Industry, C.S.I.R.0. Canberra, Australia) usi-ng the nethod

outlined in Dunsmuir (I976).

3.6.7 R and Distamycin A(DA) -DAPI Bandins

Sinultaneous production of R and DA-DAPI bands was

obtained by sequentially staining slides rvith Chromomycin 43,
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DA and DAPI according to the nethod of Schweizer (1980). The

DA-DAPI bands were viewed using a Leitz Ploem Opak Filter

block A and the R bands using a Leitz Ploem Opak filter block

E3.

3.6 . B Counterstaining of DAPI with Actinomycin D

Greatly enhanced DAPI bands h¡ere obtained by staining

slides with DAPI follorved by staining with actinomycin D

according to a nodification of the nethod of Schweizer (I976).

The DAPI bands were viewed using a Leitz Ploen Opak filter

block A.

3.7 PHOTOGRAPHY

Chromosornes were photographed with Copex Pan 35mn high

contrast filn (Agfa-Gaevert) using a Zeiss 60X Flanapo, I.4

nurnerical aperture oil innersion objective or a Zeiss l00X

NPL Fluotar oil immersion objective. Filns were developed in

D19 or DEKTOL fine grain developer and printed onto Ilfospeed

photographic paper - grades 1, 2 and 3.

3.8 ELECTROPHORESIS

3.8.1 Preparation of Cell Extracts

Cells v¡ere harvested with trypsin-versene, washed 3 x

in PBS, counted and aliquoted into 300 ¡tI Becknan tubes at

2xLO6 celts/tube. These were stored as ce11 pellets at -80oC.

Innediately prior to loading the sanples onto the gels, cell

pellets were rapidly tharved and one drop of lysis solution

(Appendix 2) added to the pellet. The cel1s were mascerated

using a blunt dissecting probe and rapidly frozen and rethaived
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twice. Lysed ce1ls were pelleted using a Becknan 152 nicrofuge

and the supernatant loaded onto the gels. Starch gels were

loa{ed using a pasteur pipette and cellagels loaded with a

fine draughtsmans pen.

3.8.2 HPRT 8.C.2.4.2.8)

Hypoxanthine phosph oribosytransferas e

The procedure used to type hybrids for HPRT was basically

that of Watson et aL (1972) using starch gel electrophoresis

followed by autoradiography, with the exception that the citric

acid concentration for the gel buffer should read 0.0044 M

rather than 4'.4 M as given in their paper.

3.8.3 PGK-A 8.C.2.7 .2.3

Phosphoglyce:rate kinas e-A

PGK-A isozymes were separated using a 0.1 M Tris-citrate

buffer pH8.6 (Appendix 2) on ce1lulose acetate ("CelIogel-250").

After pre-running the gel for 10 nins at 200 V, samples were

loaded onto the gel and run for three hours at 200 V at R.T.

(Meera Khan, 1971).

The gel was stained and subsequently counterstained

according to an adaptation of Meera Khan (f971). (Appendix 2).

3.8.4 G6PD (E.C.1.1.1.49)

Glucose-6-phospha te dehydrogenase

Nfouse and M. z,ufogriseus G6PD have very sirnilar electrophoretic

nobilities and considerable difficulty rvas encountered in

separating the two isozymes. A number of running buffers,

tines and voltages were tried including the Adams and Donald

(Donald, 1980) discontinuous buffer system for separation of

t.he rnouse and M. rufus forms of G6PD. These attenpts were
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unsuccessful.

The best separation was obtained on 'rCellogel-250t' using

a Tris-glycine buffer pH9.1 at 340 V for 35 nins at 4oC

I

(Migeon et aL, 1979). (APPendix 2).

The staining mixture was adapted fron the nethod of

Johnston et aL (1975) (Appendix 2).

3.8.s LDH (E .c.1.r.L.27)

Lactate dehydrogenase

LDH isozymes were separated on "Ce11oge1-250r' using

either a 0.02 M phosphate buffer pH7.0 or a 0.04 M sodiun

barbitone buffer pH9.9 (Meera Khan, f971). The pho!;phate

buffer gave slightly greater separation but sharper bands

were obtained with the barbitone buffer. Both buffers gave

the sa¡ne overall results.

Both systems were run at 200 V for two hours at R.T.

The staining mixture used was from Meera Khan (1971).

3.8.6 NP .c.2 .4 .2 .r

Purine nucleoside Phosphorylase

NP was run on "Cel1ogel-250" in a 0.02 M phosphate buffer

pH7.0 (Meera Khan, 1971) for llz hours at 200 V at 4oC. The

reaction stain u/as a nodification of Spencer et aL (1968).

(Appendix 2).

3.8 .7 EsAq .c.3.1.r..1)

Esterase Ar,

This enzyme has previously been run on starch gel

electrophoretic systens. The.method for starch ge1 electrophoresis

given by Konma (1ö63), was adapted to cellutose acetate

("Celloge1-250") by runni.ng in either a sodium veranol buffer
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pH8.0 (Shows, 1972) or Tris-naleate buffer pH6.5 for Ll. hours

at 2O0 V at 4oC. The gel was stained using a nodification

of Markert and Hunter (1959). (Appendix 2).
I

3.8.8 PGM-5 lE.C.2.7.s.r)

Phosphglucomutase- 3

PGM was run on "Cellogel-250r' in a Tris-glycine buffer

pH9 .1 at 300 V for 1]-2 hours at 4oC . The reaction stain was

nodified from Meera Khan (1971) and Harris and Hopkinson

(1976). (Appendix 2).

3.9 CONVENTIONAL ANTISERA

3.9.1 Production of Antisera

REPS ce1ls were harvested with trypsin-versene and

washed 3 x in PBS.C57BL/6J mice were injected intraperitoneally

with 5-10 x 106 freshly harvested cells in 0.2 nl PBS at

an interval of 10 days for 30 - 40 days. Mice were bled from

the retro-orbital venous plexus 4 - 5 days after the last

injection and the t¡lood left to clot at 37oC for t hour. The

clot was rinned and the blood centrifuged at 4,5009 for 20 mins.

The serum rvas collected and the clot allowed to contract over-

night at 4oC. This was then centrifuged again and the serum

collected and pooled with the initial lot of serum. Serurn

from C57BV6,I nj-ce which had not been immunized was used as

a negative control for the inmunofluorescence assays.

3.9 .2 Adsorptions

Antisera directed against marsupial x mouse hybrids were

adsorbed with the.mouse parent ce11 line fron which the hybrids

were originally rnade. Sera were adsorbed by incubating one
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volune of undiluted antiserun with an equal volume of washed

packed cells at 37oC for I hour and then at 4oC for

approximately 18 hours with continuous shaking. This

procedure was then repeated and the twice adsorbed sera

checked for conplete removal of unwanted antibodies.

3. 10 MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES

5.10.1 Inj ection Schedule for Hybridona Production

C57BL/6J rnice rvere injected intraperi.toneally with

approxirnatety I x 107 REPS ce1ls every 10 days for a period

of 30 days. Blood was collected fron the retro-orbital

venous plexus four days after the last injection and serum

tested for reaction with REPS cells, to check if an antibody

response had been eIj-cited. The spleen v/as removed for fusion

of spleenic lymphocytes with NSI cel1s.

3.10.2 In Vitso Culture of GA-l

Antibody producing hybridonas can be naintained in

ascitic forn in rnice. C57BI,/6J x BALB/c Fl hybrid rnice were

injected with 0.4 ml pristane (2,6,10,14 - tetranethyl-

pentadecane) to destroy their inmune response. After two weeks

the nice were injected intraperitoneally with 0.8 - I x 107

GA-l cells. These cel1s grew as solid tumouts in the mice.

Four to five weeks later when the mice were obviously large

due to tumour growth, they were bled from the retro-orbital

venous plexus and the peritoneat fluid collected. Both the

peritoneal fluid and blood were centrifuged at 430g for 20 min

and the resulting ascites fluid and blood serum collected as
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above (Section 3.9.1) and stored in small aliquots at -20oC

3.10.3 Concentration of GA-1 Supernatant

GA-l culture supernatant was added to an equal volume of

3.69 M ammonium sulphate to give a 45eo saturated solution.

This concentration precipitates all y globulins and some of

the q, and ß globulins (Fruton and Sirunonds, 1958)

The mixture was allowed to precipitate for I hr. at 4oC and

then spun al 2809 for 10 mins. The pellet was redissolved

in a snall volurne of PBS and the solution dialysed overnight

against PBS at 4oC.

3.10.4 Purifîcation of GA-1 Ascites

The monoclonal antibody, GA-1, was shown to be an IgG25

subclass of imnunoglobulin by Dr. P. Ey (Department of

Microbiology and Innunology, University of Adelaide) using a

radioimnunoassay with antibodies to known irnmunoglobulin

subclasses. IgGzu is an immunoglobulin subclass which binds

to StaphyLoeoccus durea.s protein A. [Sandrin et aL, 1978).

The monoclonal antibody in ascites fluid obtained from in uiuo

growth of GA-1 cel1s was purified on a Protein A colunn

according to the nethod of Ey et aL (1978).

The GA-1 ascites was thawed quickly, diluted with 0.1 M

tris buffer pH8.4 and the pH of the solution adjusted to pH8.4.

The protein A column hras equilibrated to pHB.4 and the ascites

solution loaded onto the column. IgGzu was eluted off the

protein A column at pllS.5. The pH of the eluate was adjusted

to 7.2 with 0.1 M Tris and then clialysed overnight in a large

volume of PBS. The resulting antisera had a titre o¡ Þ, on
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Fig.3.1 (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

[ +++ cell

A +++ cell

tr +/- cel1 (background autofluorescence)

A dead ce1l.
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REPS cel1s using an indirect immunofluorescence assay.

5.11 INDIRECT INß{UNOFLUORESCENCE

' 5 x 10s PBs-washed cells were incubated with 50 pl of the

appropriate dilution of seïun, ascites fluid or hybridoma

supernatant in 2 mI P8 precipitin tubes (Surgical and Medical)

for 30 rnins at 4oC. The cell suspension was centrifuged at

3009 for 7 mins and the supernatant aspirated. The ce1ls were

then washed 5 x with PBS (containing 0.02 Ir{ sodium azide) to

Temove unbound antibody. Washing was carried out by resuspending

the cells in two drops of PBS and then shaking on a,fSybron

Thermolyne Maxi-Mixt. Two nls of PBS rvere. then added to the

resuspended cel1s, the tubes were centrifuged at 5009 for 7 mins

and the supernatant aspirated. Cel1s were then incubated with

50 Ul of a standard dilution of commercial fluorescein conjugated

rabbit or goat anti-mouse inmunoglobulin (lt/ellcone or Difco)

for 50 mins at 4oC. A half dilution of commercial fluorescein

conjugated sheep anti-mouse IgG (Fab')2 fragment (Capel1)

was used when the target cells were lynphocytes. The dilution

chosen for each batch of antisera and commercial conjugate was

the highest dilution still giving bright fluorescence on the

positive control cells. (False positive reactions could occur

if either antisera was too concentrated). The ce1ls were then

washed 3 x as described above to remove unbound conjugate and

resuspended in one drop of 50eo glycerol in PBS pÍ17.4. Coverslips

were placed on the slides and sealed with rubber gur' to prevent

evaporation. Cells were viewed under a Leítz Orthoplan Universal

large field rnicroscope fitted with a 200 rvatt high pressure
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mercury lamp, a ploernpak fluorescent vertical illuminator,

a Leitz H exciter and barrier filter system and a 100X NPL

Flugtar oil imnersion objective lens.

Ce1ls were scored as +/- (background autofluorescence),

+ (weak fluorescence), ++ (bright fluorescence) and +++ (very

bright reaction, halo of fluorescence). Dead cells exhibited

a bright homogeneous fluorescence (Fig. 3.1). Not all cells

in all samples bound antibody and hence not all cel1s in a

sanple had the sane fluorescence score. The percentage of

total cells giving a fluorescence reaction was estimated. All

other ce11s in the samples had +/- scores.

The inclusion of appropriate controls is of extrene

irnportance for correct interpretation of results. The following

controls were routinely used for each assay: (a) a negative

control for antibody binding to cells (NSI culture supernatant

for first antisera incubation); (b) a positive control for

antibody bincling to cel1s (GA-1 on M, r,ufogníseus fibroblasts);

(c) a binding specificity control for the fluorescence conjugate

(PBS for first antisera incubation).
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

4.1 CHROTIOSOMES

4.1 . I Parental CeII Lines

Chronosornes of the nouse ce1l line, PG19, exhibíted C-banded

centroneric regions. Sone ceIls also contained a marker chromosome

characrerised by an interstitial c-band. (Fig. 4.1). PG19 had a

chromosome number ranging fron 35 to 40 with a modal number of 38.

Most of the chronosomes were aclocentric and the number of

metacentrics ranged fron 3 to 5 with a modal n,rrnber of 4. A PG19

G-banded karyotype is presented in Figure 4.2.

The nouse ce1l line, 1R, had a modal number of 58 chromosomes

with a range of 45 to 67 including 10 metacentrics (Fig. 4.3).

C-banded centromeric regions were present on all chro¡nosomes. The

1R isochromosome marker also expressed three interstitial C-banded

regions.

Lymphocyte and fibroblast chromosome preparations from

M. rwfogt"iseus showed aII 16 chromosomes to contain very large

centromeric C-banded regions comPared with PGl9 or 1R chromosomes.

)
Approximatety i of the short arm of the M. tufogz'iseizs X chromosome

was heterochromatic, the distal' lu U"i.,g euchromatic. The X
5"

chromosome also exhibited three interstitial C-bands on the long

arnr (Fig. 4.4b). These three bands were moÏe clearly seen in

M. mtfogr\sei,¿s x mouse sonatic ceJ.1 hybrids where the M. rufogt'iseus

chromosomes appealed nore ext'ended (Fig. a.5) than in C-banded

fibroblast or fymphocyte preparations.
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FIG. 4.1 C-banded karyotype of PG19.
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FIG. 4 .2 G-banded karyotype of PGl9.
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FIG. 4.3 C-banded karyotype of 1R.
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FIc. 4.4 (a)

(b)

G-banded karyotype prepared from a

diploid fibroblast culture of an

M. rufogrLseus 9.

C.banded karyotype of an

M. z,ufagríseus 9 .
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FIG. 4.5 C-banded M. tufogriseL¿s x mouse somatia

cel1 hybrid. The three interstitial

C-bands of the long arm of the M. rufogr'íseus

X chromosome can be seen clearly (arrowed).
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G-banding of fibroblast and lymphocyte M. r'ufogriseus

chromosomes proved very difficult due to theil large areas of

centromeric C-banding rnaterial which caused compaction of the

G-bands on either side of the centromere. Less contracted chronosomes,

nore suitable for G-banding were obtained using the method of Yunis

(1978), but the G-banding still lacked the clarity observed in

somatic ce11 hybrids, especially around the centromeric regions.

The M. mtfogxiseizs autosones had large pale G-bands at the centromeric

region whereas the X chromosomes had dark centromeric G-bands. Each

paít of M. rufogniseL¿s chromosones can be identified by their

G-banding pattern (Fig. 4.4a)

4.L.2 REP Cell Hybrids and Revertants

C-banding was carried out on all primary and bulk REP hybríds.

M. rwfogt"iseas chromosomes could be distinguished from PGl9

chromosomes on the basis of their conparatively larger C-banded

regions. The three interstit:-al C-bancls on the long arn of the

M. zwfogr'ùsel.¿s X chromosome could be used to see if the whole or

only part of this chromosome arm was present in the hybrids.

All the primary hybrids, REP1, REP2, REPS and REP4 contained

chromosomes with very large blocks of C-banded naterial characteristic

of M. r,ufogz"Lseiz.s chromosomes. A proportion of REPS cells contained

a chromosome similar to the 11. rwfogt:iseizs X chromosome but

with a longer than normal euchromatic short arrn (Fig.4.5 and Fig.

4.6 ). This chromosome appeared less condensed in REPS than in

M. rwfogz,iser,¿s fibroblasts and lynphocytes and gave clearer G-bands.

The large chromosome with a pale G-banded centroneric region in

Figure 4.7 was identified as a Robertsonian translocation chromosorne
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Fig. 4 .6 Comparison of the C- and G-

banding patterns of M. rufogníseus

t(3q,Xq) in REPS-2 with the

l"i. tttfogrise¿¿s X chrornosome and

tlne M. r,ufogniser¿s chromosone 3.

(A) M. rufogz,isezs X chromosone

(B) ¡/. twfogz'iseus t(3q,Xq)

(C) IV. r,ufogniseus chromosorne 3.
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FfG. 4.7 A G-banded cel1 of REP3-2.

t(3q,Xq) is arrowed.
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consisting of the long arrn of the M. rufogriseizs X chromosome and

the long arm of the M. r.ufogrLsezs number three autosome. This

chrbmosone is henceforth referred to as t(Sq,Xq) (Fig. 4'6 )'

The possible reciprocal translocation product of t(sq,Xq) i.e.

r(3p,Xp) was not identified in any of the hybrids. some REPS

cel1s contained only chromosones which were indistinguishable

fron PG19 chromosomes, while others contained tlrre M. nufogt'iseus

Xq, or iXq identified by C-banding and I¡1. rufogrLsei\s chromosomes

3, 6 and 7 identified by G-banding. This chromosomal variation

presumably resulted from ongoing chromosone loss firom the hybrid

ce1ls in the early stages of REPS chromosome evolution. This

chromosomal heterogeneity prompted selection of REPS subclones to I

provide a more homogeneous set of cel1 lines. I

No narsupial chronosomes except for Xp were identified in REPS-3 or 
,

REpg-S cells using C- or G-banding. All the chronosomes in these hybrids

were indistinguishable from the PG19 palent (Fig. 4.8). Both cell

lines did, however, have nuch larger chromosome numbers than PG19; ;

REPs-3 (73(s8-74)) and REPs-s (71 (6s-72)) - ;

REPS-I contained a submetacentric chrornosorne resembling the

M. rufOgt"ise¿¿s chromosome 5 in size and arn ratio. This chromosom" 
,

did not, however, have as large a block of centromeric heterochrornatin

as r,¡ould have been expected for a chromosome of rnarsupial origin'

G-banding studies confirmed the identity of this chronosome as the 
,

M. z,ufogrisøus number 3 (Fig. 4.9b). Approxinately 60vo of REPS-I cel1s

contained a small acrocentric chromosone with a relatively large centromeric

segment of heterochromatin. This chromosome which is presuned to

be of narsupial origín (Fig. 4.9a), resenbles the short arrn of the
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M. mtfogrLseus X chronosome. Such an identification is supported

by G-banding studies but with some reservations (see end of this

section).
I

Approxinately 75% of REP3-2 ceIls contained a chromosome

easily distinguishable fron PGI9 chronosones due to its large

size, large centromeric block of heterochronatin and three inter-

stitial heterochromatic bands on its short arm. The three inter-

stitial bands identify this arn as being the long arm of the

M. rufogz"isezs X chromosome (Fig.4.10a and see Fig.4.6a for

conparison). The identity of the other longer euchromatic arm

could not be,established using C-banding but was identified by

G-banding to be the long arm of chromosome 3 (Fig. 4.10b). This

is the same chromosome, therefore that was found in REPS cells,

i.e, t(Sq,Xq). A few REP3-2 cel1s also contained a snall sub-

¡netacentric chronosome consisting almost entirely of C-banded

naterial (Fig. 4.IOa). This chrornosome was identified by G-banding

to be the M. nufogr"iseus 7 (Fig. 4.10b).

REPS-2-1 contained a G-band identical chromosome to the

chromosone found in REPS-2, i.e. t(3q,Xq) . (Fig. 4.11b) . However,

this chromosome lacked the three interstitial C-bands and nearly

all the centromeric C-banded material found in t(5q,Xq) in REP3-2

cells (Fig. 4.IIa). No narsupial chrornosornes could be identified

in REPS-2-2 by either C- or G-banding.

REP3-4 contained a chromosome rvith a large centromeric block

of heterochromatin, shown to be the M- rwfogniseus

chro¡nosome 6 by G-banding. .REP3-4 also contained a translocation

chron-,osone invotving the l./. zwfogríseus 3q (Fig. 4,12). The

origin of the short arm of this translocation chrornosome hras not
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FIG. 4.8 C-banded cell of

' a) REP3-3

b) REP5-s

No narsupial chronosomes can be

identified.
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FIG. 4 .9 (a) A C-banded cel1 of REP3-1.

Marsupial chromosomes are arrowed.'

(b) A G-banded cell of REPS-I.

TJne M. z,ufogt"iseøs chrornosome 3

is amowed.
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FrG.4.l0 (a) A C-banded cell of REP3-2.

Marsupial chromosomes are arrowed.

Closed arrol¡I - long ar¡n of

M. mtfogrise¿s X chromosome.

Open arrow - tr|. zwfogriseus

chromosome 6 or 7.

(b) G-banded REPS-2 cel1.

Closed arrow - M. rufogrùsew

t (3q, Xq)

O¡ren arrow - M. z,ufogriseus

chromosome 7.
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FIG. 4.fl - ' (a) A C-banded cell of REP3-2-1.

The marsupial chromosome is arrowed.

(b) A G-banded c.ell of REP3-2-1.

The M. ru.fogrLserzs t(Sq,Xq) is

arrowed.
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FIG. 4 .T2 G-banded ce11 of REP3-4.

A translocation chromosome

involving the long arn of the

M. tafogt'isezs chromosome 3

is arrowed.
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established. It was possibly of marsupial origin because of its

large pale G-banded region at the centromere.

Most REPS-6 ce1ls contained a small acrocentric chromosome,

almost half of which consisted of C-band material (Fig. 4.I3). This

chromosome was sinilar to the previously described snall acrocentric

seen in REPS-I and was possibly the short arm of the M. rufogz'iseus.X

chronosome or an M, rwfogtisals autosome arm. G-banded preparations

supported the identity of this chromosome as being ttre M. rwfogr'ì,seus Xp.

REPS-7 cells contained an isochromosome of 3q, and a nurnber of

cells contained the M. nufogniseus clrromosome 6 as identified by

C- and G-banding (Fig. 4.L4). Of the five REP3-7 éubclones, only

REPS-7-1 and REP3-7-2 contained a C-banded chromosome resembling

those of marsupial origin. Again, although lacking C-banded

regions characteristic of M. tufogriset¿s chromosomes, the

chromosome appeared to be tlne M. mtfogniseus 3 in size and arm

ratio as in REPS-I. Only REPS-7-l and REP3-7-4 of the REPS-7

subclones were G-banded. A norrnal iV. rufogt"Lse¿zs 3 could be

identified in REPS-7-l (Fig. 4.15a) and the long arm of the

M. z,ufogriseus 3 ín REP3-7-4 cells (Fig. 4.15b) -

The M. rufogriseizs chromosones identified by G-banding as

being present in the REPS subclones are sunmarised in Table 4.1

and illustrated in Fig . 4.16. The only M. rufogt'ise¿ts chromosome

arm found in common in the REPS-I, REP3-2, REPS-4 and REPS-7 cell

lines was the long arn of the M. twfogriseus

chromosorne 3 (Fj g. 4 .16). The M. r,ufogz.iseus 3q was also the

only chromosone arm found in .common in the REPS-2 and REP3-7

subclones.
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FIG. 4.13 -' A C-banded ce1l of REP3-6.

T}re M. z,ufogz,íse¿,¿s chromosome,

presumed to be Xp, is arrowed.
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FrG. 4.14 (a) A C-banded cell of REP3-7.

The M. rufogrLseizs chromosome 6

is arrowed.

(b) A G-banded cell of REP3-7.

The M. rufogrLse¿¿s chromosomes

6 (closed arrow) and 3q (open

arrow) are indicated.
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FrG. 4.15 (a) A G-banded cel1 of REPS-7-1.

The //. r,ufogr"Lse¿¿s chromosome 3

is arrowed.

(b) A G-banded cel1 of REPS-7-4.

The long arm of the M. nufogriseus

chromosone 3 is arrowed.
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FIG. 4.16 M. nufogrLse:¿¿s chronosomes present in,

REPS-I, REPS-2, REPS-4 and REP3-7 as

identified by G-banding. The only

conmon chrornosome arm present is 3q.
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The five bulk hybrids REPB1 + REPBs were chronosomally

heterogeneous with a variety of chromosomes containing large

heterochronatic segments characteristic of an M. zwfogrLsezrs origin.

Five subclones were derived fron REPBS and their chromosornes analysed

using C- and G-banding.

REPBS-1 and REPBS-2 have a large subnetacentric chromosome

resernbling the M. rufogníseus 3 in size and arm ratio but lack the

large centromeric heterochronatic region typical of M. rwfogriseus

chro¡nosomes (Fig. 4.I7a). G-banding of REPBS-I confirmed the identity

of this chromosome as the M. mtfog?Lseus 3 (Fig. 4.L7b). G-banding

of REpBS-Z wàs not done. Some cells of REPB3-S haá a large chromosome

with one arm almost entirely heterochromatic and the other with

three interstitial C-bands characteristic of the M. z'ufogt'iseus X

chrornosome (Fig. 4.18a). G-banding confirmed the identity of this

chromosome as a normal X, and the M. zwfOgriseus 3 was also present

in some cel1s (Fig. 4.18b).

REPBS-4 contained the sane C-banded chromosome found in REPBS-1

and REPBS-2 which was again shown to be the M. zwfogt'íseus 3 by

G-banding. Both G- and C-banding identified the 14. z'ufogt'isezs Xq

in most REPBS-4 cel1s (Fig. 4.19). The hybrid REPBj-S contained a

chromosone which on the basis of its C- and G-banding pattern

proved ro be the M. z,ufogriseus 6 (Fie. 4.20). The 14. rufogríseus

3q was also identified in some cells by G-banding.

Tabte 4.1 surnmarises the chromosomes identified by c- and

G-banding plesent in the REPBS subclones. Again, the only M. t'ufogriseu-s

chromosome arm in common in all the bulk hybrids was 3q'

The FIAT selected REP hybrids analysed in Table 4.1

contained a small acrocentric chromosome with a G-banding patteln
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TABLE 4. I

APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE

OF CELLS CONTAINING
M. RUF)GRLSEU^9 CHROMOSOIVIES

t(3q,Xq) Xq X 3 6 7 C G

TOTAL N0. 0F CHROI'IOSOI'IES

IN THE HYBRIDS

Xp MODE RAIiGE IIEAN

REPS
REPS- 1

REPS-2
REP3- 2 - 1
REP3-2-2
REP3 - 3
REPS-4
REPS-5
REPS-6
REPS-7
REPS - 7- 1

REP3-7 -2*
REPS-7- 3*
REP3-7-4
REP3-7-5*
REP3Rl
REP3R2
REP3R5
REP3R4+REP3R8

REPBST
REP83- 1

REP83-2*
REP83-3
REPB3-4
REP83-5

27eo

7 íYo

100%

t (3q, ?)sse"

- L8%

- 809o

-teìo*
- 89eo

- 75eo

- 3q66e"

Igeo gro - 43vo

- - 60% 87e,

6Seo

66%
43eo

2íeo
83%
7L%
89eo

60eo

75e¿

ND

ND

80eo

ND

27%
2s%
18%
ND

68 47 -8L 68. 13
78 49-78 70
69 s6-87 69.9
68 63-69 67.2
7s 60-76 70.83
73 58-74 69
72 66-73 70.6
7L 6s-72 69. r
62 62-69 65
73 62-77 70.11
69 67 -70 68.43
70 59-75 66.58
6s 64-7s 67.L4
64 62-66 63.8
68 61-68 66.38
37 33-74 52.88
38 3s-79 48
38 35-74 41.91

Similar to REPSRI, R2 & R3

IJ
74
68
64
7S

69-74
7 r-77
52-7L
6r-70
6r-75

7r.74
73.7L
66.38
6s.2
70.25

67
73
63
74
ND

73
70

s7 -146
62-7 3

60-70
63-78
ND

7r-7s
36-7 7

73.14
56. 58

xqõrr,

- 90eo

- 66%
X 50eo

- 70%

-3q50% 959o

54eo

ND

43eo

64or'

63eo

- JJ'o
- 299o

ND

ND

ND

43%
389o

ND

REPB4
REPBS
REPl *
REP2*
REP4*
REPBI
REPB2
lRRN-2*

67eo -
36eo -

80.54
66.86
64
7t.27
ND

L3%

-r00%

*These cell lines were only C-banded.

tREPBS was neither C- nor G-banded.
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FTG. 4.T7 (a) A C-banded cell of REP B3-1.

The marsupial chronosome is

arrowed.

(b) A G-banded ce1l of REP B3-1.

The M. r,ufogrLse¿¿s chromosome

3 is arrowed.
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FrG. 4.18 (a) A C-banded cell of REP B3-5

containing the M. rufogrLseus

X chrornosorne (arrowed) .

(b) A G-banded cell of REP B3-5.

The M, rufogz"isezs chromosome

5 is indicated by an open arrow

and the M. rufogrLse¿¿s X chromosome

by a closed arroh¡.
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FrG. 4. 19 (a) A C-banded cel1 of REP B3-4.

(b) A G-banded cell of REP B3-4.

The M. r,ufogrisezs chromosome 3 is

indicated by a closed arrow and the

M. z,ufogrLseus Xq by an open arrow

in both (a) and (b).
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FrG. 4.20 (a) A C-banded ce1l of REP B3-5.

T};.e M. r,ufogt"iseizs chromosome

6 is arrowed.

(b) A G-banded cel1 of REP B3-5.

Open arrow - 14. rwfogr"Lseus 3q.

Closed arrow - M. r'ufogr"iseus

chromosome 6,
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distinct from any of the PG19 or normal M. z'ufogt'iseas chromosones

(Fig. 4.2I). The large dark G-band region near the centronere

indicated that this chromosome was the short arm of the M. rufogriseus

X as all M. z,ufogt'isezs autosomes exPressed large light G-bands

at the centromere and the mouse chromosones expressed smaller light

or dark G-bands at the centromere than Xp.

All the REPS revertant ce1l lines had C- and G-banded

karyotypes similar to PG19 cells. No normal M. r'ufogt'iseus

chromosomes could be identified (Fig. 4.22)

4.I.3 Other Somatic CeI1 brids

HYP-I is an (M. r,ufogriseus x WaLLabia bícoLor interspecific

hybrid) x PG19 FíAT selected sonatic ce11 hybrid (Hope, unpublished).

Each ce11 contains a small submetacentric chromosorne consisting

alnost entirely of C-banding material resenbling the short arm

of the M. rufogz'isez¿s X chromosone (Fig. 4.23a). The identity of

the long arm of this chromosome was confirned as the M. mtfogriseus

Xp by its G-banding pattern (Fig. 4.23b). The short arm of this

chromosone could not be identified by C- or G-banding.

lRRN-l cells only have C-banded chromosomes indistinguishable

fron those of lR (Fig. 4.24a). 1RRN-2 contains Qrr Étcroc€ntric

chronosorne consisting almost entirely of C-banded material and

resenbling the short arm of the M. rufogt'ise¿¿s X chromosome

(Fig. 4 .24b) .
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FIG. 4.2L G-banded cell of REPS-1.

The putative M. rufogrLsezis Xp is

arrowed.
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FrG. 4.22 (a) C-banded cell of REP3 R2.

(b) G-banded ce1l of REP3 R2.
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The PGRN hybrid cells have very heterogeneous karyotypes.

The'C-banded chromosomes of PGRN-1 and PGRN-2 exhibit chromosornes

with varying anounts of interstitial C-bands characteristic of

neither parental cell type (Fig. 4.25). Only PGRN-I was G-banded

and although abnormal rnarsupial chromosomes llrer'e present, none

could be positivelY identified.

pGMR2-4 is an ltl. mtfus (red kangaroo) x PG19 sonatic cell

hybrid. (sykes and Hope, 1978). The M. mtfus x chromosome has

been identified in this cell line by both C- and G-banding (Fig.

4.26) .

No marsupial chromosomes were identified in the I\rTlR hybrid

using C- or G-banding.

4.2 COMPARISON 0F CHROlvlOSOlvlE PROPERTIES OF REPS-2 AND REP 3-2-1

4.2.1 General Stain

Both REPS-2 and REPS-2-1 had an easily identifiable, large,

Submetacentric chromosome present amongst a chromosome background

that was nainlY of mouse origin.

4.2.2 Sequential C- and G-Bandins

The c- and G-banding patterns of REPS-2 a¡d REPS-Z-L are

described in Section 4.I.2. Figures 4.27(a) and (Þ) show a REPS-2
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FfG. 4.23 (a) C-banded celI of FIYP-I.

The narsupial chrornosome is

arrowed.

(b) G-banded cel1 of HYP-1.

The short arm of the M.

X chromosome is arrowed

twfogr"Lseus
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FIG. 4.24 (a) A C-banded cell of lRRN-l.

No narsupial chromosomes could

be identified.

(b) A C-banded cell of 1RRN-2.

Marsupial chromosomes ate arrowed.
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FIG. 4.25 - ,(a) A C-banded cel1 of PGRN-I.

(b) A C-banded cell of PGRN-2.
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Fr.c. 4.26 (a) A C-banded cell of PGMR2-4.

The M. nufus X chromosome is

arrowed.

(b) A G-banded cell of PGMR2-4.

The M. ruftn X chromosone is

arrowed.
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cell G-banded and the same cell subsequently C-banded. The sane

is shown for a REPS-2-l cell (Figs. 4.27 (c') and (d))' The

M. ntfogz,íseizs translocation chrornosone t(3q,Xq) exhibited identical

G-bandíng in the two cel1 lines but the C-banding patterns differed.

In REP3-2, t(3q,Xq) had a large centroneric c-band and three

interstitial C-bands on the short arn. There !{as ver.y little C-

banding apparent on the t(3q,xq) chromosone in REP3-2-1 and the

interstitial C-bands were not cytologically visible'

The dj.ffelence in c-banding patterns of t(3q,xg) in REPS-2

and REPS-2-1 prompted further investigation of the chromosomes in

these cell lines (Sections 2.4.3 - 2.4.7) -

4.2.3 N. -Banding

Centromeric N-bands are present on four pairs of chronosomes

in the 157BL/6J mouse strain (Dev et aL, 1977). These mouse

chromosornes exhibited N-bands in the REPS-2 and REP3-2-1 hybrid

cell lines. No N-bands were found in t(Sq,Xq) in either cel1 line

(Fig. 4 .28) .

4.2.4 ïn Sítu Hvbridisation wi-th the M. rufoaTiseus Maior Satellite

These studies were carried out in collaboration with W. Peacock

and A. Elizur (Division of Plant Industry" c.s.I.R.o., canberra).

The rnajor sarellite (density L.708g/cc) did not bind to any

PGl9 chronosomes. Any reaction represented background hybridisation

(Fig. 4.29a). The satellite did, however, bind to the centromeric

regions of all the M. zufogz'ise¡,¿s autosomes but not the M. z'ufogriseus

x chromosome (Fig. 4.29b). The satellite hybridised only to .the'3q
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FrG. 4.27 Sequential C- and G-banding of REP3-2

and REPS-2-1.

(a) REP3-2

(b) REP3-2

(c) REPs-2-t

(D) REPs-2-l

G-banded.

C-banded.

G-banded.

C-banded.

t(Sq,Xq) is arrowed in each case.
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FrG. 4.28 N-banded cel1s of

(a)

(b)

REPS-2

REPS- 2-1

Silver stained mouse nucleolar

organizer regions are arrowed

(closed). t(3q,Xq) is also arrowed

(open) .
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Frc. 4.29 In sítu hybridisation of the major

M. tufogrise¿s satellite to:

(a) PGle

(b) M. tufogrLseus. The X

chromosomes are arrowed.
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Fig. 4 .30 In sítu hybridisation of the

major M. r,ufogrise¿s satellite

to

(a) REP3-2

(b) REPs-2-1

Closed arrow - M. t'ufogr'íseus

t (3q, Xq)

Open arrow - M. rwfogriseus 7.
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arm of t(Sq,Xq) in both REP3-2 and REPS-2-l (Fig' 4'30)'

4 .2.5 Hoechst 33258

, culture of REP3-2 cells in the presence of Hoechst 33258

resulted in lack of condensation of the DNA in the region of the'

mouse centromeres. There was a particularly marked lack of

condensation at the centromele of t(Sq,Xq) compared with the nouse

centromeres (Fig. 4.3La).

Thet(Sq,Xq)chromosomeinREP3-2-Lwasnotaffectedby

culture in the pfesence of Hoechst 33258 even though the mouse

chromosomes were affected as in REPS-2 (Fig' 4'3Ib),'

The results for c, G, Hoechst 33258 and the M. mtfogt"iseus

major satellite for REPS- 2 and REPS-2-1 are sunmarised ín Fíg' 4 '32

4.2.6 Counterstaining of DAPI with ActinonYcin-D

The //. zwfogrLsez,rs t(3q,Xq) chromosone in REPS-2 showed bright

DApl-banding on the proximal half of the xq arrn and all but the

centromeric region of the 3q arrn (Fig. 4,33a). T:ne M. nufogz"Lseus

autosomes had dul1 DAPl-banded centromeres and the centromeric

region of the M. z'ufogz'isetls X expresseci DAPI fluorescence of

intermediate intensity conpared with the very bright fluorescence

of mouse centromeres (P.J. Sharp, pelsonal communication). The

duIl centromere of the M. z,ufogriseøs chromosome 7 could be

distinguished on this basis from the bright DAPI centromeric bands

of the nouse centromeres (Fig. 4.33a)'

InREP3-2-1,t(Sq,Xq)hadaverydullcentromerewithfaint

fluorescence on the rest of the chromosorne (Fig' 4'33b)' The

brightly stained proxinal DAPI-band on the xq arn in REPS-2 was not

present in REPS-2-I. The rnouse chromosomes in both REPS-2 and
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FrG. 4.31 (a) A REPS-2 metaphase spread after

culture in the presence of Hoechst 33258

t(Sq,Xq) shows a marked lack of

condensation (closed arrow) conpared

with all the PG19 chionosomes (e.g.

open arrows).

(b) A REPS-2-l netaphase spread after

culture in the presence of Hoechst 33258.

All PG19 centromeres show lack of

condensation (e.g. open arrows) whereas

tlne M. mtfogniserzs t(Sq,Xq) does not

(closed arrow).
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FTG. 4 -32 Conparison of C- and G-banding pattern,

the affect of culture in Hoechst fi2SB

and ín sítu bybridisation with the

M. rufogxíseus major satellite of

t(3q,Xq) in REPS-2 and REPS-2-1.
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FIG. 4.53 (a) REPS-2 stained with DAPI and

Actinomycin D. t(3q,Xq) is arrowed

(closed) as is tlne Il. zwfogrí,seus

chromosome 7 (open ).

(b) REPS-2-l stained with DAPI and

Actinornycin D. t(3q,Xq) is arrowed.
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FrG. 4.34 R and Distamycin A (DA) - DAPI banding.

(a) REPS-2

(b) REPs-2

(c) REPS-2-I

(d) REPs-2-1

R-banded

DA-DAPI banded

R-banded

DA-DAPI banded

t(3q,Xq) is arrowed in each case.
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REPS-2-I expressed bright centromeric DAPI staining.

4.2.7 R and Distamvcin-A (DA)-DAPI Banding

, When chrornornycin A3/DA/DAPI treated slides urere viewed under

a Leítz Ploenopak II Filter block E3 (wavelength range 430-480 nm),

the fluorescence R-banding patterns for REP3-2 and REPS-2-t differed.

REP3-2 had a bright fluorescent region on either side of the t(3q,Xq)

centromere and a very bright interstitial band anð' 2 weaker bands on

the Xq arm. REPS-2-l ha¿ only one bright centromeric region on

the 3q arm of t(3q,Xq) (Figs.4.34(a) and (c)).

when these sane netaphase spreads were then viewed with a

Leitz ploemopãk II Fitter block A (wavelength range 360-390 run)

the DA/DAPI-banding patterns of t(5q,Xq) in REPS-2 and REP3-2-l

were indistinguishable. (Figs. 4 ' 34 (b) and (d) ) .

4.3 ENZYNIES

4.3. I Hypoxan thine phosphoribosyltransferase iHPRT)

M. rufogriseus and mouse HPRT isozymes \À/ere easily separated

by gel electrophoresis using the method of watson.et aL (1972).

The rnouse ce11 lines PG19 and lRdidnot express HPRT. The TK-,

Brdú Swiss mouse embryo cel1 line, STJrwas used as an HPRT+

mouse control (Nfatsuya and Green, 1969). Hybrids were selected

and naintained in FIAT mediun and hence selected for the presence

of the narsupial HPRT gene. As expected all the REP and PGRN

hybrid ce11 lines expTessed marsupial HPRT. Revertants were

selected and naintained in the presence of 6TG. Neither M. rufogt'iseus

nor mouse HPRT rvas expressed in revertant cell lines. An auto-

radiograph of an ÉlRf gef is sholn in Fig. 4.35.

The IRRN-I and ltJ'TlR "hybrids" lacked ttle M. rufogz,iseus HPRT

isozyme but expressed mouse HPRT. (Discussed in Section 5.1).
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FrG.4.35

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

l0

l1

L2

An autoradiograph of astai:gh gel stained'for HPRT

Channel.

3T3

REPS-7

REPS R3

REP3 R2

REPS-4

REPS R8

REPS R4

REP5-1

REPs RI

REP3 R5

3T3

REPS-2

3T3 expresses the slow nouse form of

HPRT (Channels I and 11). Al1 the hybrids

(Channels 2,5,8 and L2) express the faster

marsupial form of HPRT whereas the

revertants (ChanneLs 3,4,6,7,9 and 10) do not

express either the mouse or Inarsupial forns

of HPRT.

M = mouse mobiJ.ity

W = red necked wallaby nobility.
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The HPRT results for the REP, PGRN, 1RRN and wTlR cell lines

are given in Table 4.2 .

4.3 t2 Phos erate kinase A. PGK-I

M. rufogriseus and PG19 PGK-A are easily separated using the

electrophoretic nethod set out in section 5.8.3. (See Fig. 4.36) '

All the FIAT selected REP hybrids and their subclones expressed

both M. z,ufogxise¿¿s and PGlg PGK-A. The band staining of M. zwfogTiseus

PGK-A was less intense than that of PG19. M. rufognise¿s fibroblasts,

lymphocytes and red blood cells gave the sane PGK-A mobility which

was slightly 
,faster 

than the M. tafogtise¿¿s PGK-A fpund in the

hybrids. The reason for this mobility difference is not clear'

It is possibly due to interaction with other molecules in the

hybrid extracts not present in the M. twfogrise¡zs control extracts '

The 6TG selected REPS revertants expressed only the mouse forn of

PGK-A. The PGK-A results for the REP hybrids are given in Table

4.2 .

None of the PGfu\ hybrids nor the WT1R hybrid expressed

narsupial PGK-A. Only one of the two 1RRN hybrids, 1RRN-2,

expressed marsupial PGK-A (Table 4'2)'

Two PGK bands were often found in the M. nufogt'iseus controls,

with the less intensely staining slower band having a mobility

very sirnilar to the mouse band. Only one PGK-A allele is expected

to be expressed in each cell due to paternal X-inactivation at this

locus in female kangaroos (cooper et aL, L}TL; Vandebetg et aL, 1975) '

The slower band was M. r,ufogxise¿¿s PGK-B. PGK-B is controlled by

an autosomal locus in kangaroos and is expressed in a wide lange

of. M. rwfogtisetzs somatic cells. (Vandeberg et aL, 1978) '
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TABLE 4.2

M

APPROX II"IATE PERCENTAGE

OF CELLS CONTAINING
RUF )GRI SEUS CtlROIlOSOlvfES

M. RUEOGRTSEUS
ENZYMES

Xp HPRT PGK-A G6PD LDH-A
t(Sq,Xq)XqX367CG

REPl*
REP2*
REPS
REP4*

REPS- 1

REPS-2
REPS- 2 - 1
PJ.PS-2-2
REP3-5
REPs-4
REPS-5
REP3-6
REP5-7
REPS- 7 - I
REPS-7-2*
REPS-7- 3*
REP3-7-4
REP3-7-5*

REP3Rl
REP3R2
REP3R3
REP3R4+REP3R8

27

75
100

t (3q, ?)55

18 18

- i3q50 56
-89
-75

- 3q66

- 6087
L2 -65
- -66

-ND
-ND
-43
-ND

-25
-83
-7L

85 88
-60
-75
-ND
-ND
-80
-ND
-27
-25
-18
-ND
-43
-38

-54
-ND
-43
-64
-63
-33
-29

9

-80

+
+
+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+

+

+

+

+
+

+
+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

;

+

+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+

+

+

+
+
+

+
+
+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

43

45

REPBl
REP82
REPBSf
REP83- 1

REPBS-2*
REPBS- 3
REPBS-4
REPBS-5
REP84
REPBS

PGRN- 1*
PGRN-2*
PGRN-3*

IRRN- 1 *
'lRRN- 

2 *

WIlR*

13

Xq91

-nã
-66
x50
-70
:':'o 95

67
36

-ND
-ND
-ND
-ND

lOO ND

-ND

*These cell lines were only C-banded.

tREPBS was neither C- nor G-banded.
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4 .3.3 Glucose-6-Pho sphate dehydroqenase IG6PD)

The M. mtfogtisel,¿s form of G6PD was not f,or.md in any of the

cell lines tested. Although there was tittle electrophoretic

sepáration of the mouse and M. mtfogriset¿s G6PD enZIIIìesr with the

M. nufogr,íse¿¿s G6PD having slightly faster electrophoretic rnobility

than the PG19 G6PD, the results of the electrophoretic gels were

read with confidence as lacking a band in the region of the

M. rwfogrise?,¿s control band on the gel' (Fig' 4'37)'

4.3.4 Other Enzymes

Four other enzymes apart fron the x-linked enzynes HPRT'

PGK-A and G6PD were studied in t]ne M. rwfogriseus x mouse cell

hybrids. l,actate dehydrogenase - A, estelase - A'+ and phosphoglucomutase

-3 were chosen because they are encoded by genes known to be syntenic

with genes controlling antigenic systems in other species (see Discussion)

Marsupial nucleoside phosphorylase has successfully been demonstrated

in wallaroo x mouse hybrids containing a chronosome of sinilar

G-band pattern to the M. twfogt'iseus 3q (G' Dawson, P'c) and this

appeared a likely gene rnapping candidate for the present study.

Lactate deh TO enas e LDH

PG19 LDH-Aa has a much faster electråphoretic rnobility than

M. rufogtisezs LDH-A,* using the nethod set out in section 3.8.5.

LDH-A is the prevalent LDH subunit in M. mtfogxise¿s fibroblasts

and PG19. There are small amounts of LDH-B represented in the

fainter, faster LDH-A/LDH-B hybrid bands in both M. t',ufogríseus

and PG19 (Fig. 4.38).The nixture of M. rufogTiseus and PG19 cell

extracts denonstrates all the bands present in these two controls'

If RF,P3-2 and REP3-7 expressed the M. rwfogt'iseus LDH-A subunit

as well as the PGI9 LDH-A subunit,
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FIG. 4.36 Electrophoresis of PGK on cellogel.

Channel

I - REPS-2-l

2 - PG19

3 - M. mtfogriseus (fibroblasts)

4 - REP3-2-2

5 . REPBS-I

6 - REPBS-2

Channel 2: PG19 mouse PGK-A

Channel 3: M. rufogrise¿s PGK-A with nuch

weaker PGK-B in mouse PGK-A region. The

REP hybrid cell lines express both the nouse

and narsupial forms of PGK-A (Channels 1,4,5

and 6).

M = mouse nobility

llI = red necked wallaby nobility.
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FrG.4.37 A photograph of a gel stained for G6PD.

Channel

1 - M. mtfogrLseus (red blood cells)

2 - REPS-4

3 - FüP3-4 /

4 - REPS-3

5 - REPS-s

6 - M. rufogriseus (red blood cells)

7 - PG19

8 - REPS-I

9 - REPS-I

PG19 G6PD is slower than M. rufogrisarc

G6PD (Channel 7). Only the mouse forn of

G6PD was found in the REP hybrids, REPS-4

(Channels 2 and 3), REPS-S (Channels 4 and 5)

and REP3-1 (Channels 8 and 9). The cathodal

band in ttre M. rufogríse¡zs red blood cell

extract is haemoglobin.

M = nouse mobility

I{ = red necked i^ra1laby mobility.
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FrG. 4.38 A photograph of a gel stained for

LDH. PG19 LDH isozymes are shown in

Channels 2 and 4. The slow M. wtfogríseus

LDH isozymes are shown in Channels I and

3. Channels 5 and 6 represent a 1:l'

nixture of PG19 and M. rwfogniseus

LDH isozymes. The two hybrids REPS-2

(Channels 7 and B) and REP3-7 (Channel

9) gave the sane LDH pattern as PG19.

M = mouse nobility

W = red necked walLaby nobility.
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bands of internediate mobility consisting of hybrid molecules

between M. mtfogr"Lsel,¿s LDH-A+ and PG19 LDH-A'+ rvould have been

expected. These were not observed. (Fig. 4.58).

None of the hybrid clones, subclones or their Tevertants
I

expressed l'he M. zufogt'ise¿s LDÍì-A gene. (Table 4.2) .

Esterase A¡* (EsA,- )

The esterase isozymes consist of a complex series of bands

when electrophoresed and stained on tCellogelt as described in

Section 3.8.7 It was not possible to identify which estelase

band in the M. rwfogz,íseus oT PGlg samples constituted the EsAa

isozymes. In human systems the EsA'+ isozymes move cathodally at

the pHts used in Section 3.8.7. No M. t'ufogriseus'oT PG19 esterase

isozyme moved cathodally at this pH. Also, there wele no esterase

bands in the somatic cell hybrids corresponding to any of the

esterase bands in the /t/. rwfogríse¿¿s control liver extlact.

Phosphoglucomutas e - 3

The PGlvf-S and PGM-2 isozymes could only be detected as vely

weakly staining bands using the cellogel method set out in

section 3.8.8 and could not be reliably identified in the REP

hybrids tested. PGM-1 was identified in the REP hybrids on the basis

of its intensely stained band compared rrith other PGlvf bands in the

extracts. The lV. xufogtiseus and FG19 Pcll-l isozyrnes had very

similar electrophoretic nobilities and would not be distinguishable

in the hybrid cells.

Purine nucleoside hos o 1as e NP

As rnouse and M. rwfogriserzs NP have very similar electrophoretic

mobilities it was'not possible to sepaïate the two forms sufficiently

to enable detection of marsupial NP should it exist, in the REP hybrids.
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4.4 ANTIGENS

4.4.I Antisens Detected Usi nq Conventional Techniques

, SREPS is blood seTum derived from C57BL/6J nice innunised

with REPS hybrid ce11s. Using an indirect innunofluorescence

assay, SREPS bound .to the surface of REPS cells (+++ 1's¿stion)

and also to PG19 and 14. ruiog?iseus ( fibroblasts). The non-

immune control se1um fron C57BL/6J nice, NIS-C$7, did not react

wi'uh any of these cell types. These results are summarised in

Table 4.3.

TABLE 4.3: Reaction of SRE P3 with REPS and REP3 Parental Species

CELLS

PG19

M. RUFOGRTSEUS
9 Fibroblasts REPS

SREP3 +++ +++ +++

A}ITISERA

Nrs-cs7 +/ - +/- +/-

SREPS hras adsorbed twice with PG19 ce1ls to remove the

reaction of SREPS against tumour antigens present on these cel1s.

The resulting antiserum was assigned the nomenclature SREPS AD

PG19. The adsorbed serum no longer reacted with PG19 but still

reacted with both M. z'ufogt'iseus (9 fibroblasts) and approxirnately

20eo of REPS cells. The reaction with REPS cells (++ + +++) lì/as

weaker than reaction with 14. twfogriseizs cells (Table 4.4).
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TABLE 4.4 Reaction of SREP3 AD PG19 with REPS and REPS Parental

Species

CELLS

PG19

+/-

M. RUFOGRISEUS

9 Fibroblasts

+++

REPS

++ + +++SREP3 AD PGIg

SERA

NIS-C57 +/- +/- +/-

The fluorescence scores for all the REP hybrid cell lines

which were tested with SREPS AD PG19, are set out in r"ut" +.s.

Attempts to induce an antiserum in c57BL/6J mice against

PG19 ce1ls were unsuccessful.

4.4.2 Antisens Detected Using lvlonoclonal Ant ibodies

4.4.2.I GA-1

The results of the five NS1 x C57BL/6J mouse spleen fusions

in which the mouse had been immunised with REPS cel1s are shown

in Table 4.6 . All 70 hybridona supeïnatants were screened using

an indirect immunofluorescence assay. The one positive hybridoma

colony secreting antibody to a ce1l surface antigen on L0-209o of

REPS celts bras called GA-l. (Genetics, Adelaide-1)'

GA-l was subcloned by liniting dilution approximately two

weeks after it was first identified. This subcloning was carried

out to select a cloned line of secleting cells from the possible

mixture of secreting and non-secleting cells that nay have existed in the
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TABLE 4.5' : REACTION OF SREPS ADPG1g WITH REP CELL LINES

CELL LINE REACTION WITH
SREPS, AD PG19

CELL LINE R.EACTION WITH
SREPS AD PG19 f

PRIMÂRY REP HYBRIDS

REPl

REP2

REP3

REP4

REPS SUBCLONES

+/- - +

+/-
++ + +++

++++

BULK HYBRIDS

REP 81

REP 82

REP 83

REP 84

REP B3 SUBCLONES

REP 83- 1

PüP83-2

REPBS-3

REPBS-4

PEPBS-5

REPS REVERTANTS

REP3Rl

REP3R2

REP3R3

REP3R4

REP3R5

REP3R6

PüP3R7

REPSRB

+/-
+ + +/-

+++

+/-

++ + +++

+++

+++

+++

++ + +++

+/-
+/-
+/-
+/-
+/-
+/-
+/-
+/-

REP3-1

REPS-2

REPS-2 - I
REPS-2-2

REPS-3

REPS-4

REPS-5

REP3-6

REPS-7

REPS-7-1

REPS-7-2

REP3-7-5

Pf.PS-7 -4

REP5-7-5

++

++++
++

++ + +++

+/-
++++
+/-
+/-
+++

++

+++

++

+++

++++

twhere GA-l bound to the hybrids, at least 75eo of the cells

fluoresced.
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TABLE 4.6: MYelorna x Spleen (REPS Prinedì Fusions

FUSION FTBRIDOl'lAS SCREENED HYBRIDOMAS SECRETING
AI\¡TIBODY TO REPS CELLS

0

0

0

0

1

5

0

34

L2

19

I

2

3

4

5

70 I TOTAL

original colony. Twenty-nine subclones were isolated and their

supeTnatants screened for Teaction with REP3 cells using an

indirect irnnunofluorescence assay (Tab1e 4.7).

TABLE 4.7: ImnunofluoTescence Scores of GA-l Subclones

NUMBER OF SUBCLONE

SUPERNATANTS SCREENED
REACTION ISITH REPS CELLS

L4

10

4

I

++ + +++

++++

5

+f-++

+/-

TOTAL 29

All but one of the GA-l subclone supeÏnatants gave a brighter

fluorescence scor.e with REP3 ce1ls than did the NSI culture

supernatant control (+/-). Therefote 28/29 of the culture super-

natants secreted antibody which bound to REPS cel1s. The extent
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of reaction at such an early stage of screening is also dependent

on the size of the colony when screened. Obviously colonies were

screened when they had reached a standard size but this was

difficult to control in a 96 well plate with rapidly growing cell

lines.

4.4 .2 .2 HYPI and PGlvlR2-4

None of the REP, PGRN or 1RRN cell hybrids contained a normal

M. z,ufogríserzs x chromosome in the rnajority of ceIls. For this

reason, two other sonatic cel1 hybrids, HYPI and PGMR2-4 were

used as immunogens in rnyeloma x spleen cell fusions in the search

for a monoclonal antibody to a marsupial X-linked aátigen. HYPI

is a somatic ceIl hybrid between lymphocytes from an M. t'ufogz'íseus

x WaLLabía bicoLor hybrid animal,and PGlg (R.Nf. Hope, unpublished).

All HYPI cells contained at least the short arm of the M. z'ufogtiseus

X chrornosone. PGMR2-4 is an M. rufus x PG19 somatic ce1l hybrid

with the rnajority of cells containing a normal M. z'ufus X chromosorne.

Three myeloma x spleen cell fusions were carried out where

HYPI celIs were used as inmunogen. All 36 hybridoma supelnatants

resulting from these fusions proved to be negative when tested

against HYPl cetls using an indirect irnmunofluorescence assay.

Likewise supernatants from 34 resulting hybrid colonies from two

myeloma x spleen cel1 fusions with PGMR2-4 cells as immunogens'

proved to be negative on PGMR2-4 cel1s.

4.5 SPECIFIC ITY OF THE MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY GA- 1

4.5.1 Reactions of Immunì-zing Hybrid Ce11s and Parental Cel1s

rvith GA-l

GA-I bound - (+++).

approximately 30% of /l4.

to 100% of M. tufogz'íseus (9) fibroblasts,

tufogtiseus (d) lynphocytes and approxinately
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20eo of REPS cells. It did not show any reaction with PG19 (Table

4.8) . . None of these cell types reacted r'sith NSI supernatant

which was used as a control in all innunofluorescent assays '

TABLE 4.8 REACTION OF GA-1 WITTI REPS. PGIg AND //. RUFOGRISEUS

CELL LINE REACTION WITH
GA-1

% CELLS
REACTING

REPS

PGl9 +/- 0

100

++ + +++ 20

30

M. z'ufogriseus
(9 Fibrobtasts)

M. tufogriseus
(d Lymphocytes)

+++

++ + +++

some lymphocytes and other peripheral blood cells have Fc

receptors on their cell surface which may bind to the Fc region

of imnunoglobulin molecules and therefore interfere with the

interpretation of indirect immunofluorescence assays (reviewed in

Dickler, 1976). This was revealed by a +++ reaction of the

fnegativer control i.e. when M. tufogtisezs lymphocytes were

tested with NS1 supernatant followed by fluorescein conjugate

(whole molecule) (tabte 4.9 ). Whe¡r M. rwfogrisezs fibroblasts

were used in the negative control a +/- fluorescence score $/as

observed, Hence, when testing lynphocytes for reaction with GA-1

it was necessary to use a fluorescein conjugated (Fabt)2 fragnent

of sheep anti-mouse IgG, as second antibody' The fluorescein

conjugate (whote grolecule) shåwed no non-specific binding vrith any

ce11 types tested other than lymphocytes '
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TABLE 4.9 NON-SPECIFIC BINDING OF F LUORESCE IN CONJUGATE

(WHOLE MOLECULE) WITH LYMPHOCYTES

CELLS ANTIBODY

FLUORESCEIN CONJUGATE

WHOLE MOLECULE (Fabr)2 FRAGMENT

M. rwfogn'iseus
Fibrobl asts

M. mtfogríseus
Lymphocytes

GA-1

GA-1

+++ +++

M. r,ufogrLseus NSl SuPernatant
Fibroblasts

+/- +/-

+/-

++ + +++

++ + +++

++ + +++

M. rufogriseus NSl SuPernatant
Lymphocytes

4.5.2 Reactions of REP Cell Hybrids and Revertants with GA-l

REPS was the only primary cel1 hybrid in which a percentage

of cells reacted with GA-1. There was a weak reaction with

REp4 (++++) . REP1 and REP2 did not react at all (Table 4.10) .

TABLE 4.10: REACTION OF GA-1 WTTH THE PRIIvIARY REP HYBRIDS

CELL LINE REACTION I{ITH GA-l % CELLS REACTING

REPI

REP2

REPS

REP4

+/-

+/-

++ + +++

++++

0

0

209o

3jeo

The results of reaction of GA-l with the REPS subcl0nes are

given in Table 4.11. A large percentage of cells in REPS-I, REPS-2,
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TABLE 4. 1: REACTION 0F GA-l I¡IITH REP5 SUBC LONES AND REVERTA}ITS

CELI LINE

REPS-1

REPS-2

REP3-2- 1

REPS-2-2

REPS-3

REPS-4

REPS-5

REPS-6

REP3-7

REP3-7-1

P&P3-7-2

REP3-7-3

REP3-7-4

REPS-7-5

REPS Rl

REPS R2

REPS R5

REPS R4

REP3 R5

REPS R6

REPS R7

+++

++ + +++

+++

+++

+/-

++ + +++

+/-

+++

+++

+

+++

+/-

PEACTION WITH GA-l % CELLS REACTING

+++

100

90

95

100

0

90

0

25

100

90

100

0

100

100

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

+++

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-
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REPS-4 and REP3-7 reacted with GA-1.- OnIy 25e" of REPS-6

cells reacted with GA-I but the reaction on those 25eo of cells

was strong (i.e. +++). REPS-s and REPS-S gave only background

autåfluorescence. REPS-2 and REPS-7 were subcloned. and the.

reactions of these subclones with GA-l are also listed in Tab1e 4.L3.

The REPS-2 subclones reacted with GA-l as did the REPS-7 subclones

with the one exception of REP3-7-5 which did not react at all.

No reaction with GA-1 was observed for the REPS revertants

(Table 4.11).

of the bulk REP hybrids only REPBS reacted with GA-l. REP

B3 was subsequently subcloned and the reactions of ttre Rfpgg

subclones are given in Table 4.I2. All REPBS subclones reacted

(+++) with nearly 100% of cel1s reacting in each case.

TABLE 4.12 REACTION OF GA-1 IVITH BULK REP CELL HYBRIDS

CELL LINE REACTION WITH GA-1 % CELLS REACTING

REP 81

REP B2

REP B5

REPBS-I

REP B3-2

REP 85-5

REP 83-4

REP 83-5

REP 84

REP 85

++ -) +++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+/-

+/-

0

0

60

100

90

100

95

95

0

0

+/-

+/-
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cytological and immunologicalTable 4.13 sunnarises the

data for the REP hYbrids.

I

4.5.3 Reactions of GA-l with Other Cell Tvoes ù.

Marsupial Fibroblasts

Table 4.14 lists the reaction of GA-l with fibroblasts of

a variety of narsupial species ranging across the narsupial

families. Only species in the Macropodidae and Tarsipedidae groups

reacted. All other species listed gave only background auto-

fluorescence.

M. v,ufus x Mouse Hybrids

Donald and Hope (1931) have made and analysed a series of

M. twfus (red kangaroo) x lR hybrids, called the 1RMR hybrids.

A number of these were tested for reaction with GA-1. An M. rwfus

x PGlg hybrid PGMR2-4 (sykes and Hope, 1978) was included in the

analysis.

Table 4.15 sumnarises the chromosonal content of these

hybrids along with their reaction with GA-l. GA-l reacted with

LO}% of M. z,ufus fibroblasts but not with the mouse cell line lR.

It did react with two M. rwfus x lR Sonatic cell hybrids, lRMR-l

and lRMRl-Rs-As but not wíth IRMRZ-L o'r the M. twfus x PG19 hybrid,

PGMR2-4.

The data in Table 4.15 has been condensed into a 2x2 table

(Table 4.16). From Table 4.16 it can be seen that reaction with

GA-l is dependent on the presence in the M. twfus x mouse hybrids

of the l/. rafus chromosorne 5.
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TABLE 4.13

APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE OF CELLS

CONTAINING M. RUF)GRISEUS CHROIvIOSOMES

Xp
BINDING OF GA-1

t(3q,Xq)XqX367cG

REP3
REPS- 1

REP3-2
REPS- 2- 1

REPS-2-2
REP3-3
REPS-4
REP3-5
REPS-6
REPS-7
REP3-7- I
REPS-7-2*
REPS-7-5*
REPS-7-4
REPS-7-5*
REP5Rl
REP3R2
REP3R3
REP3R4-REP5R8

REPBsI
REPBS- 1

REPBS-2*
REPBS-3
REPB3-4
REPB3-5

REP84
REPB5
REPl*
REP2*
REP4*
REPBl
REP82
IRRN-2*

279o

759o

100%

t (3q, ?) 55e"

ISeo
8jeo u?*

siz

roõø,

43Yo

879o

6Seo

669o

43eo

2íeo
83%
7I9o
88%
60%
7 59o

ND

ND

8Ùeo

ND

279o

259o

LSeo

ND

3jeo
9jeo
90%
9Seo

I00eo

L89o 99o

L2eo

9íeo

679o

36eo

++-)+++
+++

++*++
+++
+++
+/-

459o ++-+++ 909o
+/-
+++
+++

+
+++
+/-
+++
+++

++-)-+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++

609o

100eo

9jeo
I0}eo

9s%
9Seo

-X
Xq91% -

I rroior" sZr"
- 899o

- 75eo

3q66eo

90%
66%
5}eo
7 jeo

3q50%

25eo

r00%
9Ùeo

100e"

+/-
+/-
+/-
+/ -
+/-
+/-
+/-
+/-

L3%

l0Oeo

I 00%
+/-
+/-
+/-
+/ -

549o

ND

43eo

64eo

6Seo

339o

29eo

ND

ND

ND

43%
389o

ND

*These cell lines were only C-banded.

tREPBS was neither C- nor G-banded.



TABLE 4.L4 : REACT ION OF GA-1 WITH MARSUPIAL FIBROBLASTS

MARSUPIAL DIPLOID FI BROBLASTS COMMON NAME AND SEX

L22.

REACTION
WITH
GA- 1

ORDER DIPROTODONTA

Macropodidae

Aepypryrmtus Tufe se en's

Macropus rufogriseus

Maez'oPus t'uft*s

Maeropus irTna

Macz,opus Parryí

Macropus el'-tgenii

DendroLagus matsehiei

Macropus agilís x M. ttufogrLseus

Maeropus dorsaLis x l'laLLabia
bicoLor

Tarsiþedidae

Tatsipes speneerae

Vombatidae

Vombatus uz'sinu's

Phascolarctidae

P\tas eoLateto s c íneY' eus

ORDER POLYPROTODONTA

Didelphidae

CaLuronrys Løtatus

Dasyuridae

Anteehinus v'osamonde

Sminthop si s cnas s ie øtdat a

Peramel idae

PavøneLes gwtníi

Rat Kangaroo (ó)

Red Necked or Bennetts
Wal laby (9 )

Red Kangaroo (d)

Western Bush WallabY (ó)

Whip-Tail or PrettY-Face
lVallaby (9 )

Tarnmar Wallaby (9)

Tree Kangaroo (9)

Agile Wallaby x Red-
Necked WallabY (9)

Black Striped WallabY x
Swamp WallabY (ó)

Honey Possun (9)

Common Wornbat (ó)

Koala (d)

Wooly Opossun (9)

Little Red Atrtechinus (9)

Fat-Tailed Dunnart (9)

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-
+/-

Bandicoot (9) +/-
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TABTE 4.I5: REACTION OF GA-1 IVITH 14. RUFUS x I{0USE SOMATIC CELL

TryBRIDS

CETLS luf. RUFUS CHROMOSOMES REACTION WITH
GA-1

% CELLS
REACTINGPRESENT

X
IN HYBRID çELLS

5

M. m¿fus
Fibroblasts

1R

lRMRl

IRMRlR5A5

1RMR2-1

PGMR2-4

+ + +++ 100

0

100

100

0

0

+

+

+

+

++ + +++

++ + +++

+/-

+/-

+/-

TABTE 4.16: REACTION oF GA-l wrrH IRMR ç PGMR HYBRIDS ON BASIS

OF CHROMOSOME CONTENT

+ ++ + +++

M. RUEUS X CHROÌ"IOSOME

+

++ -> +++

M. RUEUS
CHROMOSOI{E 5

+/- +/-

PGRN and 1RRN Hybrids

No reaction with GA-l was observed for any of the PGRN,

IRRN, or lrITlR hybrids (TabIe 4.L7).
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Fig.4.59 Forward light scatter (left)

, and individual fluorescence

intensity distributions (right)

of

(a) M. mtfogriseas fibroblasts

(b) REP3-1 cells

(c) REPS-2 cells

as measured by a fluorescence'

activated ce11 sorter. Each

sample is conpared with the size

and fluorescence distribution

of the PG19 negative control

sanple which is the lower set

of distributions.
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TABLE 4.17: REACTION OF GA-1 WITH PGRN, 1RRN AND WTIR CELL HYBRIDS

CELL LINE REACTION WITH GA-l

PGfu\-1

PGRN-2

PGRN-3

IRRN-1

lRRN-2

WTlR

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-

Table 4.18 lists a collection of rnarsupial and eutherian ce11

lines tested for reaction with GA-1. only the Potov'ous tt"LdaetyLus

cell lines reacted. Potorous tridactgLus is a marsupial, a mernber

of the lvlacropodidae.

4.5.4 Fluores cence Activated Cell Sorter

Follorving indirect inmunofluorescence label1ing with GA-1

and fluorescein conjugate, PG19 cel1s, M. tufogrì.serzs fibroblasts

and cells of two REPS subclones, REPS-I and REPS-2 were analysed

using a fluorescence activated cel1 sorter. A Becton Dickenson

FACS IV was used in this study to measure (1) forward light scattel

and (2) the individual fluorescence intensity of each cell. The

results of the FACS IV analysis are given in Fig . 4.39 as frequency

histograms.

The frequency histogram on the left in each figure is the size

distribution of the cel1s determined by forward light scatter' The

amount of forward light scatter is directly proportional to cel1

size (Horan and hrheeless, Ig77). The frequency histogram on the
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TABLE 4.18 : REACTION OF VARIOUS MARSUPIAL AND EUTHERIAN CELL

LINES WITH GA-l

CELL LINE DESCRIPTION

REACTION
WITH
GA-1

INSV

MAR

PÍI2

PfKI

PFKz

Sc9/01

Chicken

Sheep

PG H/1

RlP-6 Ë RlP-4

HYPI

Ffuman SV40 transformed fibroblasts
(HPRT-) #

Human (ó) fibroblasts*

Potov,ous trLdactgLzzs fibrob 1 asts

Potorous tridactYLus

Potorous tridnetgLrzs kidneY
(ane,uploid)

Sm}nth op s i s eras sie aud.ata" çe 1

fibroblãst s,Ps eudo -diP1o id

Chicken fibroblasts

Sheep fibroblasts

Human x PG19 cell hybrid

Pseudpcheirus peregrLnus+ * v gt9
cel1 hybrids

fu. rufogriseus x WaLLabia bíeoLor')
x PG19 cel1 hYbrid

f

+++

+++

+++

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-

#Cto." et al (1973)

*Miggiano et aL (1969)

"Ford et aL (1978)

+Hop", unpublished.
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right in each figure is the fluorescence intensity distribution of

the same sanple of cells. Each sanple is compared with the size

and,fluorescence distributions of the PGtg negative control sample.

An arbitrary background fluorescence cut off point, as determined

by the fluorescence intensity of PG19 cells, is shown as a

vertical line in each figure.

As can be seen in Fig. 4.39(a) nearly all the PGl9 cells

exhibited low levels of fluorescence relative to the fluorescence

distribution of M. rwfogrisel,¿s fibroblasts. That is, virtually

aLl M. rufogz'ise¿zs fibroblasts hrere leacting with GA-1'

overall,,neither REPS-1 nor REP3-2 cel1s fluoresced as

intensely as M. z,ufogr'ísez,¿s fibroblasts but they had a much greater

intensity of fluorescence than PG19.'cells. Although covering a sinilar

range of fluorescence intensitics to M. twfogr'íseus fibroblasts,

REPS-I and REPS-2 had a higher proportion of cells expressing a

less intense fluorescence.
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C}I,APTER 5

DISCUSSION

5.1, THE HYBRIDS AND THEIR CHROMOSOMES

Theputativemarsupialxnousehybrids,whichwereselected

using the FIAT selection system (Littlefield, 1964) would be expected

to express the marsupial HPRT isozyme. Prelininary screening for

the presence of this enzyme was carried out to confirm the hybrid

statusofcells.1RRN-2andalltheREPandPGRNcelllines,

expressed M. rufogtise¿¿s HPRT. As these lines cleatly contained

nouse chrornosornes and expressed a nunber of mouse enzynes, they

were therefore "truerr interspecies hybrids' The 6TG-resistant

REP revertants were all HPRT as expected'

The lRRN-l and I/\rIlR HAT selected lines did not express

narsupial HPRT but did express HPRT of mouse electrophoretic

nobility. These two cel1 lines did not contain any identifiable

narsupial chromosomes or express marsupial PGK-A' G6PD' LDH-A or

GA-l(Section4.landTable4'2)'Itappears'therefore'that

these celI lines wel.e not hybrids but were derivatives of lR mouse

cel1s which were expressing HPRT. Such re-expression of HPRT has

been reportecl previously in a number of studies for 8AC mouse

(Parsons et aL., L976; VanDíggclen et aL, 1979) and 8AC hamster

(Gill en et aL., Lg72) cell lines. A number of possible mechanisms

havebeenproposedtoaccountforthisphenomenon.Theseinclude

changes in the HPRT structural gene (Fenwick, L977) and changes in

cell nenbrane permeability and transport (Morrow et aL. , 1973) '

other possible mechanisms involving mutations at regulatory loci

andre-expressionofarepresseclHPRTgeneinthehybridstateare
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reviehledinCaskeyandKruh(1979).Theextentofreversionof

lR to express HPRT fron any one series of interspecies fusions

has been observed to vary greatly. (Bakay et aL', L973; Donald'

f98b). Without further biochenical investigation it is not

possible to deternine which mechanisn caused 'rreversionrt of 1R

in the IRRN1 and WT1R cell lines.

In order to analyse the chromosomal constitution of the

hybrid cells it was necessary to obtain clear c- and G-banded

karyotypes of both parental ce11 types to use as references '

considerable probtems r,úere encountered in attempts to obtaín a

sharply G-banded chromosome preParation of M. t'ufogt'isezzs fibro-

blasts or lymphocytes due partly to conpaction of the G-bands on

either side of the large areas of centroneric heterochromatin'

This particular problem was also encountered by Rofe (1979) in her

attenpts to G-band chromosomes from this species. In an attempt to

overcome these problens, chromosome preparations were made using

the ¡nethod described by Yunis (1978) which is reported to yield

pro-netaphase chromosome preparations of high quality. Although

prometaphasechromosomeswereobtainedusingthismethod,little

improvement was observed in the definition and overall quality of

G-bands. A similar problem was experienced in clearly differentiating

the three interstitial C-bands on the long arm of the M. tufogTiseus

x chromosone in fibroblast and lymphocyte chromosome pI.eparations '

(Fig. 4.4a) .

TheC.andG-bandingpatternswelenuchcleareronthe

M. rufogz,isezs chromosomes in the hybrid cells conpared with

chtomosomes from fibroblast and lymphocyte preparations ' For

example,inC-bandedpreparationsofhybridcells,thethree
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interstitial C-bands on the long arm of the X chromosome weTe

clearly visible in t(3q,Xq) in REPS-2 (Fig. 4.rOa) and on the

normal X chromosome in REPB]-3 (Fig. 4.18a). The reason for the
I

superior quality of the C and G-bands on ¡narsupial chromosomes in

hybrid cells is not known. It may be due, in part, to the fact

that in hybrids, tlne M. nufogr"Lse¿¿s chromosomes condense at a

later stage than the PG19 chromosomes, and hence are le.ss condensed

in metaphase spreads. However, this cannot be the cornplete

explanation. Even when the rnethod of Yunis (1978) was enployed to

obtain prometaphase chromosome preparations of M. nufogr"iseus

fibroblasts and lymphocytes, the chromosomes, atthóugh longer,

appeared thicker and the G-banding blurred compared with the

sharply defined M. r,ufogr"Lserzs chromosomes and G-bands in the

hybrids. Possibly there bras some interaction between the mouse and

M. mtfogr,ísezs chromosomes which had enabled this improved G-banding

of M. mtfogz"Lse?,¿s chromosomes in the hybrids. There was little, if

any difference between the quality of the G-banded PGl9 chrc¡mosomes

in the PG19 cell line with those in the hybrids '

These difficulties in comparing t]ne M. rwfogríset¿s chronosomes

in the hybrids with their counterparts in diploid fibroblasts and

lymphocytes l{ere partly overcome in the following manner. Any one

chromosome preparation of the hybrid cel1 lines exhibited a range of

chromosorne condensation between metaphase spreads, enabling a

progressive comparison of the same G-banded chromosome in diffelent

degrees of condensation. As a result of such cornparison, confident

i<lentification of normal M. rwfogt'iselzs chromosomes in the hybricis

was achieved.
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The chronosornal constitutions of all the hybrid and revertant

cell lines are described in detail in Section 4.L.2. As has been

previously reported for mouse x rnarsupial cell hyl-rrids, preferential

elitnination of narsupial chromosomes was observed (Hope and Donald,

l98f; Hope and Graves, 1978b). Preliminaly C- and G-banding studies

on the prinary and bulk REP hybrids indicated that these hybrids

were chromosomally heterogeneous for both nornal and abnormal mouse

and marsupial chromosomes. Many ce1ls contained translocated

chromosomes (sone of which appeared to be marsupial/mouse translocations),

dicentrics, isochromosomes and acentric fragments. These ce11 lines,

unless subcloned were too heterogeneous to be of mqch use for gene

napping studies. Of particular value to the Present study would

have been hybrids containing single M. tufogt"ise¿¿s chromosomes

(especially the M. rufogz,ise¿¿s X or part thereof) to facilitate the

napping of marsupial genes determining antigenic and enzymic markers.

Although a normal x chromosome was not observed in any of the

prinary or bulk hybrids, REP3 was chosen for more detailed study

because it was the only primary hybrid containing a number of

M. rwfogr"ùseus autosomes as well as at least the long arn of the

M. rufogr"Lsez,¿s X chromosome. The REPS hybrid was subcloned with

the aim of deriving a series of cel1 lines with different karyotypes

(irrcluding subclones containing the long arm of the X chromosome),

each being chromosornally hornogeneous. fhe resulting REP subclones,

REpS-l -> REPS-7 were chromosomally more homogeneous than REPS but

still exhibited some variation amongst ce11s in each subclone

(Table 4.1). Two of the more. heterogeneous subclones REP3-2 and

REPS-7 were further subcloned in orrJer to further partition this

chromosorne variation (Tab1e 4'1) .
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REPBS was the only hybrid other than REP3 to strongly bind

the monoclonal antibody, GA-l (see Section 5.4). This hybrid was

subcloned to obtain a series of cel1 lines containing subsets of

t'ne'M. rufogz,ise¿¿s chromosomes Plesent in REPB3 (Table 4.I).

Atthough a normal M. rufogr"Lset¿s X chromosone was not observed in

the REPB3 cells analyse<i, one subclone, REPB3-3, contained a

courplete M. ntfogríserzs x chromosome in a proportion of cells.

with the exception of REPBS-S, none of the HAT selected hybrid

clones or subclones used in the Pfesent study contained a normal

M. rufogtisei,¿s x chromosome. However, all the hybrids and subclones

analysed did,contain a small acrocentric chromosone which on the

basis of G-banding was identified as an abnormal M' twfogríseus

chromosome. This chromosome had a large dark G-band in the

centromeric region characteristic of l,t. mtfogriseus xp . (411

M. nufogrisez,¿s autosomes have light G-bands at the centromeric

region) . M. z,ufogrisears xp is somewhat similar in size and has a

somewhat sinilar G-banding pattern to some of the smaller PG19

acrocentric chronosomes. xp could, however, be distinguished in

good quality, well differentiateri G-banded chromosome pleparations'

It was not always possible to confirm the identity of the

M. rufogr"iseus xp based on its large centromeric heterochromatic

segment due to the inconsistent c-band expression of this region

in the hybrid cells (see later this section) . M. rwfogt'iseus xp

was idenrified by c-banding in REPS-I and REPS-6 (Figs.4'9a and

4.13) and was iclentified in a similar percentage of cells by G-

banding (Table 4.1). M" tufo.gniseus xp was certainly present in

a proportion of all FIAT selected hybrid cell lines that were G-

banded. Nevertheless, the presence or absence of M. r'ufogríseus
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Xp could not be scored with absolute certainty in 100eo of G-banded

metaphase spreads of all celI hybrid lines. About 10eo of G-banded

metaphase spreads from rnouse PG19 ceils contained a chromosome which

could be nisclassified as M. twfogniserzs xp. Given that the REP

hybrids appeared to contain a double component of nouse PGlg

chromosomes (Table 4.I) it would seem that the man)rmt¡n level of

nisclassification of M. xufogriseus xp in the hybrids would have

been about 20%.

Fron Tabl e 4 .I it can be seen that M. 'nufogmlsezs xp was,

overall. scored in a much higher percentage of FIAT selected hybrid

cells than in the 6TG resistant revertant cell linos. It seems

highly unlikeLy that PG19 acrocentric chronosomes were rnisclassified

as M. rufogr,íseus xp in hybrids where from as high as 43eo to BSeo of

cells !,\tere scored as possessing xp. REPS-s and the levertant cell

lines contained M. mtfogTiserxs xp in percentages of cel1s sinilar to

the nisclassification percentage, and nay not, therefore, contain

any ttruer M. rufogz,íseus xp chromosone a1'ms. Although the

revertant celI lines had modal chromosome numbers similar to PGl9,

the range varied in the reveltants from numbers near the mode to

numbers approximately double the mode. This variation in chromosome

nunber of the reveltants rnay have resutted in a percentage of

nisclassification internediate between PG19 (toz"¡ and the REP

hybrids (2Ou'1 .

The Gl1 technique has been used to identify human chromosomal

fragments in human x rodent ce1l lines (Friend et aL., L976; 1976a) '

This method would have been of value in identifying the xp

chromosome aTm from the snaller mouse autosomes as well as other
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M. mtfogrise¿¿s chromosone fragments that may have been present in

the hybrids. GII staining was carried out at the ICRF, (London)

byR.Hope(p.c.)onanu¡nberofREPhybridsknowntocontain

M.'twfogrtse¿¿s chromosomes. Unfortunately, no differential

colour staining between the nouse and marsupial chromosomes was

observed. The lack of colour differentiation was not due to

unsuccessful utilizatíon of the Gll technique as human .x mouse cell

hybrids were Gll stained at the same time as the marsupial x mouse

hybrids and clear colour differentiation between mouse and human

chromosomes was achieved. As hunan chromosomes Gl1 stain differently

to mouse, it,will be of interest to See if they allo stain

differently to narsupial chromosones in hurnan x marsupial cel1 hybrids

enabling identification of narsupial chronosome fragnents. No hurnan

x narsupial cell hybrids have yet been isolated, despite numerous

attempts to make them (HoPe, P.c')

0n the basis of ohnors theory of conservation of the gene

content of the mammalian x chromosome, the HPRT gene would be

expected to be X-linked in In\. rufogríseus (discussed in Section 5'3)

and therefore, selection of the hybrid clones and subclones in HAT

nedium would effectively result in simultaneous selection for the

narsupial x chromosome, or at least that part of it containing the

Hpt Iocus. using similar methods for the selection of hybrids to

that used in the plesent stucly, the presence of a normal M. nufus

x chromos ome has been observed in a number of 14. twfus x lR cell

hybrids (Donald and Hope, 1980) and in an Inl. rufus x PG19 ce11

hybrid (sykes and Hope, 1978). However, attempts to make wallaroo

x eutherian ceIl hybrids containing the normal wallaroo X chromosome
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(Graves et aL., 1979), and attenpts to obtain normal narsupial

autosomes in sonatic cel1 hybrids (8. wainwright, P.c.) have been

unsuccessful. Hope and Graves (1978b) observed extensive chromosome

fragmentation during the first week after narsupial x mouse cel1

fusions. This rnay be the reason for the difficulty encounteted in

obtaining a normal M. r'ufogrLsez,¿s X chronosome in the M. rufogTiseus

x nouse hybrids. Perhaps the X chromosolne hlas more susceptible to

fragmentation than, for example, the nornal M. twfog?iseus

chrornosome 6 which was found in a nunber of the cell hybrids. The

extent of fragrnentation of the narsupial chromosomes in narsupial

x nouse hybrids may also depend on the origin of the mouse paÏent.

Human x mouse hybrids made with PG19 are known to contain human

chromosomes exhibiting extensive Te-arrangement (Hope, P.c.) .

Fbwever, PGl9 yields higher nurnbers of hybrids with narsupials

compared with other rodent cel1 lines. tbpe and Graves (1978b)

obtained Pseudoeheizws pez,eg?Lnus (ring-tai1 possun) x PG19 cel1

hybrids containing as many as ten P. peregyLnus chromosomes in

contrast to studies where only a few or no maIsupial chronoSomes

have been found in hybrids with Macropodid species ' Like M' rufogriseus

chromosomes P. petegrí,nus chromosomes possess extensive regions of

centromeric c-band material. Hope and Graves (l97Sb)suggested that

there may be a tendency for the hybrids to retain marsupial

heterochromatin. If this is the case then the retention of

heterochromatic DNA nay have been linited to the M. r.ufogyiseus

autosomes in the M. rwfogrLseTls x mouse hybrids in the present study'

The choic e of M, zwfogtiseus .as the narsupial parent of the hybrids

was based on the'belief that the large regions of conspicuous

c-banding material in the chromosomes of this species would

considerably aid in their identification. Holever, the c-banding
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regions of G-band identified M. tufogtisezs chromosomes u¡ere

sometines abnormal or even absent. This was particularly the case

fot M. rufog?ise?,¿s chromosomes 3 (Figs. 4.9 and 4.17) Xq (Fig. 4.11)

and, Xp (see earlier this section). 0n the basis of chronosome size

and G-banding, it appears that the C-band material of these

chromosornes was, in fact, physically present but remained un-expressed

cytologically. On the other hand, the c-banding patterns of the

M. rwfogrisel,¿s chrornosomes 6 and 7 renained unaltered in all cell

lines in which they were plesent. Therefore, this phenomenon of

variable C-band expression in the hybrids was not comlnon to all

M. zwfogz,Lseizs chromosomes. No change in C-band pattern was observed

for any of the PGl9 chromosomes.

The reason for the c-band variation of some M. zwfogr'íseus

chromosomes is not clear. It is possible that C-band expression

on rearranged marsupial chromosomes in the hybrids was influenced

by position affects associated with translocation in the case of

t(5q,Xq) and chromosome fission for Xp and Xq. C-band variation

of t(Sq,Xq) in REP3-2 and REPS-2-L ís discussed in detail in the

next section (Section 5.2) , There is already some indication from

the present study that placing marsupial chrornosomes in the abnormal

environment of a marsupial x mouse hybrid cel1 influences narsupial

chromosomes (see earlier about inprovement in banding patterns).

The M. r,ufogtiseus 3q ancl Xp were the only chromosome alms

found in common in most of the REP hybrid ce1ls. The only other

M. zwfogr"Lsei.¿s chromosomes identified in the hybrids were the

nunbets 6 and 7.

From Tabl e 4.L it can be seen thalL M. twfogz,isezs 3q was

observed in a larger number of hybrids than would be expected on
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the basis of randon chromosome loss. The phenomenon of non-random

chro¡nosome loss in interspecies somatic cell hybrids has previously

been observed in a number of studies. Both non-random retention of

individual chromosomes (Norurn and Migeon, L974; Croce et aL. , 1973)

and combinations of chromosomes (Rushton, 1976) have been found'

0f partícular interest to the present study is the non-random

retention of the M. zwfus chronosome 5 in FIAT selected M. z'ufus x

mouse cell hybrids observed by Donald (1980). The G-band equivalent

chronosome to the M. Iufus 5 is the 3q arn in M. rufogtiseus (Rofe,

lgTS). It would appear that these homologous G-banded chromosones

confer some selective advantage on the growth ín uit?o of the
h

narsupial x rnouse hybrids in FIAT nedium. P efps the HAT selection

system, in addition to selecting for HPRT expression, indirectly

selects fol' some gene or genes on these chromosornes. The fact that

no marsupial chromosomes were observed in the REP revertants,

supports this ídea as selection against the marsupial HPRT gene was

acconpanied by the loss of aLL M. nufogtiseizs chromosomes including

5q.
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5.2 COMPARISON OF CHROMOSOIV{E PROPERTIES IN HYBRIDS REPS-2 AND

REP3-2-I

, A very interesting observation was rnade when the hybrid cel1

lines, REP3-2 and REPS-2-1, were examined cytologicall-y. REPS-2

is a subclone of the primaTy M. rufogt'ise1,/s x mouse somatic cell

hybrid REPs, and REP3-2-I is, in turn, a subclone of REPS-2. Both

of these cell lines express the marsupial genes for HPRT, PGK-A

and GA-l.

Using a general chromosome staining procedure, a submetacentric'

chromosome, easily distinguishable fron the mouse chromosomes by

its large size, could be observed in both REP3 -Z 
^K¿REPS-2-1.

This chromosome was identified by G-banding in both cel1 lines as

a Robertsonian translocation of the long arn of the M. t'ufogriseus

X chrornosome and the long arm of the M. rufogníseas chromosone thlee,

i.e.t(3q,Xq)(Fig.4.6).TheC-bandingpattern,however,of

t(Sq,Xq) differed markedly in the two cell lines. In REPS-2, this

chro¡nosorne possessed a large centromeric C-banded region (sinilar

to the C-banding regions seen on normal M. z'ufogtiseas chromosomes)

and the xq arn of this chromosome showed three interstitial

c-bands (Fig. 4.10a) (sinilar to the c-banding regions seen on

xq of a normal M. rwfognísez,¿s x chronosome). In REP3-2-1, hotvever,

this chromosome contained only a small amount of centroneric C-

banding, comparable to the C-bands in the mouse chromosomes (Fig'

4.lla) and the interstitial C-bands were not observed cytologically.

Sequential G- and C-banding verified the proposition that these

two chromosones rvhich G-banded identically in the two clones, and

hence would nornally be considered as the rrsamerr chromosome, gave
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very different C-band patterns (Fig. 4.27).

The difference in rnagnitude of observed c-banding on t(3q,xq)

in the two ce11 lines predicted a detectable corresponding difference

in G-band pattern. The fact that this difference was not observed

raised the question of whether C-band naterial present in REP3-2

had been lost from REPS-2-I, or whether such naterial was present

in both cell lines but not expressed in REP3-2-1'

As REP3-2-1 is a subclone of REPS-2, it is possible that

t(Sq,Xq) in a proportion of cells in REP3-2 did not possess the

large centromeric C-banded pattern, but instead expressed reduced

C-banding pattel.n characteristic of this chromosome in REPS -2-L.

However, fifty netaphase spreads of REPS-2 urer'e carefully examined

for C-banding pattern of t(3q,Xq) and all possessed the sarne

characteristic large C-band pattern (Fig. 4.10). Hence if REPS-2

did exhibit C-band varíation for t(Sq,Xq), then the reduced C-

banding pattern probably occurred in only a snall proportion of

cells.

A number of additional cytological techniques (see Section 4.2)

were carried out to further investigate the differences between the

chromosome in question in REP3-2 and REPS-2-I. The results are

discussed below.

Hoechst 53258 causes an unexplained failure of condensation

around the centroneric regions of certain mouse (Hilwig and Gropp,

Ig73), Drosophila (Gatti et aL., 1976), Chinese hamster (Rocchi eú

al., 1976) and human (Marcus et aL., 1979) chromosomes. More

recently, Hayman and Sharp (1981) studied the effect of culturing

a number of rnarsupial species in the fanily Macropodidae (including
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M. r,ufogz,iseus) in the presence of Hoechst 33258. They found that

the centroneric region of the M. zwfogz'isezs X chromosome expressed

a marked lack of condensation conpared with all autosomal centromeric
I

regions which were unaffected. A snaller effect was observed at

the telonere of one of the M- z'ufogt'iseus autosomes '

In this study, a marked lack of condensation of the centromeric

region of the t(3q,xq) chrornosome in REPS-2 was observed (Fig. 4.51(a)),

indicating that one of the chronosome arms, or at least the

centromeric heterochronatin, had originated fron i-tte M. rufogriseus

X chromosome. No such tack of condensation was observed for t(3q,Xq)

in REpS-2-r (Fig.4.st(b)). Haynan and sharp (1981i were unable

to determine which arm of the M. tufogrisezs X chromosome was

affected by culture in lloechst 33258. The results from the present

study suggest that at least the long arn of t]ne M. rwfogtiseus X

chromosome was affected. It would be of interest to see if Xq in

REPBS-s and REPBS-  (Table 4.1 ) and Xp in the REP hybrids referred

to in Table 4.1 are affected by culture in the plresence of Hoechst

3S2Sg. If Xp was found to be affected to a nuch greater extent than

the pGlg chromosomes, then this nethod could be used to differentiate

the l/. mtfogrisel,is Xp fron the snaller PG19 acrocentric chromosomes

(see Section 5.1).Hoechst 33258 binds specifically to AT rich

chromosorne regions (l\leisblun and Haenssler, I974¡. Mu11er and

Gautier, 1975; Comings, 1975). Perhaps t(3q,xq) in REPS-2-1 has

lost an AT-rich centroneïic region present in REPS-2 or there has

been a change in the proteins associated with the AT-rich DNA

preventing Hoechst 33258 from binding. There j's evidence that the

Hl histone of one species is able to i-nteract with the chromatin
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of another species in human x mouse cell hybrids and still be

biologicatly functional (Hsiung and Kucherlapati, 1980). Perhaps

an interaction of M. rwfogtiseus and mouse histone ploteins has

occurred in REPS-2-1 but not in REPS-2' pïeventing the C-banding

and binding of Hoechst 33258 to regions of t(Sq,xq) in REPS-2-l.

As was also observed by Hayman and sharp (1981), the three

interstitial C-bands on M. mtfogriserzs Xq were not affected by

culture in Hoechst 33258. The change in C-band expression of

t(3q,Xq) in REPS-2-1 involved both centromeric and interstitial

c-bands and, therefore, this change appeals to be more general

than just an effect on A=T rich DNA. Whatever the êhange in

REPS-2-], the mouse chronosomes behaved the same hray as in REPS-2

when cultured in the presence of Hoechst 33258 and hence if there

has been a ¡nodification of chronosonal proteins it appears not to

have affected the centromeric regions of the mouse chronosomes '

N-banding detects chromosomal nucleolar organiser (N0) regions '

Ikts has a number of centromeric N0 regions detected by N-banding'

The distribution is different in various mouse strains. In the

}57BL/6J strain, pairs 12,15, 18 and 19 are stained (Dev et aL.,

tg77). Dev et aL (1977) found no correlation between the amount

of silver stain and the pTesence or absence of C-band ¡naterial.

As the NO on tine M, rufogriserzs Xq is situated between the distal

two interstitial c-bands (Hayman and Rofe, 1977), it was of

interest to see if the changed expression of C-bands in REPS-2-f

had been accornpanied by a change in the expression of the N0

regions in these hybrid cells. Only the mouse N0rs were expressed

in REPS-2 and REPS-2-1 (Fig. 4.28). This is in accordance with

the evidence of Miller et aL (1976a) that the species which

preferentially loses chronosomes in interspecies cel1 hybrids
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shows suppression of rRNA synthesis. During the first few days

after fusion, both sets of rRNA are expressed in hunan x mouse

hybrids. As hunan chromosome loss progresses, so does the loss

of hunan rRNA expression (Dev et aL. , 1979) . Perhaps a sinilar

situation has taken place in the //. rufogrise¿¿s x PG19 hybrids.

If so, then these hybrids would need to have been tested at a

very early stage of chronosome seglegation to compar.e IRNA activity

and C-band variation.

C-banding is often, but not always entirely, associated

with satellite DNA. For this reason, in situ hybridisation

experiments with M. rufognísez¿s satellite DNA ptoU"s were carried
.L

outr. Dunsmuir (1976) isolated the najor and minor satellites of

M. rufogriseus. The major satellite hybridises to the autosomal

centromeric heterochronatic regions but not to the X chromosome

(Fig. 4.29(b)). The ninor satellite binds to the centromeric

regions of all tuhe 14. zwfognise¿s chromosomes. There was no

hybridisation of the major satellite to PG19 celIs (Fig- 4.29a)

but the satellite hybridised to the centlomeTic region of t(3q,Xq)

in both REP3-2 and REPS-2-l (Fig. 4.50). Thus, the 3q centroneric

satellite DNA must be present in both these hybrids regardless of

the amount of C-band naterial observed cytologically.

The M. zufogriseizs chromosome 3 does not express its characteristic

large centromeric C-banded region in REPS-l (Fig. 4.9a), REPS-7-1,

l"tt. in situ hybridisations h/ere kindly carried out by Peacock

and Elizur, C.S.I.R.O. , Canberra.
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REPS-7-2, REPB3-1 (Fig. 4.L7a), REPBS-2 and REPB3-4 (Fie. 4.19a).

Hybridisation of the major satellite to the M. mtfogriseus 3 in

these ce11 lines would provide further evidence for nodification

of the DNA rather than the loss of C-band na'[erial in REPS-2-l.

Hybridisation of the ninor satellite to t(3q,Xq) in REPS-2

and REPS-2-L may show if the centromeric C-banded DNA in REPS-2

is present in t(Sq,Xq) in REPS-2-I. A problem here is that the

ninor satellite also binds to the autosornal C-banded regions and

it nay be difficult to deternine if any resulting hybridisation

vras on the 3q or Xq arm of t(Sq,Xq). A possible way to overcome

this problen would be to culture REP3-2 and REP3-2-I in the presence

of Hoechs t SSZS} before hybridising with the minor satellite, but

as t(3q,Xq) in REPS-2-l was not affected by culture in Hoechst 33258,

such differentiation would not be achieved for this cel1 line. It

may, therefore, only be possible to demonstrate if the minor

satellite is present on t(3q,Xq) in REPS-2.

Venolia and Peacock (1981) have isolated the major satellite

of Maez,opus y'obustus z,obustus (wallaroo). This satellite hybridises

to the interstitial heterochronatic regions of the long arrn of the

M. r,ufognisezs X chromosome. It would be of interest, therefore,

to see if this satellite hybridises to the region of the three

interstial C-bands of t(3q,Xq) in REPS-2 and REI'3-2-1. Hybridisation

of either tlne M. mtfogrise¿¿s minor or the I/. r'obustus robustzts

satellite to t(Sq,Xq) in both REP3-2 and REPS-2-l would support

the evidence from studies using the M. rufogriseus major satellite,

that the C-banded naterial of t(Sq,Xq) is not lost in REPS-2-I

but rather nodified in some waY.

There are a number of different chrornosone counter-staining

methods which can be used to characterise, cytologically different
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types of heterochromatin by modifying or enhancing chromosorne

banding (reviewed in Schweizer, 1981). In REP3-2 and REPS-2-I,

t(3q,Xq) responded differently to treatment with DAPI/actinomycin D

I

and chromonycin A3/DA/DAPI staining (Figs. 4.33 and 4.34) DAPI is

a fluorescent dye specific for A=T rich regions and actinonycin-D

is a non fluorescent dye specific for G=C regions. The mouse

chrornosomes exhibited brightly fluorescent A=T rich centromeres

and the centromere of t(5q,Xq) appeared dull in both REPS-Z and

REPS-2-1 and therefore was G=C rich (Fig. 4.33). The substantial

difference in DA/actinonycin-D banding pattern of t(3q,Xq) in the

two cell lines indicated that a modification of the chromosome had

occurred in REPS-2-I rather than a loss of extensive A=T rich

regions in t(3q,Xq).

Chrornonycin A3 is a fluorescent dye with G=C specificity.

Both distornycin-A and DAPI show binding specificity for A=T rich

regions, but only distomycin A fluoresces. Although DA and DAPI

have si¡nilar base pair bÍnding specificity their binding affinities

are different. DA/DAPI staining has revealed a set of specific

C-bands in the human karyotype (Schweizer, 1978). No such bands

were found for the mouse or marsupial chronosomes in REP3-2 and

REPS-2-1. Chronomycin A¡ staining resulted in a banding pattern

similar to R-banding. t(3q,Xq) expressed a particularly brightly

fluorescing centromeric region and a single sharp band and two

much fainter bands on the Xq arm (presumably G=C rich). Only the

centTomeïic region of t(5q,Xq) expressed brightly fluorescing G=C

rich banding. The results from both ÐAPI/actinomycin-D and

chromomycín/^g/D^/DAPI banding techniques support a G=C rich

centromeric region on t(3q,Xq). The diffelences in fluorescent

banding patteïn of this G-band equivalent chromosome in REP3-2 and
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REPS-2-f suppoTt a model of DNA rnodj.fication rather than DNA loss

to explain the difference in C-band content.

The functional aspects of C-band naterial are reviewed in

Johh and Miklos (1979). The amount and distribution of C-banding

material varies greatly with the organism concerned, and C-band

polymorphisrns are conmon within species in many natural populations.

Position affects associated with translocation of heterochromatin

are discussed in Section 2.L. Examples of loss of C-band naterial

can be found in the literature but are usually accornpanied by loss

of DNA. For example, in uit?o studies using Míenotís agrestus

cells by Cooper (I977a) showed that a loss of C-balds was accompanied

by simultaneous loss of DNA and G-bands. The loss did not affect

cell propagation (Cooper, L977b). The presence of large areas of

C-banding material is usually associated with the presence of

either pale or dark G-bands in the same chromosone regions. It

may be expected that a physical loss of C-banding material would

be accoutpanied by a corresponding loss in G-banding naterial in

that region. This was not found to be the case for t(Sq,Xq) in

REPS-2 and REP3-2-1.

Beermann (L977) described chromosome dininution in three

species of CycLops; C. díuuLsus, C. funeífer and C. strenuus.

Teloneric and centromeric heterochromatic chromosomal segments

were elininated from the soma in all three specíes and so also

were interstitial segments ín C. styenuus. After chromosome

dininution the DNA content of the soma ín C. strsrtuus was 2/3

that in the gerrn-Iine. Unfortunately no G-banding studies of the

germline or soma u/ere calried out. In the present study, the non-

expression of C-banded naterial in REP3-2-1 also involved not only
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centromeric but also three interstitial C-bands. The loss of

interstitial heterochromatic segments frorn C. str'ørtuus did not

affect the structural integrity of the chrcmosome, which implies
I

that there must be a mechanism whereby the remaining fragments of

the DNA were coïrectly joined together again. There is no known

parallel to this unique type of interstitial DNA elimination in

other organisms. Perhaps such an elimination mechanism has been

involved in the loss from t(Sq,Xq) in REPS-2-l of the three

interstitial C-bands present on t(3q,Xq) in REP3-2.

Motara and Rai (1977) found that the expression of a particular

C-band in hybrid mosquitoes depended on the genetic background in

which the C-band was placed. It seems that the C-band region was

always present on the chromosorne as it could be re-expressed in

the progeny of rnatings where neither parent expressed this C-band.

It is very difficult to compare the genetic background for REPS-2

and REP3-2-L because of the heterogeneous nature of these cel1 1ines.

lbwever, as REPS-2-1 was derived from REP3-2, the genetic background

in which t(3q,Xq) existed in REP3-2-1 would be unlikely to contain

components not present in REP3-2 i.e. the effect is likely to be

due to loss rather than gain. REP3-2 had a nodal chromosome nurnber

of 69 and REPS-2-I had a modal number of 68. REPS-2 (chronosome

number ranged fron 56-87) rvas more heterogeneous than REPS-2-I

(65-69) . t (Sq,Xq) and Xp were the only rnarsupial chromosomes found

in REPS-2-1 whereas REPS-2 also contained the occasional chromosome

7. It is possible that these differences may have affected C-band

expression in the two ce1l 1ines.

Heterochror"ai. DNA is often late replicating. Late replication

of the C-band regions of t (3q,Xq) i.n REP3-2 and not in REPS-2-I would
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indicate either the loss of late replicating DNA from these

regions or some change affecting the tine of replication of these

reg,ions in REpS-2-1. Preliminary BUdR and 3H-thyrnidine late

replication studies weTe inconclusive and hence further

investigations in this area would be desirable.

one decisive experinent to deternine whether the C-banded

naterial wasrrlostrror just not expressed in REP3-2-1 would be to

determine the DNA content of t(Sq,xq) in REPS-2 and REPS-2-l. If

C-band material has been lost fron t(Sq,Xq) in REPS-2-l, this may

be confirned by a difference in DNA content.
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5.3' X-LINKED ENZYMES

of the 39 hybrid cell lines scÎeened for the expression of

M. z,ufogz.isel,¿s HPRT and PGK-A, 36 showed concordance of expression

of these two enzynes (Table 4.2) . The three exceptions were the

PGRN hybrids which only expressed M. nufogrise¿zs HPRT. Although

conplete concordance for HPRT and PGK-A expression I^Ias not observed,

the above results suggest synteny of the Hpt and Pgk-A loci. Sone

caution nust be exercised when naking such a deduction because of

(1) the snall number of prinary hybrids studies (4 prinary REP

hybrids, 3 PGRN hybrids and the 1RRN-2 hybrid), (2) the fact that

nany of the hybrids were subclones of REPS, and (3)'ttre fact that

the tbulkt hybrids were not isolated independently of the primary

hybrid colonies. It is possible, for example, that REPBS was composed

of cells which had sloughed off from the original REPS colony, in

addition to cells derived fron other primary hybrids. This lack of

independence of origin of REPS and REPB3 may have resulted in

co-seglegation of Hpt and Pgk-A in the REPS and REPB3 subclones and

revertants, even though these loci may be asyntenic. It is possible

that Il. z.ufogtiseus Hpt and Pgk-A aïe on different chrornosomes which

are selected together in HAT nediurn and lost together in 6TG medium.

If so, then this selection plessure may not have existed for the

PGRN hybrids where onLy Hpt was retained in the hybrids. It will be

necessaTy to use additional M. r'ufogrise¿s x eutherian cel1 hybrids

from further fusions to confirm the synteny of these two genes.

Nevertheless, the concordant expression of M. mtfogriseus Hpt and

Pgk-A in 36 hybrid cell lines does irnply synteny of these two genes.
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Expression of M. twfogníse¿¿s HPRT and PGK-A in the hybrids was

not concordant with the presence of any nonnaL identifiable M. rufogr'íseus

chromosomes. However, fot M. rufogrisezs HPRT and PGK-A enzynìes to
I

be expressed, the hybrid cells must contain at least a fragrnent of

i,he M. tufogz,ise¿¿s chromosome containing the relevant structural

loci. A consideration of the cytological data presented in Section

4.1.2 and discussed in Section 5.1, suggests that Xp was the nìost

like1y location of these genes. I[. tufogrisetzs Xp, as identified by

G-banding, appeared to have been retained in a significant percentage

of cells in the REP hybrids but not in the revertants (see Section 5.1

and Table 4.L). 1RRN-2 hybrid cells were not G-banbed, but based on

C-banding they contained a chronosone arn resenbling the 11. rufogt'iseus

Xp (Fig. 4.24). Preliminary C-banding analyses failed to detect normal

M. rufogrise¿s chromosomes in the PGRN hybrids. If FiPRT and PGK-A

are on M. mtfogtisezs Xp it appears that a smaller fragnent of Xp

containing only HPRT may be present in the PGRN hybrids. G-banding

needs to be camied out on these hybrids to see if the M. rufogtiseus

Xp is present.

As the gene for HPRT has been found to be X-linked in a1l

eutherian and marsupial species in which it has been mapped, presumably

HpRT will also be found to be x-linked in M. rufogr,íseus. so far,

marsupial family studies have been unable to demonstrate the X-linkage

of HPRT in any species (including M. z'ufogniseus) due to a paucity of

HPRT isozyme variants but it is knolvn from fanily studies that PGK-A

is X-linked in a number of kangaroo species, closely related to

M. rufog?iseus (Vandeberg et aL., L973; L977; Cooper et aL-,1971)

PGK-A has been found to be monomorphic in aIl M. rufogz'iseus family

studies carried out so far (P. Johnston, p.c.) and hence it has not
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been possible to demonstrate possible X-linkage of PGK-A in this

species. The gene for HPRT has been assigned to the M. tufus (red

kangaroo) X chromosome and shown to be syntenic with the genes for

PGK-A and G6PD using M. twfus x mouse somatic celt hybrids (Donald

and Flope, 1981). Graves et aL., (1979) demonstrated co-transfer of

these genes ín M. robustus x mouse cett hybrids. They could not,

howevel, identify cytogenetically any M. robustus chromosornes in

their hybrids. The fact that M. nufogriseus is closely related

phylogenetically to M. r'ufus and M. ?obustus (Rofe, 1978) suggests

that the genes for HPRT, PGK-A and G6PD are also X-linked in 14.

rufogtise?/s.. Although x-linkage of 14. tufogrí.seus'Hpt and Pgk-A

could not be confirned in the present study, these genes al.e at

least syntenic, indicating conservation of gene sfnteny for Hpt and

Pgk-A in 14. r'ufogr'íseus, M. Tufus and M. t'obustus.

The gene for G6PD is known to be x-linked in M. zufogníseus

fron population and fanily studies (Johnston et aL., f975a)- It was

perhaps surprising, therefore, that M. mtfogtise¿¿s G6PD was not

found in any of the hybrid cell lines tested in this study (Table

4.2). G6PD is a dimer in eutherian species (Gartler et aL., 1973)

and Johnston et aL., (1978) have show¡r G6PD to be a diner in

narsupial s by in uity,o hybridisation studies. ff 14. t'ufogriseus

G6PD was present in the ce11 h1'þ1ids it would have been detected on

the G6pD gels by the presence of a band representing the M. z'ufogniseus

G6PD/PG19 G6PD heteropolymer and/ot the less intensely staining

M. twfogyiseus G6PD hornodiner. Neither of these two bands was

detected in the hybrid lines, If the genes for FIPRT and PGK-A are

on the short art of the /'4. t'ufogríseus X chromosome as has been
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suggested earlier, this would suggest that Gpd nay be on the long arm

of the X chrornosone or that Pgk-A may be closer to Hpt than Gpd.

Qonald and Hope (1981) mapped all three genes, HPt,

PjkLA and Gpd, to the euchromatic short arm of the M. tafus X

chromosome but were unable to determine the order of these loci.

Graves et aL,, (1979) concluded that these x-linked narkers lay in

the order centromete - Hpt - Pgk-A - Gpd in the wallaroo. Assuning

conservation of gene content is often accompanied by conservation

of gene order for closely related species, the results from the

present study support the hypothesis that the Gpd locus is on a chromosome

region outside the Hpt - PXrc-n chronosorne segment. '

It is possible that the M. rufogtiseus Gpd gene is present in

the hybrids but is either (a) not expressed or (b) expressed at levels

too low to be detected by the method used in Section 3.8.4. All

extracts fron REP and IRRN-2 hybrids gave less intensely staining

M. rufogt'ise¿zs PGK-A bands than PG19 bands when electrophoresed and

stained on cellogel (Fig. 4.3.6), possibly due to gene dosage

differences for the PGlg and ltl, t'ufogriseus Pgk-A genes. The gels

had to be loaded heavily with cell extract to enable /y'. r.ufogniseus

PGK-A to be scored.

0n this basis , ¡.he Ì4. t'ufogt'ise¿¿s G6PD diner would also give

less intensely stained bands than PG19 G6PD. The hybrid band,

howevel, nay still be expected to be visualised but the gels ha<i to

be loaded extremely lightly with cel1 extract to allow separation of

the rnouse and marsupial eontrol G6PD isozymes. Due to the small

nobility difference between PGIg and M. rufogniseas isozymes, an

increase in the afnount of extract loaded onto the gels would result

in.encroachment of the mouse isozyme upon the region of the M. rufogriseus/

PGlg heteropolyrner and hence may not have been identified. Gene dosage
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differences could result fron chromosonal heterogeneity \^iithin the

hybrid cell lines. For example, if the gene for G6PD is on Xp (with

approxinateLy 20% misclassification, see Section 5.1) then REPS-6

I

with the highest percentage (68% (88e"-20'")) of cells containing the

putative Xp would have about half ttre M. rufogt'ísezs G6PD isozyne

staining intensity conpared with PG19 G6PD. If Gpd is on the long.

arm of the X-chromosome, then REPS-2-1 with 100% of cells containing

Xq nay be expected to express l/. r'ufogr'íseas G6PD (Table 4.I).

However, in this case, Xq was in a translocated state and lacked its

characteristic C-bands, rvhich could possibly affect the expression

of G6PD. RE!B3-5 was the only cell line to possess an intact X

chromosome in some ce11s but again G6PD was not expressed. It is

possible that a regulatory locus may be required for G6PD expression

in REPB3-3 or that the X chromosome nay contain a snall deletion

including the Gpd gene. More sensitive detection of M, rafogz'iseus

G6PD nay be possible using a ternperature sensitive assay or an

irnmunochemical approach sinilar to that used by Van Fleyningen et aL. ,

(1e73) .

Two M. zufogz'isez,¿s G6PD phenotypes, G6PDFand G6PDS, have been

found in X!. nufogriseus (Cooper , 1975) . The I'1. r'ufogrí.seus

parental ce1ls of the hybrids used in the present study had the

F
G6PD" phenotype. Greater separation of mouse and M. t'ufogt'iseus

G6PD would be obtained if M. z,ufogz,isez,¿s cells were of G6PDS phenotype.

0n the basis of Donald's (1980) result wj.th M. tuius, hybrids from the

fusion of M. twfogrisezs x eutherian species other than mouse (e.g.

Chinese hamster cells) would also give greatel separation of the

hybrid parental .Lff COpn isozymes, This would allotv heavier
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application of extract for electrophoresis without loss of enzyme

resolution on the stained gels and hence, facilitate the napping of

M. mtfogrLseus GPd.

' 
,n" absence of G6PD in the hybrids is indeed puzzling. As

stated previously M. rufogttser¿s G6PD expression like G6PD in all

other marsupial and eutherian species where this enzyme has been

studied is known to be inherited as an X-linked trait, subject to

rando¡n X-inactivation in eutherians (Lyon, 1961; 1974) and paternal

X-inactive in marsupials (Sharman, L97L).
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5.4 ANTIGENS

5.4.1 Conparison of Bindi f Conventional and Monoclonal

Antibodies

' SREP3, an antiserum derived fron c57BL/6J mice which had

been immunised with REPS cells, is expected to bind only to antigens

on the REPS hybrid cell surface which are foreign to C57BL/6J mice.

As PG19 was derived fron a melanoma originating in a c57BL/6J

mouse, it was expected that antigens present on PGl9 ce1ls would

not induce an irnmune Tesponse in their syngeneic strain of mouse.

However, this was found not to be so. (Table 4.3). SREPS not

only bound to REPS ce11s and M. rufogrise¿s fibrobl,asts as might be

expected, but it also bound to PG19 cel1s inplying the presence

on these cells of tumour antigens recognised as foreign by CSTBL/6J

mice. Attempts were nade to induce an antiserum to PGl9 tumour

antigens by immunizing C57BL/6J mice with PG19 cells. The resulting

antiserun was to be used to rnask the PG19 tumour antigens on the

REP hybrid immunizing cel1s in order to restrict the immune response

of the mouse to the marsupial antigens. These attempts were

unsuccessful. Presumably C57BL/6J mice cannot recognise PG19

tumour antigens on PG19 cells but eøt recognise them as foreign

when they are pTesented to the syngeneic host on the cel1 surface

membtane of a somatic cel1 hybrid. A nunber of published studies

indicate that adsorptions ivere required to remove antibodies to

tumour antigens on hybrid ce1ls, but no explanation has been offered

to account for the induction of such antibodies (Buck and Bodnrer,

Lg76). Perhaps the tumouT antigens, when presented to the mouse

immune system in'the forn of PGI9/M. z'ufogníserzs hybrid antigens,

stimulate the mouse immune systern to recognise and respond to the
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mouse tumour antigens. Another possibility is that the presence

of the "foreignil M. rwfogzíseas antigens on REP3 irrduce the initial

irnrnune response in the mouse and this is the cue for the production

of'antibodies in the forn of a less specific secondary ïesPonse to

PG19 tunour antigens on the hybrid ce1ls.

SREPS $ras adsorbed with PGl9 to determine if it contained

antibodies to M. rufogriseus cell surface antigens, in addition to

the rnouse tumour antibodies. The resulting serun, SREPS AD PG19,

stilt reacted with REPS cells and M. zwfogr"Lseizs fibroblasts but had

lost its reaction with PG19 cells, and hence the adsorbed antiserum

was detecting an M. rufogr,íse?,¿s antigen(s) on REPS'cells (Table 4.4).

The ¡eactions of SREPS AD PG19 with the REP hybrids are set out in

Table 4.5. A nunber of the hybrids reacted with SREPS AD PG19. The

revertant ce11 lines only exhibited autofluorescence, and hence they

lacked the M. rufogriseizs antigen(s). concordance of antibody

binding with a single chromosome in the hybrids would indicate that

there was at least one gene present on that chromosome determining

a cell surface antigen. If the serum was detecting more than one

antigen, deternined either by different genes on the sane

chromosome, or, on different chromosomes, concordant relationships

found in the hybrids may be difficult to interpret. In order to

deternine if SREPS was reacting with only one antigen on the REP

hybrids, extensive adsorption of SREP3 with diffelent cell types

(e.g. pairwise adsorptions between hybrids binding SREPS AD PG19)

would have been required. Large quantities of cells would have

been needed for such adsorptions and a recluced antibody titre in

the adsorbed serum would have been expected. Even after extensive
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adsorption, it would have been difficult to determine if the

resulting serum was actually monospecific. This problem was

overcome by using Köhler and Milsteins (1976) nethod of nyelona

x sþleen fusions to produce a monoclonal antibody, GA-l (described

in Sectiorr 2.3).

GA-l reacted with M. t'ufogrise¡,¿s fibroblasts and lymphocytes

as well as REPS cells but not with PG19 (Table 4.S). This suggests

that the reaction of GA-l with REPS cells is due to the presence of

an M. twfogríseizs cell surface antigen on these celIs. Being a

nonoclonal antibody, GA-I did not require adsorption to remove

anti-PG19 antibodies as was the case for the polyclonal SREPS seTa.

One hundreC percent of M. rwfogríse¿¿s fibroblast cell-s bound GA-l

whereas only about zoeo of REPS cells did (Table 4.8). The variation

amongst REP3 cel1s was probably due to chromosomal heterogeneity

rather than variation of antigen expression during the cell cyc1e.

gne assumes that only approximately 20eo of REPS cells contained the

gene deternining GA-1 antigen expression (Table 4-8).

The reactions of GA-1 with the REP hybrids and revertants

aTe listed in Tabtes 4.1'0, 4.L'l and 4.L2. These reactions correlate

almost exactly with the results obtained r+ith SREP3 AD PG19 (Table

4.5). The degree of Teaction (for any one cell line) was often one

imrnunofluorescence score higher with GA-1 than with SREP3 AD PG19.

For example, REPS-2 gave a + + ++ reaction with SREP3 AD PG19 and

a ++ -+ +++ reaction with GA-l. This indicated that the neat GA-I

supernatant had a higher antibody titre against an M. rufogt"iseus

antigen on the hybrid cells than neat SREPS AD PG19. There are only

two distinct disc'repancies when comparing the reactions of GA-l and

SREP3 AD PG19 on the REP hybrids (see Tables 4.5, 4.10, 4.II and

4.L2): (1) REP3-6 did not react with SREPS AD PGfg and yet GA-l
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Teacted strongly with approxirnately 25eo of. REP3-6 cells:. (2) REPS-7-3

did not teact with GA-l but did react with sREPS AD PG19. These

discrepancies can be explained in several ways.

' First, SREPS AD PG19 and GA-l nay have been detecting the

same I/. r,ufogz,íseas antigen, that is, SREP3 AD PGlg was effectively

nonospecific. As the M. zufogriseizs chronoso¡nal contribution to the

REP3 hybrid was restricted to only a few M. rufogz'ise¡zs chrornosones

it nay be possible that only one M. rufogriseas antigen l^¡as being

expressed on these hybrid ce11s. The small proportion of secreting
'|

hybridonar (i-70) when REP3 cells were used as immunogen, conpared

with results ,fron sorne other studies using the sane'protocol for

constructing hybridomas (but using different inmunogens) supports

this contention. Onty 25% of REPS-6 cel1s reacted with GA-1. Absence

of reaction of REPS-6 with SREPS AD PG19 could be explained by lack

of detection of a small percentage of ce1ls using the lower titre

antisera, SREPS AD PG19. If SREPS AD PGlg is detecting only the

antigen detected by GA-1, then absence of reaction of GA-1 with

REPS-7-3 could have resulted from chrornosone loss in the period

between screening of the hybrids with SREPS AD PGlg and subsequently

screening them with GA-1. Although the cells ü/ere stored in lic¡uid

nitrogen during this period, the thawing and growing procedures

prior to the innunofluorescence assay with GA-1 could have resulted

in further chromosome loss.

A second explanation for the discrepancies is as follows. GA-l,

being a monoclonal antibody, reacted with one antigenic determinant

whereas SREPS AD PG19 may have detected other antigens in addition

to GA-l. Possibly REP3-7-3 was the only cel1 line tested which did

not express GA-l but díd express one or nore of these I'other antigenstr,

whereas the positive reactions of the other hybrids with SREP3 AD PGl9
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represented the binding of antibody to both GA-1 and the other

antigens on the cell surface. Again, the absence of reaction of

REPS-6 could be explained as a lack of detection of a small
I

percentage of cells using the lower titre antisera, SREPS AD PG19.

Indirect irnmunofluolescence was chosen as the rnethod of

detection for antibody binding in this study because of the hetero-.

geneous nature of the marsupial x mouse cell hybrids. Using this

rnethod the distribution of antibody binding arnongst individual cells

could be observed. Methods such as radio-irununo assays and enzyme-

linked assays, although probably more sensitive and quantitative,

give only an'indication of the overall binding of tntibody to cells

in any one cell population. For example, using these methods it is

not possible to distinguish whether all cel1s in a sanple bind snalI

amounts of antibody, or, only a subset of cells binds large amounts

of antibody. A cytotoxic assay can be used to estimate the percentage

of cells binding sufficient antibody to be lysed in the presence of

conplenent. Flowever, this method would require the use of a cytotoxic

monoclonal antibody, and the assay would not necessarily indicate

the anount of antibody bound to each cell in a sample. The GA-1

antibody is of inmunoglobulin subclass IgGro, menbers of which are

usually cytotoxic and hence a cytotoxic assay may have been applicable

to the present study (Sandrin et aL . , 1978) (see Section 5 .5) . l\rhen

the positive (+++) and negative (*/-) controls can be clearly

distinguished, the scoring of brightly fluorescing cells using a

rnicroscope can be an objective method of detecting cells binding

antibody but scoring can be more subj ective when neasuring the

d.egree of antibody binding measuTed by varying fluorescence intensity.

Also, the estimation of percentages of fluorescing cells is both

tedious and approximate. A more objective nethod of scoring the
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intensity of fluorescence of cells and measuring the distribution

of reacting cells is to make use of a fluorescence activated cell

soTter (FACS). The FACS was used in the present study to obtain

fluorescence intensity profiles of the reaction of GA-1 with PG19,

M. rufogríse¿zs fibroblasts, REPS-I and REP3-2 (Fig. 4.39). These

profiles were in agreenent with the reactions of GA-1 scored with a

fluorescence microscope (Table 4.13 and 4.8).

Infornation on the relative cell size distribution of different

cell lines obtained fron the FACS was useful (Fig. 4.39) for cornparing

antigen density on different cel1s. When viewed under a rnicroscope,

a large cell, with a low antigen density is likety to appear to

fluoresce Iess brightly than a srnaller cel1 with a higher antigen

density, even though both cells contain the same total number of

antigenic sites. The FACS measures the total fluorescence of each

cell, and hence measures the fluorescence on the cells in a quantitative

rather than a qualitative fashion. Therefore, the amount of antigen

present on cells of two different cell lines can be cornpared, in

relation to their size. PG19 cel1s wele larger than M. zufogz'iseus

fibroblasts (Fig. 4.39a) and therefore have a higher background

fluorescence than marsupial fibroblasts. TheoreticalLy, this moves

the negative control cut-off point into an area of lower fluorescence

intensity, thereby increasing the proportion of cells in I1. t'ufogt'iseus

analysed as reacting with GA-l. REP3-1 cells were apploximately the

sarne size as PG19 cel1s, and REPS-2 cells were larger than any of

the other cell lines scanned (Fig. 4.59). 0n the basis of this

size difference REPS-2 cells have a higher background fluorescence

than PG19 and hence a nore accurate PG19 negative control cut off

point would be toward a region of more intense fluorescence, thereby

decreasing the proportion of REPS-2 cells analysed as reacting with
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GA-l. There was a higher proportion of REPS-I cells with greater

fluorescence intensities than in the REPS-2 sarnple (Fig. 4.39c),

indicating a higher antigenic density of GA-1 on REPS-l than on

REP3-2 ce11s.

A most useful application of the FACS to the present stúdy would

have been to sterilely sort the hybrid cells according to their

fluorescence intensity after reaction with GA-l. Chrornosorne

preparations of each sorted population of cells could then be carried

out and G-banded metaphase spreads analysed. In this way, it would

be possible to analyse the chronosornal constitution of cells either

binding or not binding GA-1 and hence verify the assignment of the

GA-l gene to M. r'ufogz'iseus 3q.

5.4 .2 Chrornosomal assignmen toftheg ene for the antigen, GA-1

The PGRN and 1RRN-2 ceLI hybrids were not G-banded and

prelininary C-banding studies did not a1low identification of any

normal M. zufogrisez,¿s chromosomes. These cel1 lines weïe therefore

not included in an attempt to assign the gene determining GA-l to an

M. rufogt'iseizs chromosome.

The chronosonal constitutions and reactions of the REP cel1

lines with GA-l are set out in Table 4.I3,

The possible concordance of GA-1 expression with any one

M. rufogtise¿s chronosome in the hybrid and levertant cell lines

was considered. None of the M. rufogriseus chromosomes showed

absolute concordance with GA-1 expression. Non-concordance with

GA-I expression was particularly nrarked for the M. rufogz,iseus 6,

7 and X e.g. 14 hybricls expressed GA-1 but did not contain the

M. rufogrisel,¿s chronosome 7. As discussed earlier in Section 5.3,
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caution nust be exercised when interpreting concordant relationships

in the present study because of the lack of independent origin of

nany of the cell lines in Table 4.L3. Fiowever, M. rufogrisezrs Xp

and 3q showed strong concordance with GA-l expression, and these two

chromosome arms were therefore considered to be the two nost likety

locations of the gene deternining GA-1 expression.

Of the 24 REP hybrids analysed 22 were concordant for M, z,ufogtiseus

5q (identified by G-banding) and binding of GA-l (Table 5.1).

TABLE 5.1

PRESENCE OF ¡4. RUFOGRTSEUS

3q IDENTIFIED BY G-BANDINGI

TOTAL

BINDING

OF

GA-1

l3 l5

9

13 1I 24

tAs identification of 3q alone required G-banded preparations,

only hybrids which had been G-banded were included.

This result suggests that the gene coding for GA-1 (or a gene

determining the expression of this antigen) is present' on M. rufogt'iseus

3q. It is possible that the two discordant hybrids which bound GA-l

but did not contaín M. rufogriseus 3q rnay have contained unidentified

fragments of the M. rafogriseus 3q containing the GA-l gene. One of

these hybrids, REPS-6, possessed the lolest percentage of cells

binding GA-1 and hence 3q may have rernained unidentified in the sample

of cells from this cell line. This is unlikely, however, to be the

+

+ 2

90
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explanation for REP3-2-2 where 100eo of cells bound GA-l. It is

possible that a fragnent of 3q (containing the GA-I gene) had been

translocated onto a mouse chromosome in this cell line. 14. nufogt'íseus

Sq ioas sinilar to some of the larger nouse acrocentric chromosones

but was differentiated fron these on the basis of its large pale

centTomeric region when G-banded. This region was easily identified

in some metaphase spreads (Fig. 4.20) but not so clearly recognised

in others (Fig. 4.19). There were no hybrids containing a clearly

identifiable 3q arn which did not leact rr¡ith GA-l. The presence of

a C-banded chromosome ïesembling the 14. twfogriseus chromosome 3 in

two GA-l* hybrids which were not G-banded, REPS-7-2'and REPBS-2,

(Tabre 4.13) supports the assignnent of GA-l to 3q. REP3-7-5,

another GA-l+ hybrid which was C- but not G-banded did not contain

the chronosome present in REPS-7-2 and REPBS-2. If only the M.

mtfogriseus 3q arm was present in REPS-7-S it nay have remained

unidentified by C-banding. REPS-7-3, the one GA-1- hybrid which was

not G-banded (Table 4.L3) ãrU ,,oa contain the nornal tV. t'ufogz'iseus

chromosome 3 identified by C-banding. This observation is also in

accordance with the assignment of the gene for GA-l expression to 5q'

However, G-banding needs to be carried out on this cell line to

deterrnine if any of the cells therein contaiu the M. rufogriseus 3c¡'

In all hybrids except REP3-2-1, the percentage of cells that

reacted with GA-1 was higher than the percentage of cells which

contained the M. tufogríseus 3q (see Table 5.2)" Hybrid cell lines

which showed the largest differences were those containing 3q alone,

rather than the normal M, z,ufognise¿¿s chronosome 3 or t(Sq,Xq). For

example , B0% of REP3-1 ce11s contained the 14. tafagrise¿¿s chromosome

3 and 90% of ce11s bound GA-l (a difference of 10%, see Table 5.2),
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Conparison of the percentâge of cells binding GA-l and

the percentage of cells containing the M. mtfogriseus 3q.

CEtt LINE

PERCENTAGE OF HYBRIDS
CONTAINING IT. RUFOGRLSEUS

3q 3 t (Sq,Xq)

REPS

REP3.1

REPS-2

REPS-2- 1

PüP3-4

REPS-7

REPS- 7- 1

REPS-7-4

P€PB3-1

REPBS-3

REP83-4

REPB3-5

18

80

27

7S

100

20

90

90

95

90

100

90

100

r00

100

95

95

+10

+15

-5
+35

+50

+1

+44

+9

+25

+17

+39

55

50

66

89

91

7S

78

56
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Here the two percentages correspond closely. 0n the other hand only

66% of REPS-7-4 cells contained an identifiable M. rufogníseus 3q

and yet 100% of these cells bound GA-l, a considerably larger
¡

difference (44e") than observed for REPS-I. It was harder to identify

the 3q arm by itself in the hybrids than the larger M. rufogriseus

chrornosome 3 or t(Sq,Xq). It is possible, therefore, that sone of

the hybrid cells e.g. in REP3-7-4, contained the unidentified 3q arm,

and this may account for some of the differences observed in Table

5.2. As both figures (the percentage of cells possessing 5q and the

percentage of celts binding GA-1) were subject to considerable

sampling and,other errors, little weight should be 'attached to the

differences referred to in Table 5.2.

It appears that the M. rufogriseus 3q may confer a selective

advantage of proliferation of the hybrid ce1ls in ctilture as this

chronosorne arm was retained preferentially in the REP hybrids (Section

5.1). The hybrid cells had been expanded in nunbers for extÌacts

for electrophoresis at the time of chromosome preparation. They

were then frozen and rethawed before they t^/ere screened for GA-1

binding (approximately 10 cell doublings). It is possible that there

had been selection for cells containing 3q during this tine interval,

resulting in an increased proportion of 3q containing cells in any

one cell line at the time of screening for GA-l binding. Perhaps

there was some interaction between the seLected Hpt gene on the X

chromosome and a gene or genes on 3q; perhaps the GA-l gene itself

confers a selective advantage on the growth of the hybrid cells.

Another possibility is that there may be a regulatory locus on Xp

controlling a structural locus on 3q which confers a selective

advantage on the hybrid cells. As 3q was always absent in the abserrce
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of Xp it is less likely that 3q contained a regulatory locus

controlling a gene on Xp conferring a selective advantage on the

hybpid cells than uiee Dersa,.

TABLE 5.3

Xp t
+ (> soe") (< 3o%)

t2 0
3q

5

f (Xp was scored as absent if less than 30% of cells contained Xp,

to account for nisclassification) .

The other likely location for the gene deterrnining GA-1 was

on M. nufogrisezzs Xp. The problems experienced in the identification

of Xp in the hybrids (see Section 5.1) present difficulties in the

interpretation of any concordant relationship with Xp. The most

confident identification of M. z'ufogz'iseus Xp was made in REPS-1

and REPS-6 where both C- and G-banding confirmed the presence of Xp

in over 3/4 of the cells (Fig. 4.2I). Most REPS-I cells and 25e" of

REPS-6 cells bound GA-1 (REP3-6 was the one exception which bound

GA-l but not SREP3 AD PG19, see earlier this section). REPS-$ did

not bind GA-1 even though approximately TLeo of REPS-S cells contained

Xp. The revertants contained 18-27% of cells with the putative Xp

but like REP3-3 (25%) did not express GA-1. If the nisclassification

of the identity of M. r,ufogz,iseus Xp is of the order of 25eo then the

data may be showing concordance of Xp and GA-I expression. Howevet,

if Xp did contain the GA-l gene then REP3-5 with TLeo of cells

possessing Xp may have been expected to express GA-1, especially as

a number of hybrids e.g. REPS-2 and REPS-7 expressed GA-1 with

+

6
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less than L% of cells containing Xp.

In section 5.3 it was suggested that the genes determining

HPRT and PGK-A nay be present on Xp. If the GA-l gene is also on

Xp'then concordance of GA-l with HPRT and PGK-A would be expected.

Concordance for these loci was not found (Table 5.¿r) suggesting

that the genes for HPRT and PGK-A are on a different chromosome to

the gene for GA-l.

TABLE 5. +

PRESENCE OF HPRT AND PGK-A
IN THE REP HYBRIDSI

+

BINDING OF

GA-1

TO REP

TIYBRIDS

L7 17

11 19

28 8 36

fAlt ah" hybrids in Table 4.15 including 1RRN-2 are included in

this table.

Anongst the REP hybrids, there l"ere exceptions to the

concordance of GA-l expression with both M. t'ufogriseus 3q and Xp

and therefore a firm assignnent could not be based on these hybrids

alone. However, further evidence for the assignrnent of GA-l to

M. z,ufogr'íseus 3q is presented below.

5.4.3 Cross-reaction of GA-1 with M. rufus x mouse hybrids

Donald (1980) and Donald and Hope (1980) have cytogenetically

and enzymatically characterised a nurnber of M. rufus (lymphocyte)

+ 0

8
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x lR ceIl hybrids, referred to as the 1RMR hybrids. As GA-l was

shown to bind to M. r+tfus fibroblasts (Table 4.8 ) , assays for the

presence of GA-l wele calried out on the 1RMR cell hybrids. For

the following reason it is of special interest that GA-1 reacted

with only those 1RMR hybrids which contained the M. twfus chromosorne

number 5 (Tables 4.15 and 4.16) .

Rofe (1978) has constructed a phylogeny of the ltfacropodidae

inferred fron the ninimal number of chromosome changes possibly

occurring in a basic karyotype, that of ThyLogaLe biLLatdiev'i. By

comparing G-banding patterns, Rofe dernonstrated that the karyotype of

the autosomes of one species can be transposed j-nto the karyotype

of another species by Robertsonian translocations and/or inversions.

Rofe clearly denonstrated that the G-banding patteln of the //. r'ufus

number 5 is identical to that of the long arm of the 14. zwfogr'íseus

number S chromosome and that the 14. z,ufogt'ise¿s chromosorne three

is a Robertsonian translocation product of the M. r'ufus chromosomes

5 and 8.

This inplies that GA-l was reacting with a cell surface antigen

present on IRMR hybrids which is deternined by a gene on M. r'ufus

chromosome 5, the G-band identical chromosome to the M. t'ufogt'íseus

3q. These results provide strong support in favour of the assignrnent

of the GA-1 gene to the M. t'ufogz'tseus 3q.

The G-band patterns of closely related species provide information

on the hornology of chronosomal segments. Until futl DNA sequencing

is accornplished for each chromosome, or at least until detailed

genetic maps are available it is not possible to confirm if a

particular chromosome G-band in one species is the I'same" band as

that occurring in another species, but close banding homology suggests
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honology of genetic content. The genes determining the antigens in

M. rufogrLseus and M. twfus recognised by GA-I, seem to have been

conserved on the same G-banded chronosornal segment.
¡

Rofe (1978) also demonstrated that M. mtfogz,iseus expresses

the sarne G-banded karyotype as M. eugeníí and /14. parnyí. Fibroblasts

fron both these species bind GA-l (Table 4.14). An attempt was

therefore nade to construct M. eugeníi x mouse and 14. paruyi x mouse

cetl hybrids containing the G-band equivalent chromosome arn of the

M. nufogz,iseus 3q. If such hybrids bound GA-l it would indicate

that the homologous GA-I gene in these species had remained conserved

on the G-band equivalent arms to M, rufogriseus 3q.' A number of

narsupial x mouse fusions using the above species as the narsupial

parent were carried out. Unfortunately, no M. parryi x mouse cell

hybrids and only one putative M. eugeníi x lR cell hybrid was isolated

(lf[lR-l). This FIAT selected cell line proved not to be a rtrue'

hybrid as it expressed HPRT of lR origin (Section 5.f).

5.4.4 A eutherian counterpart of GA-1?

The fact that GA-l did not bind to any of the eutherian species

tested (Table 4.18) does not necessarily indicate the absence of an

thomologousr antigenic molecule in eutherian species. Presumably

GA-1 only detects a single antigenic deterrninant on the narsupial

GA-l antigen. The GA-I antigenic determinant may not be present in

eutherian species, but the honologous eutherian molecule may be

present. The best way to compare the hornology of two proteins is

to compare their amino-acid sequences, but the molecular techniques

and time required. for such comparisons were not available for the

present study. Another possible approach for finding a eutherian
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counterpart to GA-1 is to look for genes syntenic to the gene

deternining GA-1 expression. If the resulting syntenic group of

genes shows honoLogy with syntenic groups including genes deternining

antigens in eutherian species, this would inply conservation of these

syntenic'groups and hence indirect evidence for a eutherian counterpart

of GA-1. The two rnost obvious eutherian candidates for comparison.

with GA-1 are the histocompatibility antigens in a nunber of eutherian

species and the SA-l locus in man. SA-1 is syntenic with lactate

dehydrogenase-A (Ldh-A), esterase A4 (EsA+) and acid phosphatase-2

(Aep-Z). The hurnan major histocornpatibility complex and phospho-

glucomutase-3 (Pgm-s), together, or in combination with natic

enzyme-l (Me-7), glyoxylase (GLo) or superoxide disnutase-2 (Sod-z)

have been shown to be syntenic in a number of prinate species as

well as in cat, dog, sheep and cattle (Flunan Gene Mapping - 5, 1979).

Indirect evídence for the existence of a eutherian counterpart to

GA-l would result fron synteny of the gene determining GA-l expression

and any of the above enzymic genes. As attempt was therefore made

to screen the marsupial x mouse ce1l hybrids for sorne of these

enzymes.

Donald and Adams (198f) assigned the gene for LDH-A to the

M. mtfus chro¡nosone 5 using M. ntfus x mouse cell hybrids. Using

these same hybrids in this study, closs-reactign of GA-l was found

to be syntenic with LDH-A expression. The M. tufogriseas x mouse

hybrids were therefore screened for the presence of M. rufogr'íseus

LDH-A, to see if this syntenic group (i.e. LDH-A and GA-l) had been

conserved in these two marsupial specres.

All the tryUrid and revertant cell lines sholn in Table 4.2 were

screened using electrophoresis for the /r'. rufogriseus LDH-A subunit.
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M. nufogrisezs LDH-A was not found in any of these cell lines. The

absence of the gene for LDH-A in the M. z,ufogtise?',/s x mousefiyUridst'
irnplies that the syntenic relationship of LDH-A and cross-reaction

with GA-1 of the M. z.ufus chromosome 5 has not been conserved in

the M. rwfogz,ise¿¿s G-band equivalent chromosome arm, 3q. Such a

result was surprising as M. Tufus and M, rufogz'íseus aTe closely

related phylogenetically (Rofe, 1978). There may not have been

a strong selective advantage favouring the letention during the

separate evolution of these species of the genes for LDH-A and GA-l

as a syntenic pair

Ldh-A has been regionally assigned to the M. zwfus

chromosome 5. It is possible that one oT more of the REP hybrids

had an unidentified deletion on the section of M. t'ufogr'íseus 3q

containing the Ldh-A gene. This, however, seems unlikely, as it

would need to apply to aLL the M. rufogniselts x mouse cell hybrids

screened in this study to account for their LDH-A negativity. Also,

whenever somatic cel1 hybrids are enployed in a gene rnapping study,

it is possible that a gene is present but not expressed, or that

genes are explessed but their products not detected in the hybrid

cel1s.

Attenpts were rnade to screen tlne M. rufogriseins x mouse hybrids

with and without the M. rufogtiseus 3q for marsupial EsAa activity.

There was some difficulty encountered in identifying the M. rafogriseus

EsAq band, but rìo estelase bands were identified in hybrid cell

extracts which rvere not also present j-n the mouse control extracts.

Further studies are obviously required before it can be concluded

with certainty that EsAr+ of marsupial origin is absent fron the

hybrids. Acid phosphatase-2 (ACP-2) is also syntenic with LDH-A

and SA-1 in man (Jones and Kao, 1978). It would be interesting to
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screen the M. twfogrise?/s x mouse hybrids for ACP-2 and the LDH-A+

M. mtfus x mouse hybrids of Donald and Flope (1981) for both EsA+

and ACP-2.

' Prelininary studies for the detection of the rnarsupial PGII{-S

and S0D-2 isozymes v/ere carried out on cellogel. The PGM-I, PGM-2

and SCD-2 isozyrnes were identified on the gels for both the rnouse.

and marsupial parental cel1 lines but it appears that starch gel

electrophoresis rnay be required to detect the less intensely staining

PGM-S and SOD-1 isozymes. It was not possible to distinguish an

electrophoretic mobility difference for the parental PGM-1, PGM-2

and S0D-1 isozymes and hence it was not possible to'show if the

M. rufogriseus genes coding for these enzymes were present in the

hybrid cells.

In mouse, Pgk-Z is closely linked to the H-2 Iocí. The honologous

M. rufogrisezs gene , Pgk-B, (based on its tissue distribution) is

controlled by an autosomal locus (Vandeberg et aL, 1978). In the

present study, however, the M. rufogt'iseas PGK-B isozyme band was

completely overlapped by the PGK-A mouse isozyme band and hence it

was not possible to detect M. mtfogriset¿.s PGK-B using the method in

Section 3.8.3.
m

Terrrperature sensitive or {rnunochemical assays may be more

successful in detecting marsupial PGK-B in the hybrids.

The REP hybrids were also screened for purine nucleoside

phosphorylase (NP) because this enzyme has been identified in wallaroo x

nouse ce11 hybrids containing a chromosome of sinj-lar G-band pattern

to the M. rafogriseus 3q. (G. Dawson, p.c.). The rnouse and

M. twfogz,ise¿¿s NP isozymes had very similar nobilities and could not

be separated sufficiently to confidently score the hybrids for
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M. mtfognisezs NP.

As stated earlier, it was thought that one of the advantages

of working with narsupial x eutherian cel1 hybrids was the expected

availability of isozyme differences between narsupial and eutherian

mammals as a consequence of their early evolutionary divergence.

However, in the present study detectable isozyme electrophoretic

mobility differences between mouse and M. rufogrise¿¿s were not found

for NP, PGM-I, PGM-2 and SOD-I and the mobility difference for G6PD

was smal1. Detectable mobility differences have been observed for

these isozynes between different eutherian species e.g. hwnan and

mouse and hunan and hamster (Meera Khan, L97L; Uarris and Hopkinson'

L976). It is somewhat surprising, therefore, i"hat M. z'ufogniseus

and nouse did not exhibit such mobility differences. It is possible

for many mutations to have occurred in a gene resulting in changes

in the arnino acid sequence of an enzyme, without actually affecting

the charge state of the enzyme to any great extent. Considering

the large evolutionary distance between mar'supiai and eutherian

mammals, this seens a more likely explanation than complete

conservation of arnino acid sequences in S0D-1, PGM-I, PGM-2 and NP

in these two mammalian infraclasses.

5.4.5 Cross reaction of GA-l with nars ial fibroblasts

Fibroblasts fron representative species of a large range of

marsupial fanilies were assayed for binding of GA-l (Table 4.L4) .

GA-l reacted with all species of the family lt'lacropodidae that were

tested and the only non-Macropodidae marsupial binding GA-1 was

Tat,sipes spencenae (honey possun), the sole member of the family

Tarispedidae. The binding of GA-l to these species demonstrates
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a shared antigenic deterninant and hence structural similarity of

the relevant cel1 surface rnolecule. Although morphologically very

different fron the nacropods, Tarsipes spenee?ae is unusual in that

it resenbles the Nlacropodidae species in a nurnber of ways. First,

the centromeric heterochromatin of all the ?. spenceaa.e chromosomes

exhibits uncondensed regions in response to culture in the presence

of Hoechst 33258 (tlayman and Sharp, 1982). The only other marsupial

species showing such uncondensed regions belong to the farnily

Macropodidae. Secondly, ?. spencera.e expresses ntrc\eolar organiser

regions on both the X chr.omosome and some autosomes, a feature

previously fóund only in the super fanily Phalangeroidea (Hayman and

sharp, 1982). Hayman and Rofe (1977) presented evidence based on

the number of nucleoli present in cells of some of the phalangeroid

species, which suggested that the inactivation on the X chromosomes

of these species does not involve the nucleolar olganiser region.

Thirdly, delayed implantation in narsupials has only been found in

some macropods and ?. spencera.e (Renfree, 1980). There has been

some conttoversy about the tax6nomic affinities of T. speneeTae,

Both taxanornic and serological data indicate that 7. spenceTa,e is

highly divergent fron the rest of the ¡narsupials (Kirsch, 1977).

The binding of GA-l to ?. speneena.e fibroblasts is another piece of

supportive evidence for a close relationship of this species to those

of the Macropodidae.

The only other cell types to react with GA-l (Tables 4.17 and

4.18) were three Potoy,ous tridaetyLus ceLI lines. Potot'ous tridactyLus

is also a member of the Nfacropodidae.

Cross reaction of a monoclonal antibody with antigens in

different species demonstrates homology between those antigens and
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hence a degree of sinilarity between species. The phylogenetic

data, to date, indicate that Ta.z'sipes spenee?a.e diverged from the

Macropodidae before Phoscolarctidae and Vonbatídae diverged fron

the Macropodidae ( Kirsch, 1971). The data for

GA-l in the present study support a nuch moTe lecent divergence

of the Macropodidae and Tarsipedidae (Table 4.L4). It is unlikely

that the GA-l antigenic deterninant evolved separately .in the

Macropodidae and Tarsipedidae because of the exact specificity

required for binding of a monoclonal antibody. Assays for binding

of GA-l to ce11s of the Phalangeridae (which are known to be more

closely related to the Macropodidae than the marsupiuft listed in

Table 4.I4), hrould be of interest as they may indicate if Tatsipes

spqrleerae shols antigenic hornology with this fanily as well as the

Macropodidae.

The polymorphic region of most antigens probably constitutes

only a small proportion of the entire antigenic molecule. It is

probable therefore that most of the antibodies produced in response

to xenogeneic immunization (which was used in this study) would be

directed against strong species specific antigenic determinants,

rather than polymorphic determinants. For example, less than 20eo

of rnonoclonals to HLA antigens so far characterised, recognise

polymorphic determinants (Brodsky et aL., 1979; Lanpson et aL.,

1978). It is unlikely that GA-l is polymorphic in M. rufogt'iseus

on the basis of its specificity over the rvhole of the lnlacropodidae.

As differentiated functions are geneïally not expressed in cel1 hybrids,

perhaps the GA-1 antigen nay be involved in a more fundanental or

structural feature of the cells. A study of the tissue distribution

of GA-l may give further information about the function of the GA-I

antigen.
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eloma x leen fusions with HYP-I and PGMR2-4 as immuno en

The difficulty encountered in isolating M. r'ufogr'íselts x mouse

hybrids containing an identifiable norrnal M. rufogt'iseizs X chromosome,

proinpted nyelona x spleen cel1 fusion experiments with different

narsupial x mouse hybrids.

rìYPl is a somatic cel1 hybrid resulting from the fusion of

PG19 with lymphocytes from an M. zafogt'iseus (9 ) x I'laLLabia bieoLor

(d) hybrid aninal (d) (Hope, unpublished). The female parent of

this hybrid aninal was M. rwfogr,í,seus and the hybrid animal therefore

contai-ned an M. rufogríser,¿s X chromosome and a ll. bicolon Y chromosome.

This hybrid aninal is particularly arnenable to cytological study

because of the difference in C-band content of the chromosornes of

the two parental species. As previously described, aIL M. z'ufogr'íseus

chromosomes possess large aleas of centroneric C-banding as well as

interstitial bands on the long arm of the X chromosome. The I/. bicolor

chromosomes are almost devoid of C-band naterial except for a small

amount on the X chromosome (Hayman, 1980). PGI9 chromosones contain

an intermediate amount of C-banding compared with the M. tufogt'íseus

and W. bieoLot, chromosomes and can be distinguished fron these two

species using this criterion. In the HYP hybrids, therefore,

chromosones which expressed large areas of C-banded naterial were

automatically identified as being of M. t'ufogt'iseas origin and those

containing almost no C-banded material were identified as W. bieoLot'

chronosomes. However, in view of the variable C-band expression

observed for M. tufogríse¿¿s chrornosomes (discussed in Sections 5.1

and 5.2), this approach for the identification of C-band naterial in

the HYP hybrids rnay not have been entirely applicable. Nevertheless,

the hybrid, HYP-I was chosen as the imnunising ceIl type on the basis
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of preliminary cytogenetic C-banding of a series of HYP hybrids.

Although HYP1 did not contain a normal M. rufogtise¿¿s X chromosome,

the, short arrn of the M. mtfogniseas X was identified by both C- and

G-banding (Fig. 4.23). HYP1 also expressed l/. rafogrise¿s PGK-A and

HPRT (X-linked, see Section 5.1) . Unfortunately none of the 36 hybrids

generated frorn nyeloma x spleen fusions with HYP1 as immunizing cells,

secreted an antibody to HYPI ce1ls.

Another approach taken in the search for a narsupial X-linked

antigen vJas an attempt to make monoclonal antibodies using an M. rufus

x PG19 cell hybrid, PGMR2-4, as immunogenrC- and G-banding identified

the presence'of a normal M. rufus X chromosorne in the najority of

cells (Fig. 4.26). A conventional antiserum, SPGMR2-4, has already

been nade which binds to PGMR hybrids containing the M. tufus X

chrornosome and it has been proposed that SPGMR2-4 is detecting an

M. rwfus X-linked antigen (Sykes and Hope, 1978). Attenpts to rnake

monoclonal antibodies to M. tufus antigens on PGMR2-4 cel1s were

unsuccessful. All 34 hybridoma supernatants screened fron myeloma

x spleen cell fusions with PGMR2-4 cells as imnunogen were negative

on PGMR2-4 ce1ls. There was insufficient tine available during this

project to carry out further fusions with HYP1 and PGMR2-4 cells as

immunogens. 0n the basis of the successful isolation of the GA-t

nonoclonal antibody in the present study, it seems probable that

monoclonal antibodies to antigens coded for by marsupial genes in

HYP1 and PGMR2-4 cells could be rnade using the same methods.
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5.5 GENERAL DISCUSSION AND FURTHER STUDIES

The gene determining the M. mtfogz,isel,¿s GA-1 antigen has been

proyisionally assigned to chromosome 5q in M. mtfogriseus. The GA-l

antibody cross ïeacts with an antigen deternined by a gene which has

been provisionally assigned to M. rwfus chromosome 5. Rofe (1978)

has demonstrated the G-band homology of M. mtfogriseus 3q and M. zwfus

5. This chromosone honology suggests that the /'/. tufogriseus and

M. r,ufus antigens detected by GA-1 are determined by honologous

genes and that GA-l is binding to a conserved antigenic deterninant

in these species. rãh-A and the gene for GA-I are,syntenic in

M. rufus, however LDH-A was not present in hybrids containing

M. rwfogriseus 3q. This was surprising in view of the close

phylogenetic relationship of M. twfogtiseus and M. z"ufus, and the

apparent G-band identity of the two relevant chromosomes (discussed

in section 5.4.4). It will be necessary to ¡nap many more gene loci

to marsupial chromosomes in order to investigate in detail possible

conservation of gene synteny both within the narsupials and with

eutherian mamrnals. A first step rnay be to nap GA-l to chromosomes

in other macropod species and Tarsipes speneetae to see if Lclh'A ís

syntenic with GA-1 expression in any of these species-

The non-random retentj.on of M. nufogxisans 3q in this study,

of M. rwfus 5 in the study by Donald and Hope and of human chromosome

11 in h¡man x rodent cel1 hybrids (Norum and Nfigeon, 1974) may be

situations of some parity. M. rufus Ldh-A is on chronosome 5 and

is syntenic with the gene for GA-I. The expression of human LDH-A

is present in more human x mouse cel1 hybrids than expected on the
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basis of random chromosome loss. Ldh-A is on human chronosome llp

and is sfntenic with the 5Á-l locus (Kao et aL, 1977)- These

results indirectly suggest that GA-l may be the rnarsupial counterpart

to the human SA-1 antigenic system. Evidence for or against such a

speculation could be obtained in a nunber of ways. Cross reaction of

SA-l and GA-l would be firm evidence for such a contention. The

nonoclonal antibody GA-l did not bind to the human ce1l lines tested,

although it is possible that GA-t may bind to normal human fibroblasts

or lyrnphocytes, as is the case for SA-1 antisera. Presumably, GA-l

binds to a single antigenic determinant which nay not have been

conserved siltce the divergence of marsupial and ""th"ti"r, mammals

even though GA-1 and SA-1 are homologous antigenic molecules. Since

GA-l only bound to cells from nenbers of the Macropodidae and Taz'sipes

spence?ae it is not surpTising that GA-l did not react with hunan

cells. However, the polyclonal anti-SA-1 serum will probably contain

antibodies to a number of antigenic deterninants on the SA-l antigen.

If GA-l is a counterpart to sA-l, reaction of sA-I with narsupial

cells and GA-I+ rnarsupial x mouse hybrids would indicate that at

least one of the antigenic determinants on SA-l may still be present

on the GA-l antigen. Similarly it may be nore useful to use the

polyclonal SREPS AD PGl9 serum rather than GA-1 to investigate cross-

reaction with SA-1.

other ways to compare the GA-1 and sA-l antigens would be to

evaluate their molecular weight, subunit structure, carbohydrate

content etc. and investigate their tissue distribution. one

prelininary study of the tisSue distribution of GA-1 was carried

out on kidney, n""tt and liver. The results suggested that GA-l was

present on kidney but the heart and liver preparations wer'e not
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scorable and need to be repeated. GA-I was not present on red blood

cells but was present on 2O9o of lymphocytes. SA-1 is present on

red blood cel1s, fibroblasts and lymphocytes as is the case foI the

{àf ana 4"a.3 antigens but the \a2 antigen is not present on red

blood cells. (Buck and Bodmer, 1975; Jones et aL, 1979). As was

suggested in section 2.2, it is possible that the SA-1 antiserum was

detecting a number of ce1l surface antigens determined by genes on

hurnan chromosome 11 as was found for the À¿ series of antigens (Jones

et aL, 1979). On the basis of the known tissue distribution data for

GA-l, Atra2 may be the nost likely counterpart to GA-1'

separation of the T and B tymphocyte subsets rnay identify if

expression of GA-l was confined to a particular subset. It would also

be interesting to screen ce11 types during differentiation to determine

the ontogeny of the expression of GA-1 on various cell types.

The SA-l antibodies are cytotoxic.. Preliminary attempts to set

up a reliable cytotoxic assay for GA-l were plagued by technical

problems. Further work along this line ma¡r enable the GA-l antibody

to be used as a selective system against cell hybrids containing the

M. rwfogr,íseus 3q. GA-l is known to be of lgGro class, members of

which are usually cytotoxic and so this idea seems feasible.

The fact that M. twfogr,ísel,¿s G6PD l^/as not plesent in any of the

narsupial x nìouse cel1 hybrids was surprising (discussed in Section

5.3). It would be useful to screen the marsupial x mouse hybrids

used in the present study for other enzymes, whose genes are knotvn

to be X-linked in other species, for example, o-galactosidase-4,

S-phosphoribosyl-1 -pyrophosphate synthetase and steroid sulphatase'

Such an approach'would shorv if these genes have been conserved on

the marnmalian X-chromosome since marsupial-eutherian divergence' The
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hybrids were not screened for a-galactosidase-A in the present study

because the rnouse isozyme is known to stain as a long anodal smear

which cornpletely envelops the area where the rnarsupial cr-galactosidase-A

stains on the gel. M. zwfogt'iseizs x hamster celI hybrids nay be more

usefirl here. Steroid sulphatase is known to be X-linked in man

(Shapiro et aL, 1979) and is of special

interest because, Llke Xg, the steroid sulpiratase locus is thought to

escape X-inactivation. Investigation of the expression of these genes

in marsupials should show if conservation of the gene content of the

X chrornosome in narsupials extends to genes which are not subj ect to

X-inactivation. Haynan and Rofe (1974) found that'the X chromosome

of some narsupial species is smaller than the 'basicr X in humans

(i.e. the original X chromosome of a colilnon ancestor; 5-6% of the

haploid gamete) postulated by Ohno (1967) - This difference in size

between the rbasict X of narsupials and eutherians does not necessarily

disagree with Ohno's hypothesis of conservation of the genetic content

of the man¡nalian X chromosome. The size difference may, for example,

be due to an increase of non-coding DNA in the human X rather than an

increase in coding DNA. It could be postulated that the basic

narsupial X does not contain genes honologous to those which escape

inactivation on the short arm of the human X.

Screening of the hybrids used in the present study, for enzymes

known to be encoded by autosomal genes in other species, frãY result

in further gene assignments enabling comparison with syntenic groups

of genes in eutherian rnammals. Suggestions along these lines have

been made in Section 5.4.4 but other possibilities for screening

could include, fór example, thymidine kinase and galactoki-nase, tvlo

enzymes known to be closely syntenic in a number of eutherian species

(Section 2.4).
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APPENDIX 1

FM Stock (P.N. Goodfellow, P.c.)

' 100 x concentration in 100 nls.

Bovine insulin 0.10g

Oxaloacetic acid L.32g

Sodium PYruvate 0.45g

Add I ml FM stock/100 mls cell culture nedium.

2xSSC

Trisodium citrate 8.824g

Na' CI L7.532g

Made up to 1 litre with distilled water.

PBS (Phosphate-buffered saline)

NaCl 16.09

K Cl 0.4g

NazHPO+ 2.3e

KH2POq 0.4g

Made up to 2 litres with distílled wate-r; pH 7.4.

PENICI LLIN-STREPTOMYC IN

Streptomycin sulPhate

Penicil I in

Distilled water

1g

1,000,000 LU.

10 ml.

FICOLL-HYPAQUE Stock

Ficoll (Pharnacia). 99

85e" I{ypaque (WinthroP) 20m1

Distilled water 50rnl

Warn Hy¡raque gently to dissolve crystals. Add Ficoll

to H¡raque solution and stir. Add 34 mls distilled water
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APPENDIX I (Cont.)

and stir. Sterilize by filtration. Store at room

, teuperature in dark.

GEYS IvIEDIUIU

Solution A: RPMI/Glutamine/P+S + 20% FCS

solution B: RPMr/Glutamine/P+s/ttRt + 2oeo Fcs

Make up iess than 30 mins. before use-

14.5 nI v¡ater

4 nl solution A

, I ml solution B

0.1 nl Biocarbonate (5.6e" w/v)

Use 5 ml/spleen.
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APPENDIX 2

PGK ELECTROPHORESIS BUFFER

0.1 M TRIS_CITRATE 8.6

Saturated citric acid 609/100 nl

0.1 M Tris lZ.Tg/Lítre

Add saturated citric acid to 0.1 M Tris until pH 8'6'

Store at roon temPerature.

PGK STAIN (adapted from Meera Khan (1971))

1.2 ml 0.f M Tris-HC1-EDTA PH 8.0

0.1 ¡nl Mg Cl z (40 rnglnl)

0.1 url NADH (9. 9 ng/nl)

0.3 nl ATP (24.2 nglnl)

0.5 ml PGA (7.4 ng/nt)

30Yr G5PD (800 I.U./ml)

Counterstain with 0.2 ml PMS (2 rng/ml)

0.2 nl MIT (2 mglml)

G6PD ELECTROPHORESIS BUFFER

TRIS-GLYCINE PH 9.1 (Migeon et al, L979)

Add f4.1g Tris to 22.69 glycine and nake up to I litre

with distilled water.

G6PD STAIN (Adapted from Johnston et aL, (1975))

I nl Tris-maleate buffer PH 8.0

0.2 nl I'IADP (smg/ml)

0.2 nl G6P (25nglml)

0.2 nl MTT '(2mglnl)

0.2 nl PMS (2ne/nL)
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APPENDIX 2 (Cont.)

NP STAIN (modification of Spencer et aL, (1968))

, 2.0 ml 0.1 M Tris-HCl PH8-0

0.2 ml Inosine (25¡rglm1)

0.2 nl 0.05 M sodium arsenate

0.2 nl MIT (2ng/nl)

0.2 ml PMS (2nglnl)

5Ul Xanthine oxidase 0.2 I.U. (Boehringer)

EsAq STAIN (nodification of Markert and Hunter (1958))

2 mL 0.O5 M phosphate buffer PH 6.5

0.8ng Fast blue RR

0.lnl 1% stock solution of a-naphthal acetate in 50% acetone.

pGM-3 STAIN (modification of Meera Khan (1971) and Harris and

Hopkinson (1976))

0.8 ml 0.05 M Trís/HCl PH 8.0

0.2 nl 0.1 M Mg Cl

0.2 nl NADP (4nglml)

0.2 nl G-1-6 di P (1mg/6m1)

0.4 nl G-l-P (16ng/nl)

5U1 G6PD (lmg/nl)

0.2 nl NrrT (zng/nI)

0.2 ¡nl PMS (2ng/n])

LYSIS SOLUIION

O.l% $ mercaptoethanol

0.7eo Triton' X-too

t.19nM NADP.
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